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This evaluation of fishories programs of the Agency for 
International P veloPuent (AID) was undertaken by the utrine TechnicalAssistance Graup (MY ), o ..the Ocean Policy Coittee, in repons Io 
a requost from that agency. It is part of a larger study of U.S.
technical assistance and ration in oceanography, marine f!shbries" 
and inland fisheries, including aquaculture. This report includea abrief .review of the pattern of AID asliStance efforts in fisherlea
 
since World War IU, detA2led analysis of three major fM. heries
 
programs, sumaries of a number of regional program, 
 and a eries g
-,onolusipm and reooammndations on how the effectiveness of future 
programs might be improved. 

Immediately following World War I, U.S. foreign assistance in
 
fisheries was directed mainly toward the development. of modern
commercial fisheries as a means to strengthen the ioonomies and rapidly.
increase the food supply in countries with serious food deficits.
effort involved large-scale programs 

Thi. 
to provide boatsr, gear, harbors,
 

and: processing equipment and to retrain local fishermen 
and fisheri4a
wOrkers in the use of modern euipmlnt. Usually AID was directly
responsible for hiring experts and supervising programs. Large-scale

program in Korea and India followed this'pattern, as did a number of
 
smaller programs in other parts of the world.
 

During the.late 19605, U.S. foreign assistance began to be directed 
ore Specifically toward the poorest people in developing countries.

Large industrial fisheries development programs were curtailed in .favor 
of ad gPr~ojects, generally tied to agricultural development 
program.- AIID attached a lover d priority to fisheries during this 
period and most of the agan..,'8 own expertise in fisheries was lost.
.AID did serve as the lead U.S. agency in a domestic program largely
carried out by the Vuieeu of Comercial riserie (now the National
arine fisheries Servie) during the late 1960a to develop a process

for production of fish protein concentrate. The program was a failure 
a-d 'further reduced AID interest in marine fisheries"as a target for 
d1velopmet assistance. 
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More recently there hss been increased interest in fisheries within
 
AID, much of it directed toward aquaculture. However, fisheries
 
activities are accorded a relatively minor position within the
 
administrative structure of AID, and funding for fisheries programs

constitutes only a small portion of AID's expenditures for enhancement
 
of food production techniques.
 

At leaat three factors justify an expanded fisheries program within
 
AID:
 

* Congressional support for such an increase is indicated by the
 
inclusion of Sea Grant Colleges within the Title XII revision of the
 
Foreign Assistance Act and .by the inclusion of fisheries as a priority
 
area of food production.
 

* Limitations in agricultural production are becoming apparent
 
in the decreasing amount of land available for agriculture and in the
 
increasing marginal cost of agricultural production. Fisheries
 
assistance often has been suggested as an economical alternative to
 
enhancement of agricultural production.
 

* Developing countries are expressing increased interest in
 
exploiting and controlling the resources within their recently acquired
 
200-mile exclusive economic zones, and the United States has an
 
interest in gaining access to these zones for trade, scientific
 
research, and for defense purposes.
 

The report considers the following project mechanisms used by AID
 
to support fisheries programs:
 

1. Direct funding and supervision of programs by AID, usually
 
involving AID employees in an operational capacity in a foreign country.
 

2. Use of U.S. universities as sources of expertise and sometimes
 
as management entities for development programs.
 

3. Funding through a regional or international organization, which
 
assumes responsibility for managing the program.
 

4. Joitt programs inwhich foreign governments exercise
 
operational control and the United States provides funding, expert
 
advisers, and training.
 

The Marine Technical Assistance Group did not examine all of the
 
mechanisms by which AID's fisheries assistance is carried out, although
 
the mechanisms selected for study are typical of those used inother
 
fisheries assistance projects. Restrictions of time and money limited
 
the analysis to review of AID reports and evaluations supplemented by

information provided by program participants. The programs that were
 
examined in greatest detail were the Korean Fisheries Revitalization
 
Program (1956-64) and programs at the University of Rhode Island and
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Uiv~si~yAubun fudedUnder :ection 211(d) of the Foreignssistanoe t during t perid 1969i-9. The Koren progra is an 
' a.ex.1 •of d ct-fun -.and AiD-supervised effort to assist the' 

com rctalization of fisheries. The latter two programs illustrate:the 
use of~iversitis asm: euting agencies and sources of expertise for 

,AID. fisherics , oprations. "'Through their :outreach activities, theo
university-basd programs also involve cooperation w:th foreign
governments, VariOus mechanims described in paragraphs 3 and 4 above 
are illustarated byrojects reviewed in less detalis these are the
GuineansTrawling Survey (1962-66), the East African Freshwater
 
Pisheries:Organixation Project (1967-72), and fisheras development

prograns in the-Philippines (1970-81) and in India (1952-52)0
 

KOREAN FISHERIES REVITALIZATION
 

The Korean program was intended to revitalize the local commercial,
 
fisheries thatihad been devastated by war and economic hardship.. New
 
vessels, gear, processing facilities, and fishing methods were
 
successfully introduced through fishery experts who were hired by AID
 
and were able to gain the confidence and respect of the Korean
 
fishernen.. 
The project was designed to develop an export industry and
 
to.modernize facilities for fish handling and processing. 
However,

there was little apparent.attempt to develop artisanal fisheries or to
 
follow through on certain aquaculture initiatives. An existing system

of government fisheries administration ano management was revised to
 
make it responsive to the needs of the new fisheries, and technical
 
capabilities .and scientific fisheries institutions were strengthened.
 

The Korean program was quite succeseful and probably was a major
factor in the reemergence of Korea as one of the world's leading
fishing nations. Success .appears to have been achieved in part through
the strong, 'ontinuing support from AID and through effective
 
supervision And the employment of experts with considerable field

experience. 
Success was due also to the enthusiastic involvement cf
Koreans at all levels in the program and the willingness of fishermen 
and others in the industry to accept change. The postwar conditions Lit
Korea and a large U.S. presence, both physically and financially, also 
had a good deal to. do with the success of the program. Another 
important factor was the existence of an office for fisheries in AID at 
that time and the availability of fisheries expertiss.ewithin the AID.
central organization, which provided strong ranagement support to field 
operations.
 

FISHERIES An AQUACULSURE PROGRAMS AT U.S. UNIVERSITIES 

U,S. universities have long provided expert field staff for 
fisheries -programs of.U.S. and U.N. assistance agencies. .This
 
involvement of the universities was formalized when Section 211(d) was
 
added to.the Foreign Assistance Act in 1966. 
The purpose of the
 



to U.S. educational andsection was to enable AID to provide funding 
research institutions "to strengthen their capability to develop and 
carry out programs concerned with the economic and social development 
of less developed countries.* AID selected two universities to serve 
as centers of excellence in fisheriesi Auburn University was to be 
respOnsible for aquaculture and inland fisheries, and the University of 
Rhode Island was to be responsible for marine fisheries, especially 
small-scale and artisanal fisheriec. 

The University of Rhode Island established the International Center 
for Marine Resources Development (ICMRD) as the vehicle for the 211(d) 

effort. This was a coordinating unit with a director and a small staff, 
whose function was to encourage the involvement of the university 
faculty in marine resource problems of developing countries. In this
 
way, the university was to have built up a large pool of committed and
 
experienced faculty members who would advise on AID programs and would
 
themaelvea become involved in overseas activity. The approach was only
 
partly successful, however. Only a rather limited group composed mainly
 
of resource-economists became actively involved, although fisheries
 
scientists, food technologists, and others were active from time to
 
time. The 211(d) objective of establishing linkages with other
 
universities was achieved to a limited extent, in part because the
 
International Center for Marine Resources Development was the
 
administrative office for the Consortium for Development of Technology 
(CODOT), a food science and technology group representing five major
 
U.S. universities. Overseas programs were pursued most actively in
 
Central America, although a few short-term or seminar activities were
 
carried out in Africa. AID exhibited little interest in marine
 
fisheries during the period of the 211(d) program at the University of
 
Rhode Island (1969-79) and made relatively little use of the expertise
 
developed under the program.
 

The 211(d) grant to Auburn University was intended to strengthen
 
the universityla existing activities in overseas aquaculture
 
development, including the International Center for Aquaculture (ICA),
 
a unit within Auburn's College of Agriculture. T,.e operation of ICA in
 
responae to requests from AID was largely independent of the universityi
 
there was little involvement by other members of the Auburn faculty or
 
by professionals from other universities. The staff of ICA maintained
 
close contact with AID and was frequently called upon to conduct
 
surveys and demonutration projects overseas. ICA played a key role In 
carrying out AID's program in pond aquaculture, the principal focus of
 
AID's Interest in fisheries over the past decade.. Although the center
 
for aquaculture carried out some research and trained a number of
 
students, it func'.ioned mainly as an extension of AID and maintained
 
only limited contacts with the rest of the university. The objectives
 
and functxoA,of ICA were narrowly conceived and greatly limited the
 
advontages AID could expect from working through a university. The 
cesearch tended to be project-specific r.aither than concerned with basic
 
issues in aquaculture: development activities strvssed technical
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fatters and were weak in social and etonomic aspects of developmentl
and 	the: extent of.. linkage vith other. institutions was minimal.
 

The University of Rhode 1sland and Auburn program. both suffered
 

from a lack of policy direction fro1A.D Ths clearly arose in large
part from the lack of high-level expertise In fisheries within the 
agency, Although it is reasonable to expect university units to act 
independently, policy guidelines are needed, and a point of contact

with fishery experts at.ahigh level within AID ismost desirable.
 

This evaluation of the two university-based programs does not
resolve the question of whether universities should be encouraged to 
develop relatively %utonomous quick-response units primarily for 
overseas operations or should promote interest indevelopment-related

activities among faculty in existing departments. The Auburn program

demonstrated that in siapporting a university unit dedicated to overseas
 
assistance activities, AID loses some of the advantages of working with
 
a university. On the other hand, the University of Rhode .Teland's
 
approach lacked the close coordination necessary to permit extensive
 
participation in AD's .verseas 
operations. Both programs demonstrated
 
the need fot establishing formal contacts among institutions and
 
individuals within theaUnited States and abroad. 
It is possible that

the 	institutiona. support grants under Title XII of the Foreign

Assistance Ant will provide for alternative mechanisms involving more
 
universities and onsequently more extensive networks of institutions
 
and fisheries experts concerned with problems of developing countries.
 

Jd.dvantages and disadvantages of regional approaches to fisheries 
development are discussed in light of the rather small body of evidence 
provided in the reviews of AID projects discussed in APpendix B. 

ISSURS AND ECONENDATIONS
 

The following isuest discussions, and recommendations are
 
elaborated more fully in the text.
 

1. Should the United Statas provide fisheries assistance to
 
developing countries?
 

U.S. fisheries assiatance programs have potential benefits, both
 
immediate and long-term, far outwvighing their costs. These would
 
accrue to both the United States and the recipient countries. On
 
balance, U.S, fishing industries and consumers would benefit from such
 
pro4rams. Moreover, US. fisheries assistance would advance various
 
national political and strategic objectives.
 

R UEIBNDATIONs 
The 	UnitedStates should mrovide fisheries
 
assistpance to: developIng coUntries.: Such assistne is warranted both
for humanttirian regoonsand from tba roadlv utilitarian Perspectivo
of aheving.S. foreign Eolicy objectives, 



2. Does the United States have the technical and institutional
 
capability to provide fisheries assistance in developing countries?
 

Although fisheries constitute a relatively small pant of the U.S. 
economy, the United States possesses considerable scientific, 
technological, and managerial expertise in fisheries-related fields. 
Much of thisiexpertise is unavailable elsewhere. In additionr various 
U.S. institutions have the capability and experience to assist 
developing countries in their fisheries programs. The United States 
therefore could make valuable contributiofs to global fisheries 
development. 

RECGSIEDATIONt There is a significant body of fisheries expertise
 
and technology within the United States that should be made available
 
to developing countries seeking to survey, .exploit, or manage their
 
fisheries resources. U.S. organizations and agencies should be 
encoura-ged to participate in fisheries programs in developing
 
countrLes, including Joint programs in concert with other donors.
 

3. Should AID be the lead U.S. agency for delivering U.S.
 
assistance to developing countries in fisheries and aquaculture?
 

RECOIMMDATION: Because of its statutory mandate as the central 
U-S. foreign assistance agency AID should remain the priary sponsor 
and coordinator of U.S. fisheries assistance programs. AID should 
maintain close contact with other organisations that have fisheries 
expertise, Particularly the National Marine Fisheries Service. AID 
should use these organizations as executing agencies and, where 
appropriate, enter into Joint Projects with other fisheries assistance 
donors. 

4. Is the present AID structure adequate for.the administration of 
large-scale fisheries assistance programs? 

RECONNENDATION: AID should enlarge its in-house fisheries staff, 
including representation at the Policynaking level, and should remove 
fisheries programs from administration by the .agriculturaloffice. The 
AID fisherLes staff should define a coherent AID fisheries development 
at ateay that includes the types of assitance to be offered, the 
priority to be accorded to various types of fish production methods# 
and the criteria-bY which requests for fisheries assistance will be 
assessed for funding, The stationing of fisheries experts at AID 
headauarters in Pashinmton should be supplemented by fisheries 
Professionals serving in AID field missions.
 

5. Should AID seek participation by U.S. universities in its
 
fisheries programs abroad?
 

RECOMENDATION: AID shouLd use the fisheies, expertise Of U.S. 
universities to the fullest extpnt vossible. However, the core support 
mechanims, such as the Section 211(d) or institUtion-strengthening 
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grant reaulie lara. and indefinite expenditures and sometims have 
not boon ful1V utilied by AID in field vrojcts. Therefore, AID
 
should esimultaneouly exPlore other Pechnim for tapping into U.S.
 
acadmic fisheries eXertise, for 0=,xl Institution-to-institution
 
linko , In Particlar. AID should aoly to its fIsheries Programs 
abroad the special exertise of U.S. universities that is not widely 
available from other*dohors--pg.. basic fisheries research &nd 
statistics, stock amsessment,: food and nutrition, resce economics. 
*socioeconomic ianct asoosmnt. and coastal zone manaement. 

6. What lessons can be gleaned from past U.S. fisheries assistance
 
programs?
 

Successful AID fisheries programs examined by WTAG have been
 
distinguished by-major U.S. financial backing, long-term comitments,
 
broad integrated program encompassing all aspects of the fishery from
 
capture to market, expert advisers with practical experence (domestic
 
and overseas), rking relationships with local institutions, and
 
flexible program 0inistration that reflects the fundamental nature of
 
fisheries. Successful programs have occurred in regions with good
 
resource bases, traditional importance of fish in the local diet and
 
economy, and strong recipient government coamitments to fisheries
 
development.
 

RBCOMSIENDATION: Proposals for AID fisheries Proqrams should be 
assessed in light of the factors, enumerated abovep that have typified 
past successful programs. selection of recipients should be based on 
the likelihood of success. Program evaluation Sould be a continuing 
priority. AID likewise should examine the factors that have contributed 
to success or failure of past fisheries proacans, including those of 
other donor agencies, to evaluate plans for future programs. HeMeveEr 
AID should recognize that recipient needs and the ingredients for 
Success may evolve over time. 

7. How can AID best address the needs of-recipient countries in
 
its fisheries programs?
 

RECOMMIENDATION: The pressina needs of developina countries re4uire 
emphasis on improved management and better use.of current fish stocks 
through capture fisheries .pr2gr-s. At the same time. AID should not 
lose sight of the enormous lonq-rage potential of aquaculture. AID 
funding patterns in .fisheries should reflect these priorities. 
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The political order of the vorld's oceans bas changed drastically 
during the past decade this change derives frog a aohination.of
teohnological aftancesa and diplomatic/politioal initiatives, 
particularly in the United Mations Conferehe"On 'the: Law of the- Sea 
(UNCUM). Ae a result# most - oaatal developing countries have already 
claimed enlarged jurisdiction o'ver: adjacent coeap :spaces,*. Ihey will 
likely request external assistnce:.to inxaimse returns from the 
fisheries reso.resoff itheir coasts. ' ,8,B.gency for International 
Developiant (XD),; has been the pribary U.S. gornment actor in 
flaheries aistance and probably ill administer future U,.. assistanice 
efforts. AD therefore :requested that. the Natonl. easearch Cuncil's 
Ocean PoliOy Mmitte. evaluate ito overall fisberiestassistance program 
with al view towar4 identifyingapromising ecanis for future projects, 

Thi reor pepaedby tihe Narine' Vebnicail: Assistancewa Group q
(NTAG) :ofthe Ocean Poicay Ocesittee Theinforation contained herein 
was, igathered as part ofAk stady'.undertaken by :TAG with funding from 
the prtment of,8Sate, National ceaic and Atohpheri c. 
Adminitration, Agency for International DevOlo ent", and t 
Department of theoavy. Its purposes ar- to examine past, 0.8. marine 
technical aSitance lobjetiVeii and 'mechaniss and. to iakerecoimendstions regarding future U,8. assistane to eveloping 

countries in fiuhrtf.er and oceanography. 

Du, ng the peio 98-SO there were; narl12 fiheries projects: 

supported wholly or in part by AID or its prdecessor, the International 
Coopration, Administration., These .ha:ranged fwom provision of 
shorti .trim .expOrts or-, training to.; large schemes involving ships, 
equipment, And, scetific' ersonnel, : umerou agenLes both public and 
privatehave participated in theserprojecto, and.,the-administrative 
meohanii iused havevaried widely. The !suiee or failure of projects 
an programs is difficult rtomeasure becauie the results should be 

'S 

http:fiuhrtf.er
http:assistnce:.to
http:aohination.of


oly they may 
OWeRue. SUfh am 41 .ivxeot caneso government.v, Likevis the 
86abtag of s00ose e6d failure may shift as rception of 

!dv)A"nt v~v n&d a5 rlatiois between, thei Ofited states: &W Vie 

evau~td * te lng ermsalbecause be masked by other 

Co"O."tly, fHAMS -not attempted, a omreensivo ,valuation of 
.11 D: fleegiesvM am..s. 4iven limited times reolrcost and 

infomati- (only.- ts .. valablt. .from. 0.8. !agnc ,i IT elected 
to Vcoin ITs' vluto t fi large, program select"d as 
-illustrativeof the vazi~us mechanisms, usedlfb AID in fisheries
 

as~sanoe~ hoseexeq~esthat Ioud 'provideafil
 

representative sample, but not all program mechanisms used by AID are
iniiluded here. 

UTAGI aevaluations were Waed primarily on information provided by 
AXID fromwts internal files. This information included .reports by 
projOect.peonnel (filed both.: in mid-course and -at..the: termination 'of 

the projects) and evaluations porfored.by-teams of reviewers 
ciiioned by AID, Constroints of time' and money prevented NTAG from 
inteview~ng project staff or recipients in the. field and precluded- the 
gathering :of primary data on i aicts (aitough so", anecdot al evidence 

* was obtained from MD or projct pegonnel) . owever, since these 
projects representd &jor AID 0Ccitments extending over long periods
oftime, nmrous D. rPOrts were available . .Together, they were .felt 

tO provide sufficient detail for this report. The focus of this report 
is not the sucos or. failure of particular projects butl te broader 
issues of the matbh betwon AID's objectives in. fisherie: development 
prcgrams and the mccbanisms used to acc lieh those. !objectivesi. NTAG 
considered the general directions of past AID Lfisheries assistance 
programs and the lessons that could ba useful to the -design and 

.. eOcution oft futuro: fisheris -assistance. 

Three. programs were chosen. by the NTAG Bvaluation Team for detailed 
analysis: the first phaseof the Fisheries Revitalization Program in 
the"Republic of Korea et sa 1956. and 1964, and the Section 211(d) 
istitutionalsupport.grants awarded to the International Center for. 

,MiarineResourbe Dvo.D entof theUniversity of Rhode- I lai, and 
th*.;International Center for Aquaculture of. Auburn University. These 
three were chosen from Among .the many,. AID fisheries-related progras of 
the Past.,two..dcads- for the following_ reasons: availability of: 
exthnive .ocnmentary. infornation regarding the progras maJor AID 
f inancil om,itments: lonj-term natur.. of the progas, which. 
,indietatd continuing anmitmnts, by AID. and,-provided: am chance to 
assess retrospectlvely .ithoir outputand iiupactsI ands8ome differences 
in thewaysin. hichI t aesprograms we". administered. althogh, two of 
the three were obviously sixilar. 

..he evltin were the ,result of efotbya :fivepeson 
evaluation te drawn. fromw the. ranks of MTAG. Conclusions .were reached 
. h;:joint disss ion evision of drafts produced by individualt ta 
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tea- meers A ui frmat for the evalutiso included the.orm 
f.:Cll 1w elements:ji .

v.eyVew .darlvation and history of the program and recipient 
institution or country. 

Adinistration: program objectivese size of the progran 
aministrative structure and: specific project 
mechanisms used. 

Accomplishmentat program outputs, attainment of formal 
objectives, and impacts on development. 

Qualifications: administrative difficulties, drawbacks to
 
the mechanism, and unwarranted assumptions in des.gn
 
or execution.
 

Summary remarks: geeral comments, conclusitns, and policy
 
implications
 

By focusing on a few large programs, the study undoubtedly ignores 
numerous mall fisheries projeCts conducted by the AID Missions without 
extensive oversight fr iheadarters in Washington. For theme' 
projects, documentation islimited and anecdotal evidence could be 
gathered only through extensive field interviewing, which was not 
LrIopxeible for this project. The devluation::therefore •does not convey an
inclusive picture of total AID fisheries assistance, However, by 
focusing on the largest proga*, the study covers the major portions
of AID fisheries expenditures and those fisheries programs o which AD 
presumably attached a high priority. 

Chapter 2 provides a general discussion of the policies and levels 
of funding for.AID fisOeries asistane programs. Chapter 3 is adetailed Levilua of the orean isherieu Revitalization Program. 
Chapter 4 evaluat the Internationai Center for AqUaculture and'the
 
International Center.for Karine
Rlesources DevelpImnt- nd discusses 
AID'SIinstitution-atrengthenit" grants as a mechinism for *fisheries 
assi'tance. Chapter 5 discusses other AID fisheries assistance 
mchaniss. rChapter 6 drays general conclusions about the mechanisms 
employed by AID in its past fisheries efforts and makes recomser.dationa 
for future AID fisheries progrm, Appendix A presents figures on 
past, present, and projected .AID fisheries assistance. Appendix S 
contains brief UmarieeSof•ar series of projects in India, a programconducted Jointly with the st Afri an:, Freshwater Fisheris Reearch 
Organisation on :ae.Victoria, a series of aqualture prOJects inthe urvey c tedthrough af" .4y
P Ihlipine, "and-th.Guineaf.Trawling, 
subun!t ofthe "Organsation for'r Afric: Unity For these,programs,: AID 
eWarnot toprovide m with sufficient inforastiCn forIdetailedtable 

evaluati0 . lin thePhilippine case, the project is ongoing and the 
•£.iMl results:canot yet beascertained. Pndix C is .an-inventory of 
AIDfishery an a8acul2ture projects undertken between 1969 and 1979.' 



:CHA2R 2. 

flSSRIESPR-RAM WITHIN 2HE 
AGM= fOR IN&MTIOHAL RE IUNT 

Over the past three decades, it has becone clear that the 
population of developing countries iLu growing faster than traditional 
agricultural production can' be expanded to meet needs for food. Marine 
and freshwater fisheries increasingly have been recognized: ao an 
important means for augmenting food supplies for developing countries
 
as well as providing a source of foreign exchange and enhanced income 
for local fishermen. Thus, fisbeties development has bccme an 
important component of technical assistance oforts in developing 
countries* Since the early .194s, the United Nations has been the 
major supplier of fisheries assistance. Otherimportant supplieis

include the Unitad States1 Japan, Canada, &01.uropean nations with 
long fishing traditionsp such as Norway and the United. ingdom. United 
Nations fisheries experts hare typically been drawn from the United 
States, Canada, the United Kingdom, and countries of Northern Europe.
 

Formal U.S. fisheries programs date back to efforts by the 
International Cooperation Adninistration during the early 1950s3. 
Since then, U.S. fisheries assistance has waxed and waned as.a function 
of.both overall foreign assistance policies and particular events 
within the fisheries sector. U.S. foreign assistance ObJetive since
 

World War I have evolved from a desire to see countries modernize

through infrastructure development and capital iavelmn-, t primry 
emphasis on enhaincment of food production, to the recent emphasis on 
improving,the lot of the poorest people in developing countries.' 
The United States has provided strong .upport to international 
assistance agencies, some of which include fisheries in their programs. 

In the.early postwar years, fisherien were a significant component
of US. fCod-related assistance, evidenctdas by large prograss in 

Ia. and Koreaand smallr activittes i certain Rediterranean ad 
Lain .Amercancountris. Ding.this ,Phee,roughly from 195O to.,D 

1964, the "Internxtionaicoopesation Administration (adlater AID) 
ountlid a few large-scale fisher ies ansistance progras •aimeat 

d 041-ng Comercisl fisheries employing fairly large ,fishing vessels
an!ld sisticated infrastructute. The bJectiv, of these. capital-
Aitens v rograms wsp to nurture 3.0A oainircial fisheries, usually 

gear toxportmarke......ts, particularly 'n countries with the potential 
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for rapid industrial growth. Onto such program in .Rorea somas to have 
been particularly successful .because of a number of unusual 
circumstances, including the devastation of war and the willingness of 

the Koran govirnmeni to support revitalisation of the industry. On 

the other hand, a concurrent program in India yielded few immediate 

resultsw although India's recent emergence.as a major fish exporter may 

be related at least in part to U.S. assistance. 

In the second phase of U.S. fisheries assistance, roughly 

corresponding to the decade 1965-75, AID began to focus on the basic 

needs of the rural majority in most developing countries. Increaoed 

production of food for domestic consumption became the keyaote of AID 

policy, but fisheries activity dropped considerably. Instead, emphasis
 

was placed on rural development and improving the yields of basic farm
 

crops, cereals in particular. Fisheries, especially capital-intensive
 

commercial fleets, were seen as comp-titive with agriculture and
 

inconsistentwith a distributive approach that stressed equitable
 

growth. The Onew directionsu policy imposed upon AID by Congress in 

1973 reinforced this approach by requiring that assistance be directed 

primarily to enhance,the productivity and income of the rural poor. 
Fisheries were downplayed also because of the uncertainty of the law of 

the sea negotiations and the expanded jurisdictional claims being made 

by coastal developing countries. Consequently, there was only sporadic 

AID support for large-Pcale industrial fisheries programs. Host 

fisheries assistance during this period consisted of ad hoc.responses 

to requests for equipment or technical help, or small components of
 

larger, essentially agricultural programs.
 

One major U.S. effort was mounted during this period to develop
 

fish protein concentrate (FPC) through a multimillion-dollar research*
 

development, and demonstration program. Although the program was
 

initiated in the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, which carried out most
 

of the laboratory work and received most of the incremental funding, 
AID was designated as the lead agency. The program:was based on the
 

assumption that the introduction of a few grams otFPC per day into the
 

diets of undernourished people could eliminate protein malnutrition.
 
hunger and
FPC was thus considered both a powerfil weapon in the war on 


to the problems of using abundant but
a technological solution 
unexploited fish stocks and distributing them worldwide. Although FPC 

was not a new idea (it had been experimented with in other countries
 
and even tested as a dietary component in several), the scale of the 

program and the promice of the technical research stimulated new
U.S. 
Despite the substantial resources
projects in many parts of the world. 


committed, the U.S. FPC progran failed in practice because of
 

unrealistic expectations and political factors that have been thoroughly
 

explored elsewhere.. In fact, FPC is a useful nutritional additive 

and lately there has been a resurgen*-'of interest in FPC-like 
materials.
 

The FPC experience had very strong adverse effects on AID's fishery
 

efforts. It tended to discredit fisheries and fishery experts in the
 

http:emergence.as
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eyes o fAID amaaers, and, to cae extent, of' Congress. AID becate wary 
-of u*rtking anyne largeiscle fisheries progrms. Instead the 
age, ichyosa to deal vith problems of world hunger primarily through ' 
airiculture.o ,Nutrition experts- concluded that innest caoes, protein 
.aimot'riion results fro inadquate. food intake aid is not independent 
Ofileri malntritionas had been previously believed. Thus, belief 
in the value Of fLh as ' high-protein food capionent was diminished. 

This secKnd phase of US. fisheries assistance also coincided with
 
an. le rise in U.N. fisheries activities, These activities mainly
 
involve the, ' Agriculture Organization of.the United.Nations
1 and 

,(FAO)i as the executing agency, with financing through the United
 
Nationi.Development Program (UNDP) and the United Nations Children's 
und (UNIzCV).' Projtcts were widely spread thzougbout the developing 

World ind includrod activities such as stock assesument, traing, 
infrastructure development, ?PC commiercialiation (pilot plants), and
 
constrsution of fisheries research vessels.., Some U.N, programs were
 
quit* large and. wero mounted on a long-term basis with involvement of 
cxperts from many nations as well as strong in-,country participation 
M4any 0US.. fisheries •• peronnel were seconded to these U.N. program. 

oreover, there was some sentiment within the U.S. foreign assistance
 
community that fisheries development should be left Lto the U.N. while
 
the United States coicentrated instead n agricultural development,
 
where we had expertise not available from other donor countries.
 

Since the early 1970., AID and the lultilateral development banks 
have expressed renewed interest in fisheries. Since 1975, thu resources 
cosmittd to fisheries programs by AID have increased substantially. 
During the five-year period 1970-74, AID initiated only seven new 

5
fi iheries projects totaling $8 million. In contrast, during the 
following five years, AID initiatod 23 new projectsin fisheries and 
aquaculture funded at a level of'$53.7 million in grants and loans. In 
1980, two other large project* totaling $3.3 million were.begun. klsO 
during thc 1975-79 period, three HOAA fisheries experts •were Seconded
to AID on an advisory services contract under the authority of the 1957 
General Agreement between AID and the Department of Commerce. As of 
Septeber 1980, there were 14 projects in fisheries and aquaculture 
funded by the Development Support Bureau, including core support for 
ICLAM, the Title XII strengthening grants, and Collaborative Research 
Support Program (CRSP) projects. Seventeen additional projects veto 
funded by the Regional Bureaus and.Country Missions. Poat of these 
projects-are in Southeast Asia and*Latiii America, but theolargest 
sIngle: projr.ct is in"Bgypt ($24 million from Uoonomic Support Funds). 

:Despite this increase, fisheries remains a imall part of the AID 
budget. For FT 81, the AID Developent Support Bureau's Agricultural 
Office included requests for 42.3 million for fisheties and aquaculture, 
or'abot: 5 percent of the total budget request of $50.2 million. 
Fishries progrms requested through theiRegonal bureu" during FYI 8 
m ed to roughly $ • million, Or less than 16 percent. of the total $1 
billion"bdget. 

http:projr.ct
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AID's renewed, emphasis on fisheries stesmed from a variety of 
factors,e inluding heightened wrld interest-in marine resoUrces US. 
Congresisionl interest.in fisheries, as .evidenced by the specific
inclusion of fisheries in the Title XUI amendmnt to the Foreign
As istance Act, developing countries' requests to assistance agencies
for arine-relatd services and a reawakened interest ,among
scientists, technologists, and agricultural economists inaquaculture 
as .afoodprcduction system. This lact factor has stimulated AID 
efforts ,n.aquaculture because itcoincides (at least theoretically)

with the emphasis on maller-scale projects of direct benefit to tba 
rural and poorest segments of recipient countries. However, the 
enormous differences in catch between capture fisheries and aquaculture 
(the former account for about 96 percent of Current worll fish 
production) cannot be ignored, and some marine capture fisheries 
projects are also currently under way (e~g., Egypt's fisheries projects 
in the Red Sea).
 

Another factor contributing to the renaissance of fisheries within
 
AID is the Board for International Food and Agriculture Dwvelopment
 
(BSFAD) created in 1975 by the Title XI amendment to the Foreign 
Assistance Act. The Title XII amendment requires that, within the 
guidelines of the "new directions" mandate, Alt) use more extensively 
and effectively the resources of the land-grant and Sea Grant 
institutions in carrying out foreign assistance programs related to
 
food and nutrition. BIFAD's terms of ceference include fisheries and
 
aquaculture as food production methods. Sea Grant institutions are 
represented through NOAA on BIFAD's principal committees. BIFAD's 
resources include the institution-strengthening grants-successors to 
grants provided under Section 211(d) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961, as amended--which in FY 80 totaled 64 grants amounting to 80
 
million. BIFAD also oversees the Collaborative Research Support 
Program (CRSP), for which 81.75 million over two years was requested in 
FY 81. One of the nine priority areas in CRSP is fisheries and 
aquaculture, although most support went to agriculture. A seven-mmbe 
Consortium for International Fisheries and Aquacultural Development has 
been established to provide leadership in setting up CR51 projects in 
fisheries and aquaculture. Consequently, fisheries has been formally 
recognised by AID as one means to improve the nutrition and income of
 
the rural poor.
 

AID fisheries assistance has been administered differently during
 
these three phases. During the first phase, the AID office responsible
 
for fisheries assistanne-was called the Office of Agriculture and
 
Fisheries within the Technical AsSistance Bureau, which becOme the 
Developent Support Bureau in 1977. Late in the second phase (1973), 
"fisheriesI was dropped from. the title 'ofthe office. A Division of 
Fisheries was established in 1976. within the Technical Assistance 
bureau's Office of Agriculture. In 1900 a reorganisation within the 
Office of Agriculture placed fisheries/aquaculture personnel as well as 
agricultural personnel in a-Renewable Natural Resources Managemefit
Division, one of four new divisions within the Office of Agriculture. 
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Ii 196L the Devlopmmt Support Bureau iasa reorganise into the Science 
and technology ureau, consisting of four directorates. As of August 
191" organization of specific offices under the four ditectorates 
rema ned to be done. 
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NXIMAT10U 0? TE 
KOEAN PROGUM.ISZXNSUVITALUATIOrT 

OVERVIEUW
 

Fromn 1910 until the end of World War Il, Korea was a territorial
 
administration of Japan. The Korean fishing industry during that
 
period was organized and regulated along Japanese lines with the 
assittance of Japanese capital and technology. Japanese fisheries 
adinistration was dAsigned to protect small Korean coastal fisheries
 
by closing certain fishering areas to trawlers from other Japanese 
territories.
 

Korea was a ajor fishing country prior to World War II. According 
to 110 statistics, the 1938 Korean fish catch was 1.77 million tetric 
tons making Korea the third-ranked fishing nation in the world after 
Japan and the United States. The principal component of this catch was 
the Japanese sardine taken by.Korean and Japanese purse soiners off tho 
northeast coast of Korea. In 1938 more than a millio metric tons were
 
taken from this stock, but by 1943 the catch had lallen to zero.
 
Korean fisheries prior to Wor;Ld War 11 were largely coastal and
 
nearshore (in the North.west Pacific), for domestic use (Forea and 
Japan), labor intensive, and seasonal, Though providing a major local 
source of food, Korean fishermen generally occupied a low social status 
in their predominantly rural communities.
 

After the Korean war, various conditions prevailing in Korea
 
combined to shape the extensive fisheries assistance programs conducted
 
first by the Uni tod Nations and then continued by the United States.
 
During and immeditely after the war years, there occurred a fundamental
 
redistribution of population in Korea, ith a large influx of inmigrants 
to .the basIcallyagraria southern half of the peninsula. As a result 
of this.migration, .there,wasa decrease in availablo agricultural land 
in the South, a nd:iby increased urbanisation and Republic of 
Korea (YOK) governmnt emphasis on industrialization. Together, these 
factors created foodshortages and a potential market for new fish 
products. 

The fishing industry was marked at this time by inactivity and 
damage 'resulting from the war. Further, the industry was hampered by. 
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high taxation of fish products, poor credit arrangements, and outdated 
fisherienlaws, :& ascientific infrastructure in fisheries existed, but 
its activities were negligible. Officials in Korean governenst agencics
*oncerned with fisheries were poorly trained and were often appointed 
through political patronage. 

Since 1951, however, United Nations relief agencies had been 
operating fisheries assistance program in Korea. Many of the personnel
in these progras were U.8. citisens who later directed the U.S. 
efforts. Substantlal smounts of money, material, and boats had been'' 
delivered by the U.N. and were on hand at the initiation of the U.S. 
assistance program in 1956. Msnt important, the United States had pit 
a high political priority ots furthering ROK economic development. 
After the change of .OK.governuento in 1960, Korea made a strong 
commitment to fisheries development, which permitted drastic changes in 
fisheries policy and adinistratton an6 enhanced the cooperation and
 
coordination of government agencies concerned with fisheries.
 

AqgINISTRATION
 

In this context, te United States in 1956 initiated major 
technical and financial assistance to the Korean fisheries sector. 

TIAG examined the first phase of this program, covering tae peoird 
1956-64.* The objective of this program was the revltali,.tlon of 
the Korean fisheries industry in the broadest terms. Effeatftvo use of 
Korean fisheries resources was sought in order to provift increased 
animal protein supplies foc the*orean people and to provide frsigr
erchangu .hrough export of marine products. 

The Korean program was administeared entirely as en AID prcgras 
using U.S. fisheries experts an temporary consultants. These advisere 
all had practical fisheries experiencQ, and Soft of them silgl had 
experience as fisheries advisers in developing countries, A neparatt. 
Fisheries Branch ws established within the lecal UESAIDMmssim.i to 
manage the various.component projects. A wide-ranging, integrated
approach was used in .this program in order to address all as7e t of 
the lical fishing Industry that required assistace, from capture
througb marketing and distribution. U.S. private investu rt in Mo 
fis'heres was encouraged, including participation in the dequlopmant coil 
a distant-water tuna fleet. The cooperutin of U.8. Army contingents 
statioaod in Korea was enlisted to provide markets for the now fisbacios 

products and training grounds for Korean enterprises in meting the 
sanitation 2tandards of an export market. 

cToperational objectives of the program included the following 

elements 

Modernization of existing fishing gear, introduction and 
duao tration of na gear and methode, and ixprovement of 
fishing technology. 



Provision of materials and expertise for fishing,boat 
construction, renovation of ezisting boats in the P0K, andsply of new vessels from overseas. 

Better use of known resources and exploration for new 
resources in coastal, offshora, and distant waters. 

Improvement of handling and preservation of catch both on 
vessels and at points of landingl improvement of processing 
through introduction of new equipment, technology, and 
standards. 

Improvement of distribution and marketing procedures,
 
including new market facilities at landing points.
 

Removal of impediments to development of the fishing industry
 
through measures such as credit and loan program, revised
 
fisheries legislation, new taxation and iustoms procedures,
 
and assistance to local fishing organizationa, especialLy
 
Korean cooperatives.
 

Advice on reoganization of Korean government fishrer'
 
aministration.
 

Development of freshwater fisheries, including fresr~mater
 
aquaculture.
 

Training of Koreans in all aspects of the fishing industry,
 

including diesel engine mechanis, boat construction and
 
maintenance, and science and technology. Training took place
 
in Korea, in the United States, and in othe fishing nations 
ef tho raion Jaoinr and the Philivoines).e 

hCCOHPLISHNENT
 

te Korean Fisheries Revitalization Program resUlted in a modernised
 
and efficient Korean fiwhin industry. During the eiqht years of Phase
 
Z, the program.rehabilitated existing fleets and added now vessels,
 
introduced new fishing methods and equipmentp assisted in the better
 

use of known resources, and helped expand the fishing grounds and the 
range of species exploited from the inshore zone to distant-water 
areas. US. efforto during and after this period appear to have ben a. 
prineipal factor in the subsequent development of the ROK as a major 
world fIshing nation. In 1978, the ROK had a fish catcb of 2.35 
million metric tons (eighth in the world) and an export trade in fish
 

products warth about.UB*639 million (third in the world). In addition
 
.to export products, the Korean domestic fish consumption has resumed
 
the leval,reached during the years before World lar II. Although the
 
Xorean diet i; generall low in animal protein because of a lack of
 
.. ont~ zan,1A.gm.e, ir~h. vin orOvide. the lardest wource.of animal protein
 



in 	tbe'diet. Tis.aituation een reasonable evidence of the success
 
ofoe .S.assis-tance program. .Although other development assistance
 

agencies were'active in Korea before, during, and aftez the U.S.
 
effort, the U.S. program was by far the largest and most comprchensive.
 

QUALIFICATIONS
 

The ovorall objectives of the U.S.-assistance program in Korea were
 
largely acomplished. Despite this apparent success, several drawbacks
 
should be notd that could affect the application of this model to
 
d.ffernt reipient contexts. 

o11 U.S. program focused initially on provision of new 
otfthoro vaasels and geat and principal landing port 

ilitie -rather than on existing nearhore fisheries. 
Zprovmants of gear and isethcds in the nearshore/coactal 
fishertes 	(artisanal .nd small-scale) apparently were delayed 

intllcon :derably after these in effshore and high seas
 

.V fishing vesels and eq,,.ipmont that were ouppl ed by tbe 
U.S. pruam in some cases had already areived in Koreathroigh U.N. sources but wore aw.?aiting distributiony in other 
casee the pupply' of new vessels (e.g., for the tuna and otho 
high seps fleata) were supplied, through Nnto resultingarran ,c 
fe% a ?Xanco-R&tlian agremcat in 1962 to financt now Korean 
fishing vjEels. In othar vorda#, ithout the vessels already 
on 	hand a ad financ e by other agencies 0 th6 U.S. progrwa would 
not have attained suah imarate results. 

Processinig and-presevati,a of fish 0roducts ws greatly
I'mprovei but taxqeted go;- a, it not knownxport i",rhoti is 
whether such . provements wore e.ultaneously achitved in 
domestic ROK aarkets.
 

&1though important damonstrations of distribution and
 
marketing procedures took place at several major centers, it
 
is 	 difficult to judge whether a national integrated 
distribution and marketing system emerged beyond the major
 
fishing ports as a result of the program.
 

It 	 was only after the change of governmunt in .1960 that 
officials at the highest levels of the Korean government
 
becaro receptive to the removal of institutional barriers to 
fisheries development, as suggested previously by U.S. 
advisers, and gave priority to development of a national
 
fisheries policy. Before that political change, the U.S.
 
advisers had not received local cooperation and were not.
 
achieving much success.
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S 'Althoogh there ws an initial effort' in freshwater fisheries, 
including freshwater aquaculture, this.emphasis was not 
sustained.. 

.	 Initially, ,here appeared to be a lack of involvement of local 
academic tnstitutions in aspects of fisheries research and 
managementi this was probably detrimental to the speed and 
quality of the development program. 

SBUIARY RI4ARKS 

The elegance of the Korean fisheries assistance program was in its
 
timing and in knowing when and where to intervene. It is a case in
 
which a small capital outlay ($4 million) produced a great benefit in 
the rebuilding# xnxnston, and modernization of an important sector of
 
a developing country's economy.
 

This assistance program is one of the first examples of an 
integrated apRoach, ranging from capture to marketing, to the 
development of a fishing industry in a developing country. The program 
used a wide-ranging and fl'xible approach that could adapt readily to 
changing conditions both in Korea and in distant-water fisheries., 
Some of the initial projects pointed out new opportunities that became 
subsequent program objectivest for examples, exploratory fishing for new 
stocks led to later exploitation of those stocks. These evolving 
objectives narrowed the program focus somewhat (e.g., away from 
aquaculture) but produced long-term industriaL growth as well as 
immediate economic results through increased catches. These visible 
benefits may hava played an izportant role in the incoming government's 
support of fishezies after 1960.
 

The U.S. assistance program benefited greatly from the enthusiastic 
involvement of Korean fisherrmen and fisheries industries personnel who 
saw the process as advantageous to them. This was partly a result of 
the willingness of the fishing experts hired by AID to work on the 
fishing boats and the fact that they were able to gain the respect of 
the fishermen. These factors were Important reasons for the ready 
acceptance of new technologies and changes in fishing patterns. 

There were several important characteristics of the Korean case
 

which influence4 the outcome of the fisheries program:
 

.Geoqraphy - There were abundant marine resources within close 

proximity. Korea is a peninsular country in which the marine 

environment always has played a key role in ),oal society and 
culture. 

:* 	Diet - Fish products historically had constituted.a major part 
of the animal protein available to the Korean population. 
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Gogiolitics After the Korean War, the reconstruction and
 
modernization-of the Korean economy was a high priority for
 
the U.S.,government. Tn addition, a large U.S. military 
presence provided a market for high-quality Korean marine 
products. The raconntruction of Korea was viewed as a 
potential "show&ase" of what U.S. assistance could do for a 
developing country. This U.S.. commitent provided a basis for 
Korean competition with neighboring fishing countries.
 

Fishing Industry --A fishing industry.existed prior to U.S.
 
assistance efforts. The United States was able to build upon
 
an existing infrastructure, including research and extension
 
stations# and government agencies that were, like the industry
 
itself, in need of rebuilding and revitalization. Korean
 
,ishermen and industry personnel were receptive to new methods
 
and willing to change old ways to improve their own economic
 
situation.
 

" ROK Commitment - There was a major commitment to fishery 
development by the ROK government, particularly following the 
replacement of the Rhee government in 1960.
 

* 	 Administrative Structures - An organizational and legal
 
structure, although somewhat antiquated, was already in
 
place. In other words, the Koreans had been introduced to a
 
regulated system of fisheries management. Substantial changes
 
sometimes were required in these systems, but this probably
 
presented fewer problems than if the United States had
 
attempted to create new systems.
 

" 
 Timing - In the aftermath of a war that had partitioned the
 
country and destroyed or damaged much of Korea's socioeconomic
 
infrastructure, the United States was able to stimulate change
 
within a fluid situation.
 

International Cooperation - Korean development was not solely 
the concern of the United States. Rather, U.S. acsistance was 
provided alongside substantial aid commitments by other 
nations and multilateral.agencies before, during, and after 
the U'S. assistance effort. The United States initiated its
 
assistance program at a time when many of the needed materials
 
had already been provided by the United Nations relief effort#
 
and the United States facilitated the flow of this aid into
 
Korean society.
 

The Korean experience gives rise to a number of general
 
observations that have policy implications for future fisheries
 
assistance by AID:
 

Both donor and recipient countries need to make a firm
 
commitment to fisheries development and recognize that many of
 
the votential benefits are lona-tarm.
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It 1 essentiaL- that the direct recipients ot assistance see 
that the development activity has advantages for then and that 
they cooperate with the experts provided by AID. On the other 
hand, it is essential that the field experts be willing and 
able to 66iunicake with the people receiving assistance and 
actually to work at the operational level. Technology 
transfer in this sense will succeed only if there is mutual 
respect and trust. 

AID projects need as far as possible to be complementary to,
 
or coordinated with, other fisheries at'sistance programs
 
(bilateral, multilateral) in the recipient country.
 

There is need for long-term programs and follow-up of 
promising directions, including sustained technical support
 
(fisheries experts) from AID hcadquarters to the country
 
missions (the first phase of this program lasted eight years
 
and was followed by another eight years' service by expert
 
advisers). The quality and experience of the advisers and
 
their ability to communicate witL the people they are
 
assisting nt the technical and working level are most
 
important.
 

There is need for clearly defined goals implemented by
 

experienc-d advisers. Regardless of size, fisheries programs
 
should be broadly bzsed and integrated even though the initial
 
project addresses only limited aspects of the overall plan.
 



HAPToR' ...
 

In.1966, the Foreign Assistance Act was amended to add Section 
211 (d), which permitted AID to fund U.S. educational and research 
institutions in order to satrengthen".theircapability to develop and 
carry out programs concerned with the economic, and: social development 
of.les•,developed countries." The first grants under Sectin 211(d) 
were 'ade In ry 68. By 1975, AID had)ae4 such grants totaling 
nearly* 43 million to 45 universities. Section 211,was repealed by the

SInterAt1inal Develmt-:,f e~nd Food ssistane Act 1978 (Public Law 
95-424, 92 Stat. 942). A functionr similar to0 ction 211(d) is• now
being playe' by inatitutionstrengheving grait a.warded"+to land-grant
 
and Sea GrIt institutions to promote international de ! etnp

activities. Thes grant. are awarded provision ffndlr
Tite
 
x- ine Prevent'ion and Fredo rom Hunger--which was added to the 
Foreign Assistance Act with the pasage ofthe International''
 
Develo t and Food Assistance Act of 1975 (Ublic Law94-161, 89
 
Stati. 89).
 

The primary objective of the 2U (d) institutional support grants.
 
was. to create iultidisclinary centersof excellence in areas relevant 
to AID's foreign assistance mission. Domestic institutions od 
thereby acquire expertise in .addressing ,the pr6blems, of developing 
countries aind would become ncreasingly e ;rienced :and involveJ in. r 

oveisea, activities. The 211 (d) mech nis-al 6i mlicitly addressed 
other AID objectives. By: inolving the academic iomUnity, AID could 
draw '-from a broad range of disciplines in attacking. developmntproblems. Active pariicipi of academ expqrts c.lehn the 
formltion0and design of +AID program. finlly, AID could bnefrit 

a teres-+ hca ilities comunicatins networksr and,frompeb
institutional+linkages +within+the US.i academic c ,nity by aintaining 
close' -and regular contact with a,few leading institutions in' .ke fields. 

In.makingatheng th 211(d) avwardsp AID attemptetii: oi blish pa. enofto'tbihpten f 
nternto l in~kages'by maing,;Yt.he cratIon oaf university,consortia.a 
onditioh of theg ants. rt htioftenwas not the 

a"e Fato takeLn InIto conideionby AID:,*In makin awrst 
u iiies included (1) capab~l tles in dsilns n rbe areas 

f concern to (2)('-oversias xperence, ncluding training of 
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oetign ste 1 ad (3) previous experience orking with AID. In 
pctice, same of theinitial Section 211 (d).grants, were mde to 
repl or auxpi1ontm; existing AID arrangements with universities. 

21wo institDim~s were laitially selected, byAID to,.work In. 
fisherie.-Auburt 'nrsity -and the University of Rhode Island. Both 
universities esiihtaied separat' dministrative units through which'to 
mana the grants. The fisheries field was isplicitly. divided between 
the etwO with Auburn University responsible for inlandgrantees, 
fisheries and aquaculture and the Universlity of Rhode Island responsible 
formnarine rescurces, especially small-scale and artisanal marine 
capture fisheries. 

THB ITERNATIONAL CDITER FOR MARINE RBSOWUBS DRLOPMNT
WI,
 

UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND 

Overview
 

.AID awarded a 211(d) grant to the.University of Rhode Island (UR). 
in 1969 to strengthen the university's research, training, and service 
capacities in marine resources, especiaily fisheries, and to extend its
capabilities into international development activities. Capabilities 
in' a variety of disciplines (marine resource eonbomics, marine biology,
oceanography, ocean-engineering, fisherman training, fishing gear 

research, food technology and marine extension work) were to be directed 
toward the problems of developing countries through the International 
Center for Marine Aesources DevelopAent (ICNRD) * In 1974, AID directed 
ICNSD on to expand,toconcentrate smlI-scale fisheries develoent, 
itsa advisory and information response services d to improve Its 
linkages with other' domestic and foreign institutions. Supplemental 
grants were awarded in 1974, 1975, and 1977. The initial grant to URI 
mounted to $750,000 spread over five years, while later supplementary 
grants up to termination of the project at the end of 1979 totaled 
*2.01"illion. 

AID'support for ICNRR assistance-related activities, as'distinct 
from core support, is, difficult to distinguish in the documents 
available to WI=A. There appeirs to have been some additional project 
support from AID but not at a level sufficient to sustain such direct 
technical assistance, to developing .'countries through the AID field 
missions. Same support was received from other sources, such as the 

national Science Foundtion, the National Marine Fisheries Service, and 
later, a small grant from the Tinker Foundation. However, the level of 
such support also is difficult" to ascertain, 

A portion of the assiestance-related activities of ICHRD occurred
 
through projects executed by the Consortium for Development of

Technology (CSOT) i Co0T is.a joint operatsionof food scieone and 
technlogy departments of five universities-University of RIhode 
Island, .universityof California (Davis), .NichiganState University, 
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~ieriy o0 "0ash i, and the University of Wisconsin-and providestriiip4anm research- assietanoo to foceigg'instttin snfodrlated
ata* UXthrough 10" Mted as'. the Ofinistrative unit for COCOT.',,imu of Cap"ti ceh " develowsntl assstanceoactivities Were 

prorm directly by MR orlUD staff, butit should be note that
fiseris t lgy was. only one cocnent of CODOT activitie.
ivever, AID specifICl31y encouraged participation of 211(d) grantees
in CC4Mrti.: like COD, 8uch: involvement enlarged 1C4b international.experience and provided r ace8 to a large inter-university network in,*he oftChe fields vital to fisheries in develoving countries. 

Administration 

The mechanism used by URI to meet the objectives of the 211(d)
grant was the International Center for Marine Resources Develop.ent,
established assaseparate unit within the Graduate School of
.Oeanography. Permanent appointments under 211(d) were limited to theICvrD director and mal staff, whiswho coordinated program activities
b .various faculty groups throughout the university.. By this 
arrangement, faculty in arine-related disciplines were oriented by
ICMRD toward marine resource problems of developing countries. 

UPI was expected to perform the following specific taskst
 

Recruit new staff with interest in the international
dimensions of marine resources and foster similar interest 
among present faculty in various disciplines, with a 
particular focus on the socioeconomic aspects of fisheries 
developmentl 

Design and conduct a series of multidisciplinary studies on
marine resources, especially fisheriea, in developing
countries (later with a 
particular emphasis on small-scale 
fisheries); 
Design and conduct seminars, courses, and workshops for degree 

and non-degree programs related to marine resources, food and 
nutrition, and developmental problems; 
Provide training to foreign and U.S. graduate students, 
Sdministrators and researchers from developing canntries, and 

personnel from U.S. private and governmental agencies,
including AIDg 

" Provide advisory, technical, and extension services on marine
 
resources in developing countriess 

Provide information , services, Including network development,

infornation disemination, and a .iLraryl 



Istablish and maintain linkage*s to.fisheries institutions in 

developing countries and to other national and international 

fisheries institutions. 

Accomplishments
 

Because of limited resources, H1TAG attempted no evaluation of the 

iltimate success of ICNRD's overseas field projects. Howeverr AID
 

ivaluations over the period of the contract stated that ICHD had
 

Largely met AID's expectations in the perfomance of its duties under
 

the 211(d) grant. The ICMRD fostered a socioeconomic perspective on
 

fisheries in developing countries. ICHRD activities were multi
werelisciplinary, even though the majority of studies it published 

within a single discipline (resource economics). It developed an 

information service that responds to requests for assistance from both 

the United States and abroad, It made contacts abroad and held 

workshops in conjunction with colleagi'es from developing countries. 

ICORD was responsive to the few specific AID requests for overseas 

field work it received and had frequent contact with AID headquarters 

in Washington. The program at the University of Riode Island matched
 

AID's new emphasis on the socioeconomic aspects of development.
 

Qualifications
 

Despite the overall success of the program, there are clusters of 

problems that hampered the functioning of the 211(d) mechanism as 
inherent inadministered through ICKRD. Some of these problems. were 

the mechanism itself, while others originated with the parties to the
 

contract. The latter involve unclear or opposing assumptions about the
 

nature of the mechanism and the associated responsibilities, and the
 

ways in which personnel interpreted or executed the 211(d) contract.
 

ICMRD's activities covered a wide range of research topics and
 

disciplines, nlmost to the point of being too diffuse. Yet
 

despite this multidisciplinary approach, most ICIMRD studies up
 
to 1973 were undertaken by the resource economics group.
 

ICHMRD did not have a staff-or adjunct faculty of its own apart
 

from the director and hie administrative staff. It therefore 

acted more as an administrative clearinghouse than as a center 

of research and trairing. Under this arrangement, linkages to 

other university departments and other institutions are 

essential for attracting individuals and projects. Within the 

university, ICHRD's principal collaborators were located in 

.the Department of Resource Economics'. oreover, ICNRD's 

linkage with the other 211(d) grantee, (Auburn) was weak, and 

linkages with other U.S. universities, U.N. agencies. and 

developing country institutions appear to have been inadequate 
or nonexistent. AID could have been more helpful in 
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faoilitltin them& .inks-esp, particularly with its other 
211(d grantee. 

IOD oonoetrat*d its field activities in Central Auerica 
i:s activltio elsewhere were limited to information services 
eM.: f,144 €oeentet. It may not be-justifiable to 
extrapolate reult. from Cenral America to other regions,
especially those outside the tropic. • arly work of ICNRD 
showed an apparent lack of perception of fisheries development 
problems in tropical coitries outside Central America, as 
well as limited use of previous scientific work and results in 
those other areas.
 

Scme of ICINiD's problems also derive tromanagement
 
difficulties within the parent university, as evidenced by the
 
rater frequent changes of ICNRD director.
 

* The selectii Pf URI as the site of the tusiness and 
administrative office of CODOT has led to some confusion in 
determining how many of CODOT's activities were actually 
performed by ICKRD staff. For administrative convenience, URI 
elected to place the CODOT office within the ICNRD utructure, 
and this seems appropriate enough in view of the internetional 
orientation of both organizations. URI is only one member of 
CODOT, which in any case is zvncerned with food problems in 
general, rather than strictly fish products. But CODOT is 
important, as evidenced by the deielopment of linkages between 
URI and other institutions, and by the participation by URI in 
overseas activities independently of 211(d) funding. 

It is difficult to determine fro ICMRD reports to AID the
 
.numberof foreign students and pj'ofeesionals receiving
 
training under ICRD auspices, as separate from URI totals.
 
Moat figures quoted are for the university as a whole.
 

No special courses on needs of developing oountriew were
 
established, although in many cases, faculty and student
 

*research proJecto were clearly related. Formal short-term
 
training programs for personnel from developing countries were
 
not established..
 

Given the proposed socioeconomic thrust of [CIRD, problems of
 

marketing,and distribution were not sufficiently emphasized,
 
and procesing and preservation received attention only
 
later.. Despite AIDIR evolving program emphases and the 1974
 
mandate for ICHRD to focus on artisanal fisheries, there was
 
little emphasis on problems affecting artisanal fishermen,
 
such as income inequality, onderemployment, or the role of 
,women in development.
 

Direct fisheries technology work done by ICHRD was minimal.
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ftoluding a predominately agricultuial project in the Azores, 
the promotion of extension services apparently was not 
spasized. 

here is little convincing evidence that the numerous but 
scattered artisanal and small-scale fisheries in most 
developing countries are capable of taking advantage of the 
highly sophisticAted soci ic models employed by ICHUD. 
It apkears that 1CMRD has not evaluated the applicability of 
these models, nor is it clear that simpler approaches were 
explored. 

AID did not clearly indicate to URI what substantive program 
development was expected. Thus# personnel at ICHND pursued 
research of interest to themselves. Some of these interests 
did not metch AID's, either at headquarters or in the field 
missions, 

AID dad not indicate to URI its particular interests in 
small-scale marine ficheriese URI approached the problems of 
small-scale marine fisheries primarily from the standpoint of 
microeconamics. The independent faculty approach did not 
foster the type of multidisciplinary studies envisioned in the 
211(d) grant program. 

In view of the predominance of artisanal and small-scale 
capture fisheries in the world fish catch and the multitude of 
problems in that sector, creation of only one center of 
excellence, ICNRD, was probably inadequate. 

AID anticipated that 211(d) grantees would receive additional
 
support from AID and elsewhere. Indeed, some support was 
obtained (e.g., NSF,#WS, Tinker Foundation, Saudi Arabia). 
However in many cases ICNRD functioned as a managerial 
clearinghouse rather than carrying out assistance activities 
directly (e.g., CODOT business office). 

Certainly, long-term support was needed from AID if it wished 

URI students to work abroad in higher degree programs. 
Likewise, additional funding was necessary to underwrite 
assistance activities in areas more distant from the United 
States than Central America. AID failed to recognise that URI 
support for continued overseas activities by ICNID would be 
minimal. 

Neitheor AID headquarters nor the country missions ade use of 
ICNKD in policy formulition or field work. Given AID's lack 
of, a policy for .marine capture fisheries, it is unlikely that 
AID could have effeotively used the capabilities assembled by 
ICNW. 
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Summary Remarks
 

The approach followed by URI to meet the objectives of thd 211(d) 
grant program as to focus the intorest ' existing faculty '.roups
involved in aarine activities on the fisheries problems of devel, pinj.. 
countries. The institutional mechanism for this was the ICMRD, which 
consisted ~rincipally of the director.and a small administrative staff 
for organizing conferences and facllitatig research and development 
programs by various faculty grosps. While there was some broadening of 
interest ad capability within the faculty as a result of the program, 
the most significant involvement from outside the marine-related
 
departments at URI was from the Resoirce Economics faculty. Social
 
scientists were involved in various aspoeba of the overseas fishery
 
studies, which wtre later concentrated on Cecral America.
 

Projects developed around existing faculty interests without
 
evidence of any strong cohesive plan from the central a6ministration of
 
ICHRD. This provided the opportunity for widespread faculty involvement
 
in studies of fishery development problems and could have led to
 
creation of a large pool of faculty experts to assist AID. But this 
potential was not elised. Informal linkages were established with 
experts outside URI through the participation of foreign experts in 
workshcs and symposia and through the connections of participating URI 
faculty with colleagues in other institutions, but no formal networks
 
were established.
 

One exception, however, was URI's participation in the Consortium
 
for the Development of Technology. The housing of the CODOT office
 
within ICNRD opened a rather large network involving four major U.S.
 
universities besf.des URI. Faculty and staff from URI have been
 
involved directly in overseas operations of CODOT, some of which have
 
been concerned with fisheries and thus have entended the experience of
 
these individuals. But it is important to recognize that the 
activities of CODOT managed by ICHBD fron a business standpoint have 
been independent of 211(d) activity. Although there has been close 
coordination between such activities, e.g., in Central America, funding 
is separato and independent.
 

Although there was some increase in expertise and overseas
 
activities among URI faculty, there is little evidence that ICMRD was
 
capable of Iumediate response to AID requests for field services in
 
fisheries. Noreovere,AID made relatively little use of the capability
 
developed by ICMRD. There was little overt interest in capture
 
fisheries oa the part of the AID Washington office or by the Country
 
Missions, even though a number of the missions are situated in countries
 
whose major supply of animal protein is derived from such fisheries
 
(e.g., Ir.ionesti, Philipines, Sri Lanka, Thailand). No clearly stated
 
policy on marine fisheries was d',eloped by the agency. The current
 
concentrat,on on artisanal and 4mall-scale fisheries within AID was a
 
consequence of the Onew directions m policy, which focuses attention on
 
the rural pocrI among whom are included small-scale fishermen.
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The.URI Central American (Costa Rica and Guatemala) program in 
small-scale fisheries focused primarily on economics and marketing,
althougha technological component was introduced later. Thus, the URI 
research and development activity abroad has been aligned with recent. 
AID goals even though little AID development activity has proceeded inthis "area. . 

AID-uponsored reviews of the URI program have generally concluded 
that it is meeting the 211(d) objectives. However, it Is difficult to
 
judge the accuracy of this conclusion since there has, not been a 
significant AID demand for services by IC4RD. AID's review teams to 
evaluate ICHRD included only a few nongoverwmental members an4 only a
few member. vith extensive expertise in tropical fisheries. 

THE INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR AQUACULTUREr AUBURN UNIVERSITY 

Overview
 

Auburn University was chosen by AID for 211(d) institutional
 
support in inland fisheries and aquaculture because of its technical
 
capabilities and previous international development activitiec in
 
aquaculture. Auburn therefore differed from the University of Rhode
 
Island in that the 211(d) grant awarded in 1970 was only one component
 
of a broad and continuing involvement with AID. In this respect Auburn
 
was more typical of the 211(d) grantees in other fields who had
 
extensive previous experience with AID in overseas operations.
 

Auburn's aquaculture development activities overseas were
 
originally funded by the Rockefeller Foundation in 19651 AID funding
 
began in 1967. The complexity of AID funding arrangements with Auburn
 
before and during t!,e period of the 211(d) grant are indicated in the
 
following table. Various mechanisms were used by AID to provide Auburn
 
both core support and funding for specific projects in developing
 
countries. For example, before receiving the,211(d) grant, Auburn had
 
executed surveys of fish culture potential in 32 countries (1581 Basic
 
Grant) and had initiated long-term aquaculture projects in Thailand and
 
Brazil (2270 Basic Ordering Agreement). The funding arrangements

shifted with time, as evidenced by the change of core support from a 
Basic Ordering Agreement to the 211(d) grant and the subsequent 1978 
shift of overseas advisory services from the 211(d) grant to the 
University Services Contract 0039. Furthermore, during the course of 
the 211(d) contract, Auburn was involved in a large number of extension 
activitiec funded under other AID contracts in various countries. At 
the expira1!Oon of the 211(d) grant in 1978, Auburn was awarded an 
aquaculturt technology'development grant (G-0039) for expanded 
information dissemination services as well as continuation of its other 
development services. Finally, a Title XII strengthening grant (GO150) 
awarded for a five-year period beginning in 1979 has provided funds for 
two additional faculty positions in economics and one in extension 
services. 
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Adminlstratlon 

The 211(d) grant awarded to Auburn was designed to continue and. 
supplement ongoing overseas operations in aquaculture development. The 
objectives of the grant were to strengthen Auburn's capabilities in 
inland fisheries and aquaculture assistance and to provide more support 
for the International Center for Aquaculture (ICA). Whe latter was 
established by Auburn as a 3eparate entity within the College of 
Agriculture. The initial grant placed special emphasis on research 
program. information 'sources,and training of personnel in developing 
countries. The technology development grant that succeeded the 211(d) 
grant in 1978 stressed dissemination of information as well as 
continuation of training, development of staff capabilities, research
 
and demonstration stations, and advisory services for on-site overseas
 
projects. As mentioned above, the Title XII strengthening grant
 
permitted the establishment of additional faculty positions in the ICA.
 

Auburn University was expected to perform the following tasks:
 

Recruit and support faculty and staff for use at Auburn and.
 
overseas;
 

Construct and operate research and demonstration stations and
 
extension services at Auburn and overseasi
 

identify socioeconomic# biological, and climatogical
 
constraints on development of aquaculture and inland fisheries;
 

Develop and maintain institutional linkages in the United
 
States and overseasi
 

Develop an information center including a library, information
 
networks, and dissemination programs on matters related to
 
aquaculture and inland fisheries;
 

'Develop resoarch programs, including qocioeconomics, critical
 
analyses of the state of th,-.Prt in aquaculture, and the
 
suitability of freshwater species for adapitation to culture
 
teochniques
 

Develop training programs for graduate students as well as
 
special non-degree programs for personnel from developing
 
countries and U.S. agencies, foundations, and industry.
 

Accomplishments
 

It is the consensus of the evaluations conducted by AID that Auburn 
fulfilled the objectives outlined above. For example, the ICA developed 
facilities and staff of considerable expertise and became a recognized 
leader in world aquaculture. The ICA responded to numerous requests 
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for~~ t~wqsfomAID Country Mdission. and. entered Into humerous other 
O trats with AID for field work. A library of aquaculture materials 
was..tablished and an increasing numberof foreign students have 
studid at,ICA.. nesearch and demonstration stations and extension,services have been established at Auburn and in developing countries. 
xtensive oreports have clearly dumented ICA activities. Finally, the 

104 hasconformed it. activities to the changing priorities and 
objectives of AID.-

Qualifications
 

The following problem areas were evident in the ICA's generally
succeosful discharge of its responsibilities under the 211(d) grant.
 
As 'in the program at URI, these problems derive from the inherent 
difficulties-of universities operating as development agencies and fr
ambiguities and misunderstandingo of the 211(d) agreement.
 

!AID did not have a coherent view of the potential role of
 
aquaculture in development and of' its relation to fisheries
 
assistance. AID uncritically accepted the fundamontal
 
assumption that aquaculture could make an important and
 
imedilate contribution to alleviate world protein shortages.
 

AID's stated objectives for the ICA were vague, diffuse, and
 
general. During the course of the grant, congressional
 
mandates substantially altered AID's criteria for program
 
design and evaluation.
 

AID assumed that Auburn would provide policy guidance to AID
 
in aquaculture but did not make this expectation explicit.
 
Auburn's responsiveness in meeting AID requests constrained
 
ita initiative with regard to policy issues as well as
 
research relevant to the fundamental problems of tropical
 
aquaculture.
 

'The institutional support grant was not.intended to underwrite
 
extensive ICA field operations. Such support was provided by
 
othercontractual arrangements with AID. Institutional
 
supportby Auburn was also necessary. These arrangements
 
complicated administration and management (see table and text
 
at.p., 30-31). 

ICA interpreted its responsibility narrowly by.focusing almost 
entirely on inland aquaculture to the exclusion of inland 
capture fisheries, brackish-water aquaculture, and the 
relationship between capture fisheries (both inland and
 
matine)and developing countries' aquaculture potential and
 
policy.
 



as little attention devod 
problem closely related to - procesuinqg
preservation, marketing, ard distribu'tion. 

aThere to~ecocJoecoinic and other 

ICA a several assumptions abLul, the potential for 
aquacultare ventures In developIng ountrie, including the 
foll in. 

-availability of land tcr a aultural use 
-lack of competition among various land uses 
-eae of integrating aquacultue with other 
agricultural and pastoral operations

-absorption of th, product by local markets and 
acceptance by consumers 

--recetivity of deve.oping countries' decision makers to 
aquaculture


-benefit of agiacuiturn to the poor 

ICA, Auburn, A'nd ATV shce responsibility for a lack of 
feedback mechanism to help identify and resolve problems. 

There was a lack of voneistent institutional linkages, 
particularly with AID and the University of Rhode Island as 
the other marine 211(d) institution, but also with industry, 
other U.S. governmental agencies, and international agencies 
(UNDP# FAO). 

Hiring for ICA was largely confined to Auburn graduaites or 
staff. There was little apparent effort to bring in outside 
people, nor was there much external contact with outside 
aquaculture experts, either domeatic or foreign. 

" ICA demonstration and research sites in the United States were
 
located in a temperate region, even through the target was 
warr-water fisheries. No apparent attempt was made to
 
simulate tropical conditions through artifical environments,
 
or to diversify the species used irs aquaculture projects.
 

Summary Remarks 

Lacking aquaculturxa expertise oxcept through a seconding
 
arrangement with .NOA's National Marine Fisheries Service, AID came to 
depend more and more heavily on Auburn to implement its aquaculture 
pregrams. Aquaculture has a strong attraction among AID food and 
nutrition staffs, who are primarily agricultural e:;perts. On the other 
hand, marine tiahrries, which involve capture rather than husbandry, 
are nilther wall understood nor supported by AID staff. Auburn itself appears to have cme to aquaculture hy a land-based agricultural route, 
restricting (tz niereat to pond culture in inland rather than coastal 
settifngs.
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In rtuspoliding to AID, Auburn assembled a tightly knit group of
 
aquaculture experts with impressive technical and practical expertise,

but who operated primarily in a rather narrow field defined as
 
warm-water aquaculture. This group seemed to operate to a large extent
 
independently of the rest of the university and indeed received little
 
or no financial support from the university. The ICA thus became
 
virtually an AID unit within the university and, perhaps not
 
unexpectedly, as a result tended to operate primarily in response to
 
AID requests and suggestions without apparent consideration of its role
 
as a component of Auburn University. In addition, it is not clear what
 
effect, if any, the Auburn group had in the evolution of AID policy on
 
aquaculture (even though ICA executed many field projects for AID).
 
The ICA seemed to be concerned primarily with supporting AID field
 
programs on an ad hoc basis and with improving and to some extent
 
adapting known techniques for the culture of particular warm-water
 
fishes such as tilapia and carp. There was little truly innovative
 
work in the more fundamental aspects of aquaculture, such as
 
reproduction, nutrition, genetics, or disease. In addition there-seems
 
to have been little effort to identify more suitable culture fishes
 
within the countries in which project teams worked. Nonetheless, there
 
is no question that the group vi4 develop strong expertise in the
 
culture of certain fishes and was able and .willing to transmit this
 
knowledge to developing countries through training of individua!s and
 
construction of demonstration and broodstock ponds.
 

The fact that this did not result ia widespread development of
 
farmpond systems may have been .due in part to the failure of Auburn to
 
develop capability in socioeconomic fields. ICA activities were
 
essentially one-dimensional and pertained almost exclusively tco the
 
technology of pond fish farming. Although AID review teams periodically
 
criticized the lack of a socioeconomic component in the Auburn program,
 
the agency should have insisted that such capability be included on
 
Auburn project teams.
 

A broader continuing problem seeme to have arisen as a result of
 
the isolation of ICA within the university. This involved an
 
institutional introspection, which caused the group to develop
 
centripetally. It greatly hindered the establishment of linkages with
 
other scientific groups working in aquaculture, causing the ICA programs
 
to function within narrow limits. Presumably the establishment of
 
centers of excellence &t universities was intended to provide AID with
 
both specific expertise and easy access to a broad range of dicciplines

and ipstitutions linked through a core institution knowledgeable alouz
 
the subject area. In addition, AID presumed that-centers of excelln-ee
 
because they would be situated in universities, would have easy and
 
continuing access through professional networks with other sources of
 
information and expertise. At Auburn, AID got a highly focused,
 
strongly motivated and, within their purview, highly effective
 
technical support group. However, in most activities this group chose
 
to remain somewhat insulated from the usual academic and industrial
 
information networks. It is imvortant to determine whuther this
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isolation was primarily a consequence of Auburn's policies, AID's
 
policies, or the lack of a policy. There is some reason to think that
 
it was because of the lack of a policy. IC% grew independently as an
 
AID adjunct, fueled by AID grants and contracts and busily meeting
 
fairly dtt.:.led and often changing AID requirements in its overseas
 
operations.
 

Again it shoul& be noted that the situation arose in large measure
 
because ot Auburn's zeal in meeting AID requirements as Auburn
 
perceived them. Tails committed the time and effort of the major Auburn
 
participants quite fully to day-to-day bu~iness and apparently left
 
little time or opportunity for long-range planning and university
 
program development. AID for its part was concerned primarily that the
 
needs of its country and regional missions were being satisfied and was
 
also perhaps reluctant to interfere directly with internal university
 
arrangements. Clearly a stronger direct commitment by the uiiversity,
 
to the ICA and its program would have eased the situation. This might
 
have been facilitated by a stronger expression of interest by AZ., in
 
the total university involvement.
 

PROBLEMS IN THE 211(d) MECHANISM
 

Three problems inherent in the 211(d) mechanism emerged: unclear
 
and inconsistent sponsor expectations, institutional isolation, and the
 
need for continuing AID support. First, AID did not define with
 
precision what is wanted from the grantee institutions because it felt
 
that the exact nature of the programs should be determined by the
 
academic experts themselves. Moreover, the recipient institution
 
expected substanti&l latitude in designing programs; AID apparently
 
expected assistance from the recipient institutions in defining its
 
fisheries policy but never formally requested or used them in this
 
capacity. ICA was called upon regularly to provide short-term advisers
 
and services for AID, while ICMRD generally was not. 1tth the passage
 
of the Foreign Assistance Aet of 1973 (Public Law 93-189r 87 Stat.
 
714), which established the so-called new directions prilicy, AID
 
grant-renewal reviews suggested that both programs be focused on
 
activities more consistent with AID's new priorities namely, emphasi
 
on assistance that directly benefits the poorest people in recipient
 
countries. Both recipients responded well to specific AID reque'sts for
 
services, but neither initially displayed much leadership in suggesting
 
new approaches to AID in their respective fields of expertise. The
 
211(d) mechanism appears to require a delicate balance between AID
 
direction and recipient initiative. Substantial latitude must be given
 
to the recipient institutions during their formative years, but the
 
sponsor must also clearly define the type of expertise sought and the
 
moans by which this expertise will be applied to AID field operations.
 

A second problem for university components created to perform
 
applied developmontal tasks for AID is isolation, both intra
institutional and inter-institutional. The former problem was
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particularly eavident in Auburn's program, :the narrow technical focus of 
which did not cdnform' to the multidisciplinity approach mandated by
AXD, ..suchtIntra-inslitutional isolation.reflects an inherent . 
tensio "ibeee.univeisities.and operationalagnoies.like. AIP. By 
attesiting to.tap into the flow of ideas within the academic comounity
through a captured unit .of the university, AID may ,exacerbate.this 
unit'WisolatLon (by virtue of itt different orientation :and funding
source)L+ rom the :remainder of the university. AID correctly. perceived
that.1 inkagesto other similar institutons are critical to maintaining 
the -effectiveness.of much developmaent-assistance. units. However, 
formal.'linkages ith other institutions were consistently neglected by
the cecipient,-.universities, although extensive formal contacts were 
-established.. Linkages with overseas..institutions tended to be sporadic 
and formal. Despite repeated recomnendations in its program reviews, 
AID munt bear rtial responsibility for failing 'to.prod or assist the 
rectpients suf iciently to achieve,the'desired linkages. Linkages-with
developing cowu,try institutions should be an essential part of future 
core support: rgrams.-

Third, he issue of continuing sponsor support has remained 
unresolved vithLn AID. After creating institutions with valuable 
expertise and overseas experience, AID must provide core support to 
maintain that,expertise as well as'supplementary funding to use it in 
field operations. AID program evaluations have.unanimously concluded 
that ICA and ICNIR would founder without-continued AID support. State 
legislatures are unlikely-to fund international development assistance 
activities, and university adinistrators generally do not see such 
program as part of the educational or research missions of the 
universities. 

Fisherieo-Specific,Problems
 

DurIng the initial period of these grants, fisheries aid received a
 
very low priority within AID. This began to be reversed in 1975. AID
 
goals.for enhancing,food supplies from 1965 to 1975 were basically
 
agriculture-Oriented, reflecting: the training and experience of
 
id-level:and senior AID officials. Kot surprisingly, aquaculture 
received.a higher AID priority than. capture fisheries because of Its 
association with, and similarity to, agricultural operations., Because 
of this, the.ICA programwwas more heavily . used and promoted by AID than 
the ICNID progr. for .capture.fisheries,..This relative imbalance in* 
AID priorities persisted,: though marine fisheries began receiving more 
attention -after the 1974 nidterm reiews. . This reorientation was part 
of a more general recognition of the iqIortance of small-scale. 
fisheries,"-.a a.result.f the "Onew .directions pIlicy..,. Linkages-with 

iother organisations,- in %he United States and abroad,. having maJor 
.,programs in these fieldsdid not.receive adequate attention from the 
211(d)'.recipients.: 
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Policy Implications
 

KTAG's evaluation of the two 211(d) grants in fisheries suggests
 
several critical issuee in designing future fisheries assistance
 
programs involving U.S. u~iversities. First, proper use of domestic
 
centers of excellence in fisheries or aquaculture would seen to be
 
enhanced by a coherent AID fisheries policy developed by fisheries
 

experts. This is not to say that fisheries should necessarily be a
 
high AID priorityr but that major expenditure on fisheries program
 
should follow from a coherent fisheries strategy. AID should not have
 
to roly on contracting institutions or consultants for its policy 
direction. The AID administrative structure should recognize fisheries 
as a comercial food-production activity separate from agriculture. 

Second, AID must address the basic issue of whether to establish 
university-based centers of excellence as a principal mechanism for 
providing fisheries assistance to developing countries. There is an 
apparent trade-off in maintaining quick-response, foreign-assistance 
units within the university rather than encouraging broad involvement
 
and introduction of ideas by university personnel. Financial support
 
to university-based fisheries centers must necessarily be vubstantial
 
and open-ended. Indefinite support will be required both to maintain
 
the necessary level of expertise and to use it in field oyerations.
 
Given the expense of supporting 211(d) institutions, AID may wish to 
explore other mechanisms (consortia, ad hoc groups of experts, service 
contracts, or nongovernmental organizations specializing in fisheries) 
for fisheries assistance. Ioreover, core support appears to reduce
 
somewhat AID's flexibility in using other assistance mechanisms. The
 
two 211(d) grants consumed a large portion of the small AID budget for
 
fisheries, especially during the first five years of the grants when
 
AID fisheries interest was at a low ebb. For example, nearly all the
 
AID-funded aquaculture projects during that period were executed by
 
Auburn. While gaining a ecaptured = institution and staff, AID may
 
sacrifice a broader network of contacts within the academic comunity.
 

Closely related to this issue is the adeqacy of AID's using only
 
two institutions in the fisheries f.eld. Alchough Auburn appeared to
 

be well structured to handle the aquaculture projects requested by AID
 
field missions, URI's responsibilities were much broader. It is
 
doubtful that one university-based program could have successfully
 
handled all the requests to AID for assistance in *.apture fisheries,
 
especially given ICM1's nature as a coordinating un.t with a very
 
small Otaff. The imbalance In global production between capture
 
fisheries and aquaculture hardly seems to justify the approximately
 
equal division of AID resources. Although the aquaculture services are 
in ivacreasing demand, this emphasis on aquaculture would not seem 
justified for some time to come. moreover, increasing demand for all 
types of fisheries assistance would clearly justify a number of 
fisheries assistance institutions. In light of the funding levels 
required for this assistance, AID may wish to acquire access to a 
number of U.S. institutions without €comitting the major portion of its 
resources for fisheries to a few universities. 



Third, to us* the 211(d) ehnism effectivaly rquires a thorc-ih 

underqtandin of obj6etives and responsibilities by both parties to the 
contract. Altbough te research an institution-building aspects of 
these gtants neessitate considerable latitude, the 211(d) mechanism 
was not condeived as a carte blanche: to universities. AID must ensure 
that the recipLents are guided toward useful prodcts meeting AID needs. 

AID assenbled impressive pools of expertise at these universities#
 
but apparently.had given little thought to the question of how to use
 
this talent in fisheries projects. This was less a problem for Auburno,
 
which hadc nore focused program and a history of contacts with AID
 
field lissions and developing country governments. Core support 
agreements such as these would seem to require a clear understanding of 
the capabilities and limitations of universities as development 
assistance agents, e.g., the problem of freeing large numbers of 
university faculty for simultaneous overseas assignments. AID should 
have a clear concept of how it intends to use the staff of grantee 
institutions and must ensure that they are in fact used by AID's
 
operating bureaus. Vagueness and ambiguity ,in the grant terms 
cantributed to many of the problems encountered in these arrangements. 

Fourth, AID required institutional linkages, both domestic and 
international, as a condition of past 211(d) grants, but should provide 
more active assistance in creating those linkages in future fisheries 
grants. This would include Linkages to other fisheries oirganizations,
tO potential clients within AID--central bureaus, regional bureaus,,and 
country missions--,and to potential clients abroaa. Naturally, the 
primary responsibility lies with the contracting university, but AID 
could devote mor, attention to,these linkages., AID rarely, took the 
initiative to bring its 211(d) fisheries institutions together for an 
exchange of view,# division of labor, or input into AID policymaking. 

Finally, fisheries centers ihould be structured to maintain broad 
programs that are both geographically and functionally diverse. The 
former implies field activities not concentrated w.ithin pa- ticular 
countries or regions. Projects should be designed with a view toward
applicability,in other developing cojntries and other regions.their limited resources, the 211(d) grantees should perhap 

With 
stress 

regional projects, as these potentially benefit multiple recipient
countries. This.implies aultidisciplinary approach to fisheries., 
development probLems in which a broad range of services -are available 
to meet requests of recipient countries. 



CHAPMI 5
 

OTHR NNCHANZSMS FOR FISHERS ASSISTA)3CB
 

The three major programs reviewed above exemplify either direct AID 
management or university-shared management of programs. Some 
additional project mechaniams described in Appendix B have been uced 
with vary .ng .success. For example, AlD has operated ac a minor or 
complementary player in projects manages by international agencies. 
This was the case in the initial stages of the Korean program before
 
1956. Conversely, the United Staten was initially a major player in 
Indian fisheries development during the late 1950s but later scaled
 
back its efforts and was largely replaced by other donors (Appendix
 
.B.1),. In subsequent cases such as East Africa, joint or complementary
 
efforts with other donors apparently have worked well. However, 
success in these programs must be measured against the internationa. 
agency's objectives, which may or may not coincide with U.S. aims. 
Assistance through international agencies must always involve a
 
trade-off between smaller U.S. expenditures and reduced U.S. control of
 
the program--a good bargain in ocme cases and a disaster in others.
 

minor involvement in recipient government-funded activities is 
another mechanism that has been used by AID in fisheries assistance.. 
This most comonly involves providing U.S. university or private 
expertise, paying other costs (equipment, supplies, etc.), and training 
foreign nationals in specific skills. In many such cases, AID 
technical assistance is critical, since the foreign government 
involvement may actually be financed by a long-term, low-interest loan 
from AID or from a development bank. This is another relatively 
inexpenci-e way for the United States to furnish assistance, again with
 
the risk that final achievements of the projact may or may not match 
U.S. interests. This mechanism also offers a good prospect for
 
involving U.S. companies (e.g., fishing coopanies and marine equipment 
suppliers) in ways that can be potentially helpful both to the 
recipient country and to U.S. Interests.
 

The Guinean Trawling Survey (Appendix B.2) represents another 
mechanism in which AID channeled funding through a regional org&nization
 
and retained no fortal management responsibility. The Organization of 
African Unity/Scientific, Technical and Research CoMission (OAU/STRC) 
hired a project director, leased fishing vessels, and assembled its own 

AO
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ultinational staff, rational details were handled by the director#1 
who .rtported directly to the OAU/STWM and only indirectly to AID through 
a scientific advisory committee. In part, the scientific nature of 
this projoct permitted uch arrangeneytts, as the tasks were narrowly 
defined and involved few additional tochnical assistance components.

.The principal output of the project was the surveyl training or local
 
institUtional development wire. not objectives of the project., Under
 
this-arangement, AID had little operatiollal control over the project

but benefited from theresulting flexibility and simplicity of 
management. Most of the project staff and the scientific advisory
comintte, were experienced scientists from the United States or Europe. 

Another variant of AID's regional approach was the East African
 
Freshwater Fisheries Project conducted on Lake Victoria during 1973-80
 
(Appendix B.3). 
 In this case, AID worked through a regional technical
 
organization, the East African Freshwater Fisheries.Research
 
Organization (APFM), which was a'technical arm of the East African 
Cortunity. Unlike the Guinean Trawling Survey, this regional

organization was separately funded and already conducting an active.'
 
scientific programs Rather than a single research product? the
 
objective in East. Africa: was training and wide-ranging technical 
assistance to augment the.capabilities of RAFFRO. Field operatives
 
were hired directly by AID, and technical assistance was delivered to
 
EAPFRO installations.
 

In. one sense, the East frica program reflects a necessary 
evolution in regional aid mchanisms from the Guinean Trawling Survey a 
decade earlier.: Local technical Organizations were operating in East 
Africa and the initial scientificgroundwork had been laid by other 
technical assistance and local research programs. In this situation, 
formal administrative control of the program rests firmly with the 
recipients. 
The donor agency has little control ovGr the scientific
 
content of the project, although expert advisers still exercise great

lnfluence.;, It would appear that future aid programs will leave to adopt
this pattern of shared control over projects. 

The Philippine programs are a patchwork Involving, direct AID 
assistance, U.S. university activity, Philippine universities e 
involvement, and Government of the Philippinri GOP) departmental
action (Appendix 9,4). The Southeast Asipn, Fiaheries Development Center 
(ASZAIDI) has participated in this progr&i from the outset, and.lately
the International Center for Living Aquatic Resources Management
(ICAMO) which receives direct core support from AID, has joined these 
effort,. in addition the various fisherie8 activities of U.N. agencies
in the Philippines intersect the U.S. operations at many points.. Thus
the'situation in the Philippines is very complex but the overall 
direCtion of..th program Is firmly in GOP hands. The AID program must 
be resPonsive to"localneeds as perceived by. the Philippine government,.
'hhisac ,tively seeking, and is 'open to, U.S. scientific and 

teiniOalladvice. 
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The core funding for ICLARM represents a departure from past AID
 
policy for fisheries. ICLARM resulted from a Rockefeller Foundation
 
initiative to create an International Institute for Fisheries similar
 
to the successful international agricultural research ceaters but
 
without the large, permanent physical structures associated with them.
 
ICLARK conducts fisheries programs and.projects with a primery emphasis
 
on problems related to fisheries development. In 3upporting this
 
enterprise, AID is following its pattern of support for the agricultural
 
centers and is obtaining access to a group of fisheries experts who are
 
outside university systemr 2nd are free from control by any national
 
government. ICLAlM could i a very useful resource so long as its work
 
is competent and accepted nd its policies are generally in line with
 
AID objectives.
 

Increasingly, U.S. fisheries assistance is offered within the
 
framework of recipient government requirements and control. This is
 
the apparent situation in the very large aquaculture and Red Sea
 
fisheries programs now under way in Egypt. Nevertheless, selection of
 
experts is essentially in U.S. hands and since the developing country
 
is highly dependent on advice from these experts, a considerable
 
measure of control is still held by AID program managers.
 

Similarly, U.S. fisheries assistance is increasingly delivered in
 
collaboration with local institutions. The proliferation of technical
 
institutions in developing countries reflects the growing importance of
 
marine resources to developing countries as well as the cumulation of
 
past assistance in technical training and institution building. Such
 
institutions present new opportunities for cooperative programs and for
 
ongoing collaboration. Local institutions can provide focal points for
 
new programs as well as local definition of research problems. They
 
are also centers for ongoing scientific data collection and monitoring.
 
Local fisheries institutions could becomf an active constituency for
 
fisheries development within national policymaking and development
 
agencies. The political strength and expertise of these national
 
fisheries institutions may vary widely within a particular region.
 
However, they do permit greater emphasis on regional programs because
 
most states in the regi'.n will derive some benefit from such programs.
 

For aid donors, regional programs tend to be larger and more
 
expensive, but they may permit more productive use of funds and the
 
promotion of technical cooperation among developing countries. Regional
 
imbalances in technical capabilities have always presented the strategic

issue of whether to focus technical aid on the very progressive or the
 
very impoverished countries. The key task seems to be to design aid
 
programs that will ensure that the more advanced developing countries
 
become transmission belts to the less developed for the skills,
 
technologies, or knowledge involved in the project.
 

The evolution inAID fisheries assistance mechanisms also reflects
 
changing recipient needs. The earliest postwar projects were directed
 
towardmechanization of fleets, introduction of modern gear, and
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=exploatory fishing for new stocks. In moat ertiaal fisheries, thesereain the ese0ntial needs. However, the needs of developing countries 
in i960 tend.to e much broader than in 1960, For example, fishermen 
in some coastal or insular developing countries, such as the 
Philippine.- haveadapted rapidly to new gear and fishing techniques. 
Their .principal needs now: include processing techniques for export 
markets and management of stocks being heavily fished. Aquaculture and 
mariculture projects require not only technical knowledge in fish 
farming, but also related expertise in areas such as economic and 
environmental impacts, engineering, and coastal zone management. For 
the more advanced doveloping countries, ascistance will increasingly 
take the form of cooperative research or short-term advisers assisting
 
in mutually agreed upon projects.
 

In shortr fisheries in developing countries now vary from artisanal 
to modern.export industries. Requests for fisheries assistance are 
increasingly diverse. They require a wide variety of project mechanisms 
by donor agencies as well as expertise that-often transcends traditional 
disciplinary boundaries. The agency providing fisheries assistance 
murat employ various patterns of institutional linkages with recipient 
country agoncies and institutions. Recent AID assistance mechanisms, 
such as the 211(d) grants and the multiple arrangements of the 
Philippine cage discussed in Appendix B.4, indicate AID efforts to 
adjust to this evolving situation. 



CHMAP 6 

COWCLUSIIONS AMD RBCOiRiUhAIOIS
 

This section presents the general nonclusions drawn from N4TAG.'s 
evaluations ofUAID fisheries assistance programs. It is structured as
 

a series of questions, each-followed by discussion and a recoumendation
 
to guide futute AID fisheries assistance programs.
 

(M' 	Should the United States provide fisheries assistance to
 
developing countries?
 

There are two aspects to this issue, the first of which relates to
 
the role of fisheries in overall U.S. assistance strategies. Given the
 
basic policy decision to assist development in areas of critical need,

eapecialy food supply, then fisheries would seem a necessary component
 
of the U.S. assistance program. Increased protein supplies through
 
fish production are an iinitdiate goal of many developing countries,
 
particularly those coastal states now acquiring extended jurisdiction
 
over adjacent ocean spaces. Fish constitute about 25 percent of the
 
world's protein supplyp developing countries take about half of the
 
world's catch but account for only about one quarter of the world trade
 
in fish. AID, as the largest bilateral assistance agency, should riot
 
-exclude this .critical aspect of developmmnt from its agenda. An
 
integrated approach to development assistance requires that AID be
 
capable of addressing theentire spectrum of food production methods,
 
including fisheries and aquaculture. U.S. fisheries expertise should
 
not be foreclosed from developing countries seeking assistance because 
of some past AID project failures, as was the case in the early 1970s. 

The second aspect of this issue is the costs and benefits likely to 
accrue to the United States through fisheries assistance. Other than 
project expenditures by AID (whichw in an absolute'sense, are 
relatively small), the costs to the United States appear minimal. 
There is"currently little direct competition between the U.S. fishing
industry and fishermen in developing countries except in shrimp and, to 
some extent, in tuna. Entry into U.S. coastal fisheries by foreign
distant-water fleets is now regulated under the U.S. 200-mile .zone of 
fisheries jurisdiction. 

44 
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on. the other hand, fisheriea assistance- offers many. potential1 
benefits to US. fisheries-related industries. Increased fish" 
O0hsauation throughout the.world could create new markets for U.S. fish 
products or make new eources available for,U8. processors.. The
 
e plottation of nowstocks presents opportunitis for U.S. investments
 
ad joint fisheries ventures. Fisheries development provides potential
 
markets for U.S. lvessels. equipment, technology, and expertise.
 
Fisheries assistance may further U.S. scientific understanding of
 
tropical ecosystems. Proper management of local fisheries stocks
 
permits more realistio planning by U.S. distant-water fleets.
 
Likewise, fisheries management could prevent economic dislocations,
 
such as the Peruvian anchoveta decline, as well as the
 
overcapitalization of developing cuntries' fishing fleets, which could
 
eventually add to exploitation pressure in other regions.
 

.. Fisheries
Other benefits may accrue in the diplomatic sphere. 

assistance promotes a climate of cooperation between the United States
 
and recipient countries. This could facilitate trade-offs in other
 areas, such as passage for warships or entry of scientific vessels. In
 
the event the law of the sea deliberations do not produce a global
 
ocean treaty, fisheries assistance projects could become useful.
 
bargaining chips in bilateral negotiations with developing countries
 
over activities within the zones of extended juriadication likely to be
 
claimed by most coastal states. There is already evidence of a trend
 
toward strictly bilateral agreements for marine resource exploitation.
 
If the United States does not provide assistance, developing countries
 
may seek help elsewhere.
 

In the political sphere, fisheries assistance contributes directly
 
to the overall ,U.S. foreign policy objectives of fostering political
 
stability and economic interactions in the developing world. By
 
increasing the amount of protein available to developing countries,
 
U.8. fisheries assistance could reduce the possibility of political 
conflict over food resources, .bothwithin recipient countries and 
across national borders. By providing the expertise and equipment foc 
developing countries to feed themselves, the United Stato could help 
reduce future dependence on food aid. Strong econca es based on 
healthy-populations increase the potential ror U.S. overseas trade and 
investment. In all, economic sectors. Relatively minor expenditures may
 
be sufficient toL upgrade LfisherLes capabilities in many areas.
 

ITAG recognizes that fisheries assistance is but one.of many areas 
of development with pressing needs and potentially great benefits. In 
a political clinate of reduced AID budgats, clarion calls for expanded 
programs in one area must be teWpered by practicality. However, NTAG 
feels that fisheries assistance deserves recognition within AID as a 
principal and often overlooked seans of meeting the priority objective 
of expanding food production in developing countries. Noreover, 
fisheries have a direct and imodiate linkage to ongoing law of the sea 
negotiations and critical U.S. marine interests, including defense and 
science.' For these reasons, fisheries assistance appears to provide an 
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effectiveuse of AID funds and to mtrit greater organizational 
promine:tce and support: by AID. 

Fisheries assistance therefore has potential benefits to the United 
States, both immediate and long-term, far outweighing its costs. These 
would accrue to both the United States and the recipient countries. On 
balance, US. fishing industries and conIsuers would benefit from such 
programs. Moreover, U.S. fisheries assistance would advance various 
national political and strategic objectives. 

RECOMEWNDATION: The United States should provide fisheries
 
assistance to developing countries. Such assistance is warranted both
for humamitarian reasons and from .thebroadly utilitarian perspective
of achieving U.S. foreign polcy objectives. 

(2) Does the United Stateas have the technical and institutional
 
capability to provide fisheries assistance to developing
 
countries?
 

It might be asked how a country that imports 60 percent of the 
fishery products consumed by its people while surrounded by extensive 
fishing grounds (which until recently were fished mostly by foreigners)
 
can assist other countries to develop their fisheries. Compared to-the
 
fisheries in countries such as Norway, Iceland, and Japan flaheries
 
are a very small part of the U.S. economy. .c.jitfor tuna, and to a 
lesser extent shrimp, the United BtSt'as has not recently competed 
effectively in internaticnai fisheries. Few recent developments in 
fishing technology can be said to have originated exclusively in the 
United atates. o
 

Institutionally, there is no formal linkage between the U.S@
 
fishing industry and U.S. universities as there is in agriculture.
 
Even with the advent of the Sea Grant colleges, linkages have still
 
bean tenuous at best. Of course, there are exceptions, as a few
 
universities do maintain contacts in a limited but continuous way.
 
There is some scholarship and instruction in fisheries in U.S.
 
universities, and this is augmented by the scientific activities of the
 
National Marine Fisheries Service, which maintains strong relationships
 
with certain universities. Unfortunately, the great body of fisheries
 
and aquaculture knowledge in U.S. universities is primarily in
 
temperate and cold-water fisheries, whereas understanding of tropical
 
fisheries is limited.
 

In addition, there is currently little U.S. expertise in
 
small-scale and artisanal fisheries, particularly those involving
 
tropical environments. Fisheries historically have been a very small
 
part of AID's activities, and the agency has obtained its fisheries
 
expertise on loan from NOAh. Other bilateral and multilateral donors
 
traditionally have provided most of the fisheries technical assistance
 
to developing countries. They may be better qualified to continue
 
doing so by virtue of interest, experience, and expertise (although
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otherdeveloped nations may also lack expertise in tropical fisheries). 
FO.rthese.reason*,It has b~en suggested that direct fisheries 
assistance should remain a low priority for AID and that leadership and 
large projects be left to othor donors. 

On the other hand, U.S. technological achievement extends to many 
areas relevent to fisheries development. Other donors .may be unable-to 
provide the range of technical services available through the U.S. 
scientific and technical infrastructure. For example, there,is 
extensive US.. expertise in fundamental aspects of fisheries biology, 
technology, and mapagement that Is of general applicability to 
developing countries. The word 0management" here means governmental 
control and regulation of fisheries operations in various localities. 
The other principal areas of U.S. expertise that could bi applied to 
fisheries in developing countries are fundamental science and research 
training, industrial management, and the ability to apply technology to 
practical.problems. 

In aquaculture, there is ample expertise among U.S. institutions
 
and government agencies, particularly in the West and the South. Once
 
again, this expertise traditionally has been concentrated on
 
temperate-zone species, mainly trout, salmon, catfish, and oysters.
 
Nevertheless, there is a substantial amount of knowledge about modern
 
fish culture methods, and there is considerable U.S. research being
 
done in this field, including study of tropical species (tilapia).
 

In summary, although fisheries constitute a relatively small part
 
of the U.S. economy, the United States possesses extensive scientific,.
 
technological, and managerial expertise in fisheries-related fields.
 
Much of this expertise is unavailable elsewhere. In addition, various
 
U.S. institutions have the capability and experience to assist
 
developing countries in their fisheries programs. The United States
 
therefore could make valuable contributions to global fisheries
 
development.
 

RECOMIENDATION: There is a significant body of fisheries expertise 
and technology within the United States that should be made available
 
to developing countries seeking to survey, exploit, or manage their
 
fisheries resources. U.S. organizations and agencies should be
 
encouraged to participate in fisheries programs in developing
 
countries, including ioint programs in concert with other donors.
 

(3) Should AID be the lead U.S. agency for delivering U.S. 
assistance to developing countries in fisheries and
 

.aquaculture?..
 

MTAG's review has pointed out various shortcomings in AID 
administration of fisheries proiams, as well as some notable 
successes. These shortcomings appear to have stemmed largely from-the 
low .priority accorded to fisheries development by AID and from the lack 
ofin-house fisheries expertise in program management. 
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For example, MTAG's review indicates the lack of a clear direction
 
in AID fisheries policy. Projects in fisheries and aquaculture are
 
governed by the legislation, policy formulations, and program guidelines
 
for agriculture. Beyond the overall objectives of providing protein,
 
Jobs, and income to the rural poor, AID does not have a fisheries
 
strategy as such. There is no official statement of position with
 
regard to fisheries development, nor any long-term strategy to guide
 
program development in regional ureaus or country missions.
 

This lack of fisheries strategy may be due in part to the lack of a
 
separate fisheries office in AID. Because fisheries programs have been
 
administered through the Office of Agriculture within the Development*
 
Support Bureau (DSB), program managers trained in agriculture sometimes
 
have misunderstood the nature of marine capture fisheries as well as
 
their potential role in development. AID has emphasized aquaculture,
 
an area with as yet uncertain effects on fish consumption and income
 
enhancement in developing countries. Moreover, the AID approach to
 
fisheries assistance lacks integration: programs in aquaculture,
 
inland fisheries, brackish-water systems, and marine fisheries are not
 
coordinated with one another or with overall food production goals.
 
Without clear priorities, the favored type of fisheries development
 
vacillates over short periods, with short-term programs addressing
 
inherently long-term needs.
 

One alternative to AID administration of fisheries assistance
 
programs is to shift responsibility for these programs to other
 
agencies more familiar with fisheries problems. The most logical
 
candidate is the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) within the
 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). NMFS has the
 
requisite technical expertise in fisheries and aquaculture, has
 
personnel with experience in assisting developing countries, and
 
operates a set of regional laboratories, some of which possess good
 
contacts with developing countries and expertise in tropical fisheries.
 

Despite the technical expertise assembled in NMFS, there are other
 
overriding factors that would indicate continuing AID management of
 
U.S. fisheries assistance programs. First, overseas technical
 
assistance is only a peripheral mission for NMFS, whose primary
 
statutory responsibility is development and management of domestic U.S.
 
fisheries. NMFS is not structured or funded as a technical assistance
 
agency. It now performs some technical assistance and other overseas
 
functions, but the NMFS component offices involved in these activities
 
would require substantial enlargement to manage large-scale overseas
 
development programs (NMFS is fully committed to a support function
 
under the Fisheries Conservation and Management Act). On the other
 
hand, AID's principal statutory mission is development assistance, and
 
it maintains permanent overseas field missions to assist in project
 
identification and oversight duties. Second, as a development
 
assistance agency, AID is more accustomed to taking a longer view of
 
development beyond the confines of a particular project, and to
 
integrating fisheries projects into overall development plans.
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~ong-term asintance mechanisms, such as institution-to-institution 
relationships, are better handled by agencies that have such a 
long-term Perspective. 

MTAG's conclusion that fisheries assistance should remain centered 
in AID-is.notmeant to imply exclusion of NdFS from fisheries 
assistance. -In fact, the latter agency must remain an active partner 
with AID if effective fisheries programs are to be implemented in the 
future. NMFS can se~ve as a source of fisheries expertise for 
project-specific tasks andAID policy formulation, as an executing 
agency, and.asmanager of certain technical and cooperative programs in 
developing countries. 

Moreover, AID should seek linkages with other fisheries institutions
 
in order to supplement its small staff of fisheries experts on loan
 
from NOAA. Other federal agencies, such as the Coast Guard and Overseas
 
Private*Investment Corporation, could provide some components for
 
fisheries programs. Domestic organizations, such as universities,
 
state agencies, and private industry could be sources of fisheries
 
expertise. Other development assistance agencies, such as the Peace
 
Corps and religious relief agencies, have extensive field experience in
 
assisting artisanal fisheries. On the international side, various
 
development assistance agencies with active fisheries programs could
 
support AID fisheries programs. These include other national aid
 
agencies, the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization, and nongovermental

agencies such as the International Center for Living Aquatic Resource
 
Management (ICLARM) and the Oxford Committee for Famine Relief
 
(OXFAM). Some developing countries operate fisheries departments or
 
research institutions with extensive expertise in local or regional

fisheries. All of these agencies could complement or participate as
 
co-donors in AID fisheries programs. Linkages with such groups are
 
essential to ensure that fisheries expertise, field agents, and
 
executing agencies are continuously available to AID.
 

R MC(OMENDATION: Because of its statutory mandate as the central U.S.
 
foreign assistance agency,.AID should remain the primary sponsor and
 
coordinator of US. fisheries assistance programs. AID should maintain
 
close contacts with other organizations that have fisheries expertise,
 
particu.ar7.y the National'Marine Fisheries Service. AID should use
 
these organizationr as executing agencies and, where appropriate, enter
 
into joint pLjeects with other fisheries assistance'donors.
 

(4) Is 0ie present AID structure adequate for the administration
 
of large-scale fisheries assistance programs?
 

HTAG's evaluation has indicated several deficiencies in the
 
administrative mechanisms by which fisheries programs are initiated and
 
4xecuted. These were elaborated on in the preceding discussion of
 
AID's role in fisheries. The primary problems cited there were the
 
lack of in-hause fisheries expertise, lack of clear directions in
 
fisheries assistance policy, and lack of clear priorities for food
 
production from fish.
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In-house expertise appears to NAG to be especially critical for 
the formulation of an AID fisheries strategy.* AID must be capable of 
addressing such issues as the priority to be accorded to fisheries in 
development, the circumstances under which capture fisheries or
 
aquaculture will ba stressed, and the criteria for selec' "ng recipients
 
for major fisheries development programs. Likewise, AID must be
 
capable of responding to the broadening range of assistance requests

from developing countries. This Implies an overall fisheries strategy 
developed by experts within the organization rather than advisers or 
consultants. Fisheries projects derived from this policy should be 
adinistered through a unit organizationally distinct from agriculture 
wftlhin the AID structure. 

As of September 1981# AID fisheries expertise in Washington
 
consisted of two fisheries advisers provided by NOM under the terms of
 
an Interagency agreement initiated in 1976. Although the interagency
 
agreement also provides for a senior fisheries adviser, the position is 
now vacant. Through normal turnover and lags in recruitment of 
replecements, these three positions have not been continuously filled 
in recent years. 

Until recently, centrally funded fisheries programs were located in
 
the Fisheries Division of the Office of Agriculture within the 
Development Suport Bureau (DSB). In 1980, the Fisheries Division was 
consolidated with several other divisions into a new Division of 
Renewable Natural Resources Management within the DSB Agriculture 
Office. A 1981 AID reorgauiization changed DSB to the Bureau for 
Science and Technology (ST), which contains four directorates: (1) 
Food and Agriculture, (2)Health and Population, (3)Energy and Natural 
Resources, and (4)Human Resources. As of September 1981, organization 
of 8TS below the directorate level had not been completed, Fisheries 
logically could be placed under either the Food and Agriculture 
Directorate or the Energy and Natural Resources Directorate. However, 
the fundamental problem affecting pest AID fisheries programs has been
 
that most decisions regarding fisheries have been made by people whose 
training and expel 'ence has been primarily in agricultural methods of 
food production. 

STAG has concluded that effective AID fisheries and aquaculture
 
programs will require both structural changes and recognition of
 
fisheries as activities distinct f:t~ agriculture. NTAG therefore
 
suggests several measures to clarify and enhance the position of
 
fisheries within AID. First, there should be a fisheries/aquaculture
 
expert stationbi at a policymaking level to represent fisheries in
 

*A 1957 coniultant's report evaluating the Indian program makes the 
san plea .or "a technically trained fisheries man..to supervise and 
coordinate all fisheries programs. Richard van Cleve, "Survey of the 
TC Fisheries Program in India, (March 1957), p. 15. 
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overall paogram formulation and internal,bWgeting reviews. This
 
representative could be designated a special adviser .reporting directly.
tothe adinistratcr'or to the senior assistant adinistrator (Science 
and Technology Bureau), or the newly created Office of the Science 
Advisor. Second, ,this fisheries adviser alsocould heada special 
staff office attached to one of the S"B directorates (probably Food and. 
Agriculture or lnergy and Natural Resources) and staffed,by the three 

This staff office could both
 fisheries advisers on loan from NOAA. 

assist in the formulation of AID fisheries policy and provide technical
 
advice to the regional bureauu and to other directorates within 5TB.
 
AID fisheries experts night eventually either replace or supplement the
 
advisers on loan from NOAA. In addition, fisheries advisers could be
 
stationed in each of the regional bureaus and in the regional field
 
offices. In the event that AID fisheries programs are -expanded
 
significantly, making a arger fisheries staff necessary, then the
 
staff office for fisheries could be upgraded to b~come the fifth
 

directorate withih the Science and Technology Bureau.
 

4TAG considers this step desirable to provide the necessary 
technical and professional expertise to place fisheries on an*equivalent 
footing with agriculture in policy debates over the relative merits.of 
plant versus fish protein for meeting the nutritional needs of the 
rural poor. FisherLes and agriculture programs would 'emain under the 
aame policy guidelines established for food and nutrition.and 
adninistered by the Scionce and Technology Bureau. However, it is 
important to recognize that fisheries are an alternative strategy for 
supplying protein and in soma cases say compete with, or be preferable 
to, agricultural mans. Fisheries, especially capture fisheries, are 
activitias distinct from agriculture and.very different.in their 
operating modes, constituencies (a common property resource) and 
conceptual framework (hunting and gathering as opposed to farming).
 
When administered Jointly with other resources subject to more 
managerial certainty, such as agriculture, fisheries tend to be 
negl-cted or accorded a very low priority. 

Another aspect of this dichotomy between fisheries and agriculture 
is that freshwater aquaculture (pond culture) would more naturally be 
grouped with agriculture, as its production techniques and constituewy 
are more clearly akin to traditional farming operations. The fisheries 
staff office could then be responsible solely. for marine resourcs 
(marine and inland capture fisheries, mariculture, and brackish-water 
culture). Yet, this separation would tend to fragment, and engender 
funding competition between, two fields that have a great deal of 
scientific and operational oamuonality. 2his it a nagging 
organiuational problem that probably has no easy solution. owever, 
the central point to NVAG is that fisheries be administratively 
recognised as a distinct:function and be provided with its own,cadre of 
experts and constituency within the Sctance and Technology Bureau. 

Okher eOganivational measures appear neeary to enhance the 
effe6tivenes of AID fisheries progrm. -Me overall policy and 

http:different.in
http:merits.of
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program initiatives developed by AID fisheries exports within STE must 
be communicated both to the regional bureaus and to the country missions 
and offices in recipient countries. Thio is particularly important in 
light of AID'S decentralized structure and relatively autonomous 

regional and country offices. AID personnel qualified in fisheries
 
shmild be stationed in the regional bureaus and in the field offices#
 
particularly in the regional offices that serve multiple recipient
 
countries. (As of July 1981, two missions managing fisheries and
 
aquaculture projects--Indonesia and the Philippines--had in-country
 
fisheries experts attached to the country mission.) Besides managing
 

projects, field personnel with fisheries expertise could ensure that
 
recipient desires or needs in fisheries are adequately represented in
 
the Country Development Support Strategies (CDSSs) and in the project
 
identification process. An alternative approach would be stationing
 
marine affairs representatives in AID missions in coastal countries,
 
giving them overa3l responsibility for all marine-related programs,
 
including fisheries.
 

Finally, AID's institutional memory regarding fisheries projects
 
needs to be strengthened. Some institutional awareness of fisheries
 
projects conducted by other donors would also seem denirable. It is
 
likewise essential that AID fisheries policy be communicated to the
 
National .arine Fisheries Service and other centers of fisheries
 
expertise, both academic and industrial. This would facilitate
 
coordination and ensure that AID policy receives the externl feedback
 

necessary to remain consistent with academic and applied fi heries
 

knowledge.
 

RECO94ENMATION: AID should enlarge its in-house fisheries staff,
 
including representation at the policyMaking level, and should remove
 
fisheries programs from administration by the agricultural office. The
 
AID fisheries staff should define a coherent AID fisheries development
 
strategy that includes the types of assistance to be offered, the
 
pric ity to be accorded to various types of fish production methods, 
and the criteria by which requests for fisheries assistance will be
 
assessed for funding. The stationing of fisheries experts at AID
 
headquarters in Washington should be supplementod by fisheries
 
professionals serving in AID field missions.
 

(5) Should AID seek participation by U.S. universities in its
 
fisheries programs abroad?
 

Universities are valuable sources of indi'°idual expertise for AID
 
programs and have been used in this way since the beginning of overseas
 
projects. Enrollment of students from overseas and the broad interests
 
of university faculties have generally ensured that some work relevant 
to AID interests has been ongoing at many U.S. universities, although
 
the extent of this activity has varied widely. In many fields# U.S.
 
university faculty have expertise and research skills that are
 
unavailable elsewhere. Various kinds of contractual arrangement3 have
 

been used in promoting university involvement in foreign assistance.
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5These arrngements include personal services contracts, Basic Ordering
Agremets, and core support,or institution-stgngthening grants.
vNivereities have most.cmaly been employed as. projct management 
agencies where education, training, and rext nsion servi~es were 
involved, particularly in agriculture. 

Dowevet, there are f "ndamental AID'. foreigndifferences between 
assistance mission and the traditional role of universities.. These
 
differences derive from the natore and purposes of universities and the 
tasks they are designed to perform. In sany.cases, both AID and the 
universities hired to .execute development assistance programs have 
shared' in micunderstanding of these differences. Serious problems can 
result from universities' attempting to perform overseas technical
 
assistance tasks for which they are not designed.
 

The 211(d) mechanism as applied to the fisheries field by AID 
reflecto these fundamental mismatches. Maintaining a continuing AID
 
response capability housed within a U.S. university presents certain
 
dilemmas for the universities. First, university staff involved in
 
overseas development assistance may suffer in terms of the recognition 
atd promotions normally associated with academic careers. Second, 
field personnel hired by universities specifically for overselstacks 
generally are selected on a narrower range of criteria thar, the regular
academic staff's Primary orientation to field operationi can detract 
from the creativity and research excellence being sought by AID. 
Third, relations between the.field operations unit and the regular 
academic departments may present difficulties, as the former. may become 
Isolated within the university, Finally, in some cases developmental 
problems..may require special multidisciplinary expoertiseo 'approaches 
that nay be unavailable in the university or may require extensive 
funding.for separate new institutions. 

With regard to the problem of continued funding for university
based overseas development units, N AG believes that.all major
universities expect their faculty to be active in three areass 
research or schc.arly activities, teaching, and public service. 
Clearly, public service encompasses various kinds of professional 
activity, including service to various levels o4 governaent. However, 
public service is only one aspect of the individual faculty meboer' 
work and is not Intended to be a full-time occupation-especially if he 
or she is not paid. When universities beome involved in large-scale 
foreign assistance operations extending over long period., it is common 
for ad hoc temporary faculty to be hired, specifically for the overseas 
positions. It would be intolerable for regular faculty to.be 
consistently absent free the university where they are expected to 
fulfill numerous functidn in teaching and administration as well as 
research, 

To beo4 integrated: intq-the university system, the development 
assistance prog .Ustfit within university objectives, and, in the 
absence of exteanal funding, this usually implies a facilitation of 
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,,scholarship or teaching. Technical assistance programs rarely pr-vide
 
such opportunities unIess they involve long-term relationships with
 
overseas universities or research institutes where exchanges of
 
students and faculty become possible and research of mutual interest
 
can be pursued. Norever, state institutions, which cosmonily possess
 
expertise in applied science and technology, are funded to apply that
 
expertise primarily in areas of interest to the state in which they are
 
located. For stat.. universities as well as private universities
 
.deriving their baseline funding from state legislatures# some outside
 
support is usually necessary to underwrite development assistance
 
activities.
 

This is recognized in the new Title XII concept, which seeks to
 
strengthen the land-grant and Sea Grant universities and to mobilize
 
them for active participation in overseas development programs. The
 
Title XII strengthening grants and research support programs involve
 
consortia of U.S. universities with overseas linkages. In thase
 
programs there is also an expectation of significant university
 
contributions through a mandatory matching funds requirement. However,
 
at a time when state operating funds for teaching and reoearch are
 
barely adequate, it seems unlikely that the Title XII program will
 
succeed in converting many departments to an overseas orientation.
 
Moreover, some universities and research institutes with expertise in
 
marine science may be deterred from conducting development programs
 
overseas by the complex administrative requirements to qualify for the
 
Title XII programs.
 

Nevertheless, Title XII grants do address the critical proL is of 
.university involvement in foreign assistance operations. By fotzsing 
on development problems that cross traditional disciplinery lines,
 
Title XII may enhance university expertise in areas not normally
 
considered in U.S. schools. The consortium approach is designed to
 
assemble a core of experts at the participating institutions. From
 
this pool, AID could more quickly locate technical advice and project
 
staff. The consortium approach likewise fosters linkages among numerous
 
U.S. institutions and,. equally important, facilitates linkages with
 
institutions in developing countries. Finally, Title XII enhances
 
communication and access to experts in fields where the United States
 
has a comparative scientific advantage over other donors. For example,
 
U.S. institutions (universities and government agencies) are among the
 

world's leaders in the following fisheries-related fieldm: basic
 
fisheries research and statistics, stock assessment, fisheries
 
management and enforcement, food and nutritional problems of fish,
 
coastal zone management, resource economics, and technology assessment.
 

There is ample evidence that successful developmert requires a
 
strong body of scientific and technically trained people in the
 
developing country so that technical knowledge may be applieA directly
 
to local problems. Moreover, to sustain developient progress, an 
effective system of technical and acientifLc education must be 
established. This is the area in which long-term university involvement
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canl be ot effective. However, this requires .involvement of many 
universities alorg the lines of Title XII rather than 211 (d)prograds 
am v.ll as some freedos from the wtrictures of the °new directions" 

oiy, which strees sinc, to th poorest people in the 
outries-that receive assistance. One major benefit of an arrangemnt

between universities (or between a university and local institutlon, 
such as fisheries agencies or resea,.h-_h..stitutes) is that it provides 
for. the possibility of.normal advancemnt of U.S, faculty who are 
involved in the program, since they will function in the accepted 
university.node. This has been a major problem in previous overseas 
programs. 

eoreover, an •effective extension program concomitantly establisher.d 
in the developing country university.can carry out technology transfer 
at different levels simultaneously.. More importantly perhaps for the 
long teru o:,it could lead to the development of domestic solutions to
 
local problems.
 

The most promising programs for seeting present objectives in 
marine sciences seem to be those funded under the Sea Grant 
International Prcgram and those expected to be established under Title 
XII. However, these have been under way for too short a period for 
significant results to have been achieved. 

RECO &YENDATIONsshould use the fisheries expertiseAID 	 of U.S. 
universities to the fullest extent possijle.- However, the core support
mechanisms such as 211(d) nr institution-strenothenino arant3. reQui~e 

larqe and indefinito expenditures and:sometimes have not been fully 
utilized by& 	 D in field prOjets. -Therefore,. AID should sioultaneously 
exp'ore other mechanimm for tabpina into U.S. academic f isheries 
exprtise, for example, institution-to-institution linkaes, •In 
particular. AID should aPply to its fisheries pro9grans abroad the 
special expertise of U.S. universities that is not widely available*.
from 	other donors--e..., basic fisheries research and statistic, stock
assessment, food and nutrition, resource economics, socioeconomic 
iNpact assessment, and coastal zone mAnagement. 

(6) 	 What lessons can be gleaned from past U.S. V.sheries
 
assistance programs?
 

NTAG'e evaluation indicates first and foremost that AID fisheries 
programs were moest successful when they reflected clear policy
directives and priorities. A coherent fisheries strategy would permit 

AID todefine what is important and feasible in fisheries assistance. 
From this •overall strategy, AID could determine recipient.needs: and 
mechanims for each fisherieas program or individual project. .However, 
since AID hos never formula ed this kind of comprehensive fisheries 
strategy, KWTG has no .policy standard against which to measure the 
effectiveness of AID's fisheries program. Instead, KTAG has focused on
the 	 mehanisms employed and the lessons learned from-several ajor 

program. These mechanism have varied greatly over tin, and no one 



mechansm was found to be prefterable In aU cIrcumMrances. An array. o 
mechanisms therefore seems necessary to suit the exigencies of each 
particular request for assitance. The only clear trends have been the 
incroased recipient participation in projeat design and adinisteation 
and the growing number of national and regional institutions through 
which fisheries programs could be channeled in developing countries. 

There are, of coursa, promising mechanisms that have been explored 
by AID and other donors in recent years. These include projects 
administered by multilateral agencios, such as 2unds in Trust and the 
multi-bi.m concept* pioneered by the Scandinavian aid agencies, and
 
support of projects by nongovernmental organizations. ICLAR.I presents
 
a unique and potentially useful model for a nongovernmental fisheries
 
organization. It is a private international organization for which MD
 
now provides baseline funding. As its staff and programs developt
 
ICLARK may become an increasingly useful channel for supporting
 
regional fisheries development. Similarly# the flow of fisha'ries
 
information to developing countries and among fisheries inetitutions in
 
both developed and developing countries is a neglected area that merits
 
AID attention. Although these represent promising future mechanisms
 
and directions, the remainder of this section will discuss lessons
 
gleaned from past AID projects examined by XTAG.
 

First, AID fisheries assistance programs should recognize the 
critical importance of social, cultural, an economic factors 
surrounding fisheries within developing court:ies. -The statutory 
mandates for AID's agricultural research policy, under which fisheries 
-falls,encourage this broad socioeconomic perspective. rming and 
fishing are both occupations that involve the whole life and social
 
activity of the participants. :In developing countries, societies may
 
be dominantly organized around these traditional pursuitsy families,
 
villages, and whole districts may be committed to farming or fishing as
 
the major source of food and income. Any development within these
 
.fundamentalvocations is likely to take time and involve major social
 
changes.
 

Such change may result from even minor technical advances such as
 
improved nets or better aeration of fish ponds. Where major changes
 
are involved# for example, comercialization of a subsistence fishery
 
or a large expansion of the fishing power of artisanal vessels, the
 
effects may be drastic and even socially disastrous. For this reason
 
it is essential that the probable effects of new technologies be
 
.carefully assessed before they are introduced. Until quite redently,
 
AID'fisheries programs have not epphasized the sociocultural mispects of 
development. Adequate research in. these areas has not been. supported 
or carried out. Thus, technical assistance teams should alwaye include 

l*Mu'ltibil projects are funded and/or administered by national aid 
agencies in conjunction.,with international organizations. 
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sociala cientista as well as natural scientists and englnerso as was 
atteqpted in IC D's Central American programs. 

second, AID has.been most successful wtQ'n ithas adlopted a holistic
approach to fisheries-development--tha.t. is, one that integrates all 
Stages of the fisherlea process, t acluding catch, preservation, 
processing, marketing, distrt:ution, and atock assessment and 
management. Zffective ,!ishertes assistance in developing countries 
should .include:atti.ntion to supporting services, such as fisheries 
extension -Igrasi which have made up only a small part of previous 
fi'.rieS assistance. The Indian and Korean programs were strikingly 
different on this point, as the Indian art.isanal fishersen lacked an
 
existing technical infra-txucture or supporting services, and were
 
unable to take full "dvantage ot the outside assistance. Conversely,
 
some later AID programs. such a. the Guinean Trawling Survey and the 
wore recent East Africa project, have focused primarily on scientific
 
services without such attention to support or management institutions 
or to the means of exploiting the resources discovered. Where the lack 
of a local fisheries infrastructure would preclude an approach
 
integrating all aspects of fisheries development, then a careful
 
phasing of corponent projects is necessary to reach the overall
 
development goals. In other words, the magnitude of the problem may
require focusing on critically important sectors or small geographic 
regions, lest the program resources be dissipated in overly ambitious
goals. 

Third, recognition of the social and cultural context of local 
f~shtries also implies that recipient countries should be chosen
 
carefully. 'Past . AID programs, for instance, the Korean Fisheries 
RevitalizationProgram, have'enjoyed more success when they have
 
raceived the fir backing and continued support of ,.he host country 
governments. Conversely, the Indian program did not initially receive 
this support at efther the state or central government level, and
 
Indian fisheries development did not progress rapidly until that
 
comitment was made. 

A closely related inference is that AID progress examined by MAGI' 
have been most.successful in areas where the local population already 
relied on fisheries resources as a major part of their diet or economy. 
This implies an existing resource base, a tradition of exploiting that 
base, and a supporting infrastructure. Building upon existing
 
infrastructure is easier and less time-consuming than building ft for
 
the first time. Under these circumstances, recipients of direct
 

assistance are more likely to be receptive to progrLms aimed at
 
improving their fishing or processing technologies. Extension 
programs, a necessary component to reaching a broad audience, are also 
more.likely to be effective where fisheries activity is traditional 
within the country and experienced people are available to serve as 
extension agents. Similarlyl extensive 16m itment by the host country 
governmnt is more readily forthcoming when the Liportance of fisheries 
or. equaulture to the country .ishistoricallyevident. 
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The c6hoce of recipient countries in of course limited by the 
statutory criteria for eligibility established by Congress. For the 
poorest countries an existing fisheries infrastructure (which 
distinguished.the Korean from the Indian programs)' may be lacking. 
This apparSntdLlema in AID project selectiondhas been exacerbated by

the l6w priority given to scientific and technological institution
building underATA.'s basic-needs strategy, as well as by the demise of 
the Institute for Scientific and Technological Cooperation as the 
proposed focal point for scientific and research assistance.* Without 
complementary assistance to building a fisheries research and management 
infrastructure, the long-term success of fisheries development projects 
may be jeopardized. 

However, the dilemmL over choice of recipients should not be
 
overstated. Foreign assistance could be delivered to middle-tier
 
countries through regional organizations, the Reimbursable Development
 
Program, Economic Support Funds, joint programs with other donors, or
 
the research grants program recently proposed for the Board op Science
 
and Technology for International Development,, of the Nationa). Research
 
Council's Office of International Affairs.
 

A fourth critical factor emerging from MTAG's evaluation is projeci
 
duration. Critics of U.S. assistance programs have repeatedly
 
emphasired the disadvantages of the short-term ad hoc approach sometimes
 
evident in AID fisheries programs. This is valid criticism even
 
recognizing that the ad hoc approach may be forced.on AID to some
 
degree by shifting congressional or recipient government priorities.
 
It say also derive partly from the congressionally imposed three-year
 
project funding cycle, which tends to discourage long-term program
 
plans, especially in the recent milieu of shrinking AID appropriations.
 
The MTAG inventory of AID fisheries projects (see Appendix C) indicates
 
that of 114 projects whose duration could be specified, 64 projects
 
(56%) were completed in less than three years. Only 22 projects (190)
 
a-sted.more than 6 years. Although short-term projects always will be
 

necessary to meet unforeseen needs or recipient requests, fisheries
 
asoistance in developing countries would seem to require a longer time
 
perspective. The assistance programs in Korea and India demonstrated
 
that ultimate success required axtended donor commitment and did not
 
become apparent until nearly 20 years after the programs were begun.
 

Follow-through is another necessary element of program success.
 
Technical assistance of even the highest caliber, such as the Guinean
 
Trawling Survey, cannot be delivered in a vacuum if it is to have some.
 

* Statements by the incoming AID administrator have stressed the 
importance of increaving 'the scientific and technological capabilities 
of developing countries. The establishment of the Bureau of Science. 
sn4 Technology is an effort to enhance the agency's ability to achieve
 
that aoal.
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impeat on national: development. This is particularly, important in 
fishries operations in which the uncertainty of-the catch .and 
dependence on weather conditions can lead,to periods of linited catch
 
even...in soundly designed progra that ultimately prove successful. 

..Projectslust srun long enough to go through cycles of success and 
,partial failure,.and to take advantag, of new opportunitieW that are 
presentedi Lacking this follow-through, theze is often a reversion to 
the old ways' the limits of which are well understood, and progress may 
be halted or even reversed. 

Fifth, past AID programs indicate the need for involvement of U.S.
 
fisheries personnel with practical experience in various kinds of
 
fisheries and an ability to interact positively with local fisherman as
 
well an with scientific colleagues .and government personnel. Previous 
overseas experience also appears invaluable for advisers working in
 
developing countries, and Lt underscorea the importance of regular 
overseas contacts by U.S. institutions. The Marine Technical 
Assistance Group acknowledges the difficulties of recruiting 
professional fisheries staff because of budgetary uncertainties,
 
congressionally imposed personnel ceilings, low priority of fisheries
 
within AID, and limited opportunities for advancement. Nonetheless, a core staff of fisheries experts appears essential. Experienced 

fisheries personnel could be recruited through close interaction with
 
the National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. industry or universities,
 
or even other donor agencies., Working relationships with other
 
institutions in developing countries are especially useful and should
 
be encouraged by AID. Such overseas contacts are critical for AID
 
fisheries programs to keep abreast of developments elsewhere, to 
stimulate new programs and approaches, and to obtain advice from local 
experts on project design, execution, .or evaluation. Increasingly, 
developing countries will be requesting short-term advisers for
 
specific problems affecting local projects. Thus, close coordination 
with other donors and centers of fisheries expertise is particularly
 
important if AID continues or expands its recent levels.of fisheries
 
assistance.
 

Finally, flexible program administration appears necessary to
 
reflect.the nature of fisheries resources. Conditions .in fisheries
 
change rapidly witb the discovery and exploitation of stocks,and with
 
natural cycles and catastrophic events. Integrate4 fisheries programs
 
require the flexibility to respond to evolving needs and resources by 
changing eImphaseo and adding or dropping project components. Flexible 
program administration is enhanced by experienced fisheries staff with 
a clear idea of the potential of fisheries resources and clear goals 
translated to the project level, Without such goals; fisheries programs 
respond primarily to agricultural concerns and other priorities injected 
into the fisheries area." 

In sumnary, successful AID fisheries programs examined by KTAG have 
been distinguished by major U. financial backing, long-tern 
coaidtnts, broad integrated programs encompassing all aspects of the 
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fishery from capture to market, expert advisers with practical 
experiene (domestic and overseas), working relationships with local 
institutions, and flexible program administration that reflects the
fundamental nature .of fisheries. Succeasful programs have occurred in 
regions that have good resource basest "where fish have traditionally 
been an iportant part of the local diet and economy, and where there 
are strong recipient government commitmentu to fisheries development. 
Fisheries programs lacking these elmen . seem to run a higher risk of 
failure. However, some high-risk projects may be justified for
 
political reasons or because of compelling recipient needs or
 
potentially large payoffs.
 

R3COI4NDAMTION: Proposals for AID fisheries programs should be
 
assessed in light of the factors, enumerated above, that have typified 
past successful provams. Selection of recipients should be based on 
the likelihood of success. Program.evaluation should be a continuing 
priority. AID likewise should examine the factors that have 
contributed to success or failure of pat fisheries programs, including 
those of other donor agencies, to evaluate plans for future programe. 
However, AID shoulM recognize that recipientneeds and the ingredients
 
for success may evoiva over time.
 

(7) 	How can AID best address the needs of recipient countries in
 
its fisheries programs?
 

In appraising the needs of a recipient country for food and for
 
economic development, AID should consider the potential of marine and
 
inland capture fisheries as well as aquaculture and mariculture.
 

Previous AID approaches to food shortages have emphasized land-based
 
resources. In recent years1 this agricultural orientation has produced
 
an emphasis on pond aquaculturer an endeavor that has great potential
 
for inireasing per capita consumption of fish protein and increasing
 
the incomes of poorer scgments of the populations in developing
 
countries. However, about 96 percent of world fish production now
 
comes from capture fisheries. Although it is difficult to estimate the
 
extent of the "wild" harvest taken by artisanal and small-scale
 
fishermen, it is certainly much greater than that from aquaculture and
 
is likely to remain uo for some time.,
 

Clearly. the bulk of world supplies of fish protein will continue
 
to come from the natural fish populations of the ocean for the
 
foreseeable future, perhaps 10 years. However, the fishing of certain
 
species is approaching the limit for substainable yields in many areas
 
of the world and may lead to depletion of certain fish stocks. There
 
is a pressing needr therefore, to make better use of present fish
 
stocks, including currently underused specias. Possible approaches
 
include reduction of the large postharvest losses in the fishing
 
industry, particularly in developing countries. Special emphasis
 
should bm givento economic use of the by-catch associated with shrimp
 
fishing. New means could be explored to oake use of fish products .as
 
inredients in. rocessed foods and to recover valuable marine
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biological products and pharmaceuticals, such as chitin and heparin, as 
by-products of the fishing industry. The challenge to fisheries 
managmnt in developing countries is not so much to increase 
production but to imrove the use of current fish stocks while 
maintaining present yields. 

Recent AID funding levels do not reflect the predominance of 
capture fisheries@ This is seen in the relative balance of 211(d) 
funding between aquaculture programs at Auburn University's 
International Center for Aquaculture and capture fisheries programs at 
the University of Rhode Island's International Center for Marine
 
Resources Development, AID should continue to support development of
 
aquaculture and mariculture as particularly promising sources of 
protein and income. AID should recognize, however, that the immediate
 
needs of developing countries would be better served by focusing
 
attention on existing capture fisheries, particularly labor-intensive
 
artisanal and small-scale fisheries that conform to AID's basic-needs
 
strategy. AID funding should more closely reflect current fish
 
production patterns and recipient-country needs for assistance.
 

In designing fisheries assistance programs, there is occasionally 
conflict between enhancing fish exports to world r arkets and resolving 
the protein-supply problems in the recipient nation. Small-scale 
fisheries address primarily the latter problem but also can increase 
the income (and enhance the social status) of artisanal fishermen 
selling to local or export markets. Marine and inland capture 
fisheries programs therefore should focus on the more irmediate returns 
availa'Ie through assistance to articanal and small-scale fishermen and
 
explor ion of untapped coastal resources. This is not meant to.
 
suggest, however, that AID escheow projects aime6 at commercial fishing
 
and distribution operatione by developing countries. Ultimately, the
 
AID goal should be mature, regulated fisheries serving both domestic 
and export markets. AID must also be capable of responding to the 
broadened range of fishery-related needs in developing countries. 

RBCOEmNTIOs' The Pressing needs of developing countries require 
emphasis on improved management and better: use of current fish stocks 
through capture fisheries programs. t the same time, AID should not 
lose sight of the enormous long-range potential of aquaculture. AID 
funding patterns in fisheries should reflect these priorities. 



'The Marine Technical Assistance Group is grateful for the
 
cooperation of AID personnel, especially fisheries officer Kenneth
 
Osborn in-the Fisheries Officer former Deputy Assistant Afainistr~tor
 
for the Bureau for Development Support, Eugene N. "TonyO Babb, and
 
former AID fisheries adviser Philip Roedel.
 

'The Bureau of Conmercial Fisheries, predecessor to the currridt
 

National Marine Fisheries Service, has provided informal technical
 
assistance, particularly to Western Hemisphere countri to :7ince dhe
 
early 1950s.
 

'For detailed discussion of the changes in U.S. foreign aid n icies 
and AID activities as a result of congressional, avd presidrntial 
mandates, see "Marine Science and Technology fo% Development In 3eazrn 
of a Policy#" by Christopher K. Venderpool of Michigan State Universi-..
and "U.S. Agency for International Develop.ments Programe in FisherioE 
and Aquaculture for Fiscal Years 1980-81,' by Shirley A. Clarkaon, -oth
 

papers were commisioned by the Marine Technical Ausistance Gr , 

4The most comprehensive treatment is in Pariser, Wallerstein,
 
Corkeryt and Browni, Fish Protein Concentrate: Panacea for Potein 
Malnutrition? (Cambridge, MA: 12he MIT Press, 1978). 

-.SThezs figures are taken from the "Inventory of AID Programs ,t-.d 

Projects in Fisheries and Aquaculture,' compiled by the Marine 
Technical Assistance Group. See Appendix C.
 

'CIarkson, "Agency for International Development: Programs in 
Fisheries and Aquaculture," p. 32.
 

'Substantial US. assistance efforts in Korea continued into the 
1970s and were focused particularly on augmenting the.research and 
management capabilities of Korean agencies. However, mos 
documentation available to the Marine Technical Assistance Group 
referred to the first phase, to which our analysis here is c(nfined. 
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Foz example financing was made available to egoist rebuilding of 
Vssese after a particularly destructive typhoon in 1959. 

ton theother iandp Auhurn's approach gave it a cadre of experts on 
hand to 1"et hID requests inedately, whereas the ZOIRD arrangement of 
a _ spialty units made it difficult to produce an expert on short 
notice from within the program. 

"some fishing teochnologies developed in the United States have been 
widely adopted overseas. These technologies Include U.S. shrimp boat 
deeign, tuna clipper design, the Puretic.Power Block, and crab-catching 
gear.
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AIDIX A. 2 Fishery and.AcuIture Projects of the Agency for Internatiual Deo" -an 
Amburn,,university: Number of Projects acd Emmenditures~ 

TApe of Assistance 
Training and Transfer of Information Combined 
9dcatiop Equi t ls ¢arch Disemtintion Operations Workshops -tal: 

Nmber of 
Projects 21 2 7 3 78 .2 94

($10006). 1,576.0 408.0. 5,545.5 495.0' 105,545.3 95.5 112,665.3 

3M This table is based on an ixvwtoy of large fishery and aqzaculture projects of-the: 
Agency for International Developpment frm the 1950s to the prement. Most of tee projects 
occurred afte the mid-1960u. This table includee 59 projects undertaken directly by AID and 
35 Projected conducted by the Auburn VniVerit. International Center for Aquaculture under 
varlius AID contracts and institutional support grants. Expenditures fori projicts administered 
b1 Auburn totaled $7.9 uilliong the rmining $104.8 million of -ependiture. was for projects 

adinistered directly byAID.. 



API X A.3 " -Fishery.and Aquaculture: Projects of the Agency for International Develcpment and 
aun University:, Project Duration and.Nmer'of Developing country Personnel involved. 

Project Duration 
Lses than Hors than Unknown 
one year 1-3 years 4-6 years 6 years Duration.. Total 

:N.- r of 
Projects, 21 26 23 21 3 94
 

Types of Personnel
 

Professional-Level Technician-Level. 

Activities Activities in Activities. Activities in 
in U.S. host country in U.S. host country. Unknown Total 

n-f -of 
Ds el..ing country 
Personnel 504 290' 34: 2,115 100 3,043 



APPDIDIX 3.1-


PRWBCT. Indian isheries Development Program 

BACKGOUNDs In.the early 19S0os India ranked in ths top ten nations in 
the worldin fish production. Host of the Indian catch, however, was 
freshwater fish or was taken within 15 miles of the coast, and Indian 
fisheriesero eusentially cottag industries. n 7ishermen were 
generally illiterate and occupied low socioeconomic positions. 
Techniques for catching, procesing, and distributing fish were 
antiquated... Fishing vessels and gear were prtimitively designed and 
poorly constructed. There was little applied fisheries research or 
other scientific infrastructure in fisheries. 

Beginning in 1952# the United States through the International 
Cooperation Mlministrttion (lter AID) responded to an Indian 
government request for assistance to marins capture and inland 
fisheries, eSpecia y pond culture systems, A significant aspect-of 
this program, was to demonstrate' the: importaice: of extension services in 
fishery devalol©iint. In both marine and iw.land fisheries, the United 
States supplied advisers, equipent, and facilities to the goerynment 
of India. 

ADNOINISTMTIN: The U.S. fisheries asaistance examined here began in 
1952 and continued untl 1962. The following objectives guided thece 
activitiest
 

* Increasing the prot'ein intake of the subcontinent's population 

Increasing the yield of .exportable fils products to help 
India's balance-of-payments problems; 

Improving the ocioecorecic istanding of fishermen. 

The U.S. progrm in marine capture fisheries was concerned not only 
with fish: productio.n but also with'processing and preservation. It 
introduced 32nw vessels ad modified sexisting vessels through the 
roVsin of diesel engines and outboards. Diesel engines were 

eventially. preferred, by Che recipients because of their suitability to 
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Indian wessels and because of the lower cost of diesel fuel. A wide 

range of fishing equipment was provided, including winches and line 
hauler., nylon twine, a variety of nets. and longlines. Moreover, 
local manufecturing of fish netting and twine was promoted through 

provision of a complete net-making plant. The fish preservation and 

processing component called for the construction of twelve ice-making 
plants and two pilot fish meal plants. The United States also provided
 
insulated or refrigerated trucks and railway vans for delivery of fish
 
to markets.
 

in the fisheries extension project for inland fisheries, the United
 
States tried to improve fish culture operations, develop new fish farms
 
for breeding stock, and improve handling, marketing, and distribution
 
operations. The fisheries extension project began in January 1957,
 
following an Indian request for extension technicians. The project
 

used audiovisual techniques to provide instruction on new methods of
 

fish farming and for preservation and use of fish products. It also
 
attempted to foster proper use of the new fishing equipment supplied by
 

the project.
 

In both marine and inland fisheries, the United States encouraged
 

the formation of fishing cooperatives. These cooperatives were seen as
 
ways of reducing the control of middlemen (moneylenders), who were then
 

viewed by U.S. advisers as hampering the improvement of living
 
standards among artisanal fishermen.
 

ACCOPLISHNENTS: During the period of U.S. assistance examined here,
 
Indian fish production increased significantly. This derived in.part
 

from the high productivity of the coastal waters and te extremely
 
primitive Indian artisanal fisheries (any improvements in mechanization
 
or gear could yield large improvements in catch). In part also, the 

inland component of the program benefited from the extensive Indian 
experience and freshwater fisheries infrastructure already in place. 
On the other hand, U.S. assistance to India's underdeveloped pond. 

culture systems appears to have produced no significant improvements in 
production. After some difficulties in promoting long-lining for tuna, 
U.S. advisers switched their attention to prawns. Their efforts, 
combined with simultaneous and subsequent projects by other donors
 

(eg., Norway, Japan, lAO, Colombo Plan) may have contributed to
 
India's present highly developed shrimp export industry.
 

Another important consequence of.U.S. assistance was the expansion
 

of marine zesearch and training activities by the central and state
 

governments of India. By 1959, there were thirty-three marine research
 
units and three technical unit& in the central government. At the
 

state level# there were eight fclhermen training centers, six technical 

labs, nine marine research staticis, and six universities offering 
marine biology courses and carrylig out marine and estuarine ree-irch 

prograna. 
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OUAIFIC&TIONs Various problems contributed to the mixed results of
 
the U.S. program in India, Difficulties encountered in reaching
 
program objectives include5 manpower problems, lack of infrastructure,
 
poor organizational LOordinotiun, and state and regional differences. 

India's fisheries in 1952 were primarily inland and coastal
 
artisanal. Fishermen were predominately low-caste and illiterate, with 
little experience in a mechanized fishing industry. There were few
 
trained marine fisheries personnel, and little organizational or
 
technical infrastructure to assist fisherman. Consequently, much of
 
the equipment delivered by the U.S. program could not be used or
 
maintained; it either remained in storage or fell quickly into
 
disrepair. many vessels wereused inappropriately by the state
 
agencies, and much of the gear provided was never used. Of the twelve
 
ice plants furnished, only two were placed in operation.
 

Lack of commitment and coordination by the recipient government
 
undercut the project. The Indian government at that time was not
 
committed to, or capable of, administering a concerted national
 
fisheries development program. Implementation of Indian fisheries
 
policy was hampered by delay at all levels of government, as well as by
 
narrow state perspectives confined to licensing and revenue
 
collecting. Interorganizational and intraorganizational coordination
 
within and anong state and central government agencies left much to be
 
desired. Some coordination problems were resolved by the establishment
 
of a stronger Central Government Fisheries Department, but effective
 
coordination with state agencies was long delayed. Likewise, central
 
government support for fisheries was lukewarm until much later, when it
 
was decided that export of shrimp and Indian mackerel could help
 
alleviate India's balance-of-payments problems.
 

Coordination also was shackled by state and regional differences in
 
technical infrastructure and in cultural and political values. Methods
 
and interests varied widely by state and between states and the central
 
government, leading to a lack of unity or sense of common purpose. Many
 
of these problems can be traced to the Indian federal system which, like
 
the U.S. system, places primary responsibility for fisheries on the
 
states. This situation left the central government in a weak position
 
to implement national policies for upgrading fisheries. While the
 
central government was concerned with a broad range of development
 
issues, the states focused their attention primarily on immediate
 
financial returns through licensing and revenue collecting. State
 
resistance also undermined central government initiatives in extension
 
services, particularly in pond culture, because the states wanted
 
extension services to be administered through state agencies. Only
 
careful maneuvering by central government personnel prevented the
 
extension services from being absorbed into state organizations.
 

SSPWMB RIMKS: The marine and inland fisheries program in.India was
 
conceived as a comprehensive approach to fisheries development. In
 
practice, however, the primary focus in marine fisheries was on the
 
provision of new equipment. While the coastal waters were known to be
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quite productive, resource surveys and exploratory fishing were not
 
uriertaken by the state agencies which received the vessels until later
 
in the project. Other related areas, such as marketing, distribution,
 
and management, were mentioned as potential targets, but few specific
 

projects appear to have been initiated. The conservation and management
 
infrastructure was in the hands of the states, and there were few
 

systematic attempts t,. zemove the institutional or legal barriers to
 

fisheries development.
 

In general, the U.S. program did lead to some increases in fish
 

production and in marine research activities. But it is unclear
 
whether the protein intake of the Indian population increased
 
significantly or the socioeconomic position of the fishermen improved.
 
With regard to the other major program objective, India later increased
 

its exports of fish products, and is now a leading exporter of shrimp.
 

To what extent the U.S. program contributed to the export sector
 

development that took place 10-15 years later is impossible to
 
ascertain. A number of othpr donors were active in India after the
 

U.S. program, and may have learned from earlier mistakes. Similarly,
 

the Indian government later made a fLr commitment to developing a fish
 

export industry. Certainly this industry benefited from the previous
 
expansion of marine research and training capabilities during the U.S.
 

program, and from the emphasis on marine capture fisheries of that
 

program.
 

In summary, the United States undertook an ambitious program very
 

early in India's nationhood before the central government ,dadthe
 

commitment or capability to support it adequately. The program was
 
integrated in design but focused on provision of equipment at the
 

outset. It was directed toward a large population of artisanal
 

lishermen with enormously diverse languages and cultures and with
 

limited ability to use the mechanized equipment provided. While the
 

immediate results were disappointing because of the magnitude of the
 

problems, the program may have laid the groundwork for later more
 
successful efforts in Indian fisheries development.
 



APPDJIX 8.2
 

PROJECT: Guinean Trawling Survey
 

BACKGROUNDs in the late 1940s and the 1950. there was considerable 
local and foreign activity related to using the fisheries resources of 
the West African region between Mauritania and Angola. Marine research
 
in the region was organized on a national and, to a lesser degree,
regional basis by the then colonial powers, although the total marine 
science effort was relatively small. Hlowever, a. exploitation of the
 
resources increased rapidly during the late 19SOs, there was clearly a
 
need for a full inventory of the resources and the environmental 
conditions in the Gulf of guinea. 

In 1961 a concept developed earlier by the Commission for Technical 
Assistance in Africa (CCTA) for a *Guinean tearm was accepted by the 
Organization for African Unity and its Sclentific, Technical and
 
Research Comission (OAU/STRC). This concept consisted of a four-part

exploration of the Gulf of Guinea, including (1) a physicoaheical 
oceanographic surveys (2) an exploratory fishing survey for tunas (3) 
an exploratory fishing survey for sardines; and (4) a trawling survey 
of the continental shelf.
 

The first of these surveys wan expanded into the 1963-64
 
International Cooperative Investigations of the Tropical Atlantic
 
(ICITA) conducted under the auspices of the Intergovernmental
 
Oceanographic Coamission of UMUSCO. The second survey, on tuna
 
resousces, was conducted during 1963-65 by the U.S. Bureau of
 
Comeroial Fisheries. The third survey, on sardines, consisted of 
several national surveys supplemented by a regional survey conducted in 
the late 1960s by FAO and financed by the UWDP Special Fund. The 
fourth survey was the Guinean Trawling Survey (OTS). Thus, the TS was 
one component of a concerted effort to provide baseline information on 
the major resources of the Gulf of Guinea with supporting oceanographic
data covering the entire tropical Atlantic, 

ADINISTRATIONs The principal objective of the TS was to investigate, 
in. relation to environmental conditions, the demersal fish potential of 
nearly 2,700.miles of the West African continental shelf from southern
 

.Senegal to the mouth of the Congo River. 
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4 sea iuiste 1W as Joint Tojet 19 of the Organization 
for hkinW&ySiitf*,TohcladRsf~Commission 

(rA$J/i)~lD mur Grat 	 691-4.0-2C andSad sr'mi 
subs~be~t~ ~e~euts J0ht _Pojdi Yro- sp wsred byv OW/3T1 todal hi i iand reearIh on a regional or-probifts 

2k. initial bsiie funir. provided by AID under the giazt agreement 
S s 0726#00# 665,0O (020) ,Asof oibh tot the trawling operations. 

It was iw' ary to find other funding ror services in kind to cover th* 
0otM of a11 other ofo the sur"'ey This as accomplished by the 
QM'S .and th director of t61e 018. lAn ovetall breakdown of the 
financial suptort is given in Table .2-141 

The following operational mechanims ere used in this progzam: 

the use of tWO chartered trench 35-meter coineccial trawlers 
onverted .for survey oeations And fishing with standard gear 

during two siasonal sury (septebr to December 1963, and 
0ebuiary to Jun 1964) at eight depths (15 co 400 meters) on 
63 transects perpendicular to the coast at 40;-aile intervals i 

•the develc, me of an internationil team of scientific 

persionel povidd on.loi froi organisation in the United 
Stesi Wstern tor", Obst "fricat -a the lAO to work on 
board the traiwiers ddiring 'kbe sutweyp 
creation of a Sientific Adisory. mittee simtiing of 

experts from the United tates, Buok, West Africa1 lAo, and 
UiNio to adviie the WE: dirictor. 

aCCWWLIUrTS The stated technical ob3otlivea or tne projevu wrv
 
"t in ttf111 For thirtien itatiitilal areas between southern Senegal
 
and the C oiver, t cr provided (i)catch rates (kg/hr' (b)
 

ii/ (kg/hi), ihd (6) staindih stbck (mktric tons) of fish fo. each
 

of eight depth ae beWeien i and 40 ietei.
 

wiroreiVid at some length at thetoo "arklit .esult of the OTS 
iuin o he O anogray aid rin isuces of the Tropical
 

~iintic hed it Abidri, IVOry oiti 20i2 Otober jii, z'*l ire
 

pltublishdspa~ bi th (iii/ in 1966. Late dew Lpmiit of the
 
of the ultof oe aineb wri based in par tn the findings of
r-0"ii te 

~~jf~flu 1~i~w~i~ c iitmio of the age field , ,there were 
o&* . jAeraw3ieq in - nalyis akot"e enoibdiis vlu aaadi
 

itpot ;P"i i i. 'ise 16616,6.161d uliten e,.nts oitgide th
re 6ai 
•OLnra 	 ioWidfDU7 Aic.h cause funds -.40 ti t.i i...before s.he 
of L int : ariil ofi t iientifi16i 	 o :teportfthe li.s":et k. 	 wee 
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T 3. .,.Contributions In Cash or Kind to the Finances of the 

Source Allocation U 
ir - L , , I l ,' . . . . w i 

Funds provtded by USAZm) Itawlng operations and 
under Gran\$ Agreement projet direction unit 8727,520 

United Kingd' Jo Ninistry Director's salary, allowances, 
of Overseas Development travel, ete. (part 1962-1966) 39,400 

•elgium, France, Federal s4laries, travel and other 
Republi .ofGermany, Ghana, expenses of scientist seconded 
Ivory Coast, Ntherlands, to project for total of 64 
United States, and lAO mn-wonths 168,000 

Federal Ropublic of Germany,
United Stateso, UN SCO Scientific equipment 4,200 
Delgiou, United States, Libraryp data analysis, etc. 11,460 
and others 

West African coastal states Use of port facilities. 
from Seneqal to Congo duty-free customs/clearances 

laboratories, etc. 2S11800 

Ceuisuion for Technical Housingi office# conf6renoe 
Assistance in Africa facilities 32,500 

OAU/5cintif io Technical Publication and distribution 
and Researoh Commission of OT "port 31.,680 

Total 1,038,960
 

. .Nuerouscopies of the OTS report vere published and distributed by
,theOWi/STE to membor countries. however, it appears from later 
conp6khtsi by recipient countries that an insuffiolent number of copies
of t ' report-were pubaishod or that they di4.not reach the corract 
i,*poa4tOrie. in the West African oountries. I. addition to the, min 
-00tt A 16eviews at the Abidjan .y~mostum, othec sltorter articles on 
.th*Of should have beenPtlsopred-and distributed by OAVUi/M throughout 
•thregion to both thm soentiflo and development oomunities. 

It is difficult to asrAs the ult.tat4 ,developmntal Isat of this 
project bw1A*. iIts objeittes w re o ureowly dofi d te technical 
6I.Lot4S .tuhdtod aonsfiited reodmiontoly oi the suro'ts Thers wee 
little.'t ot toohnidl a.oiotnoe built into the proeot., Por eaMloe 
tothti -or partiOipatir by ibonal fisherie Offtiee v*ms not A.project., 
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goal# although some local personnel were included in various phase$ of 
the survey work. Noreover, the project was not designed to address 
marketing problems or socioeconoic iqiacts of exploiting the stocks 
discovered. There was little follow-up by AID to assist coastal 
countries in utllising the survey results for cocmercial gain through 
localfleets or joint ventures with outside firms. Hindsight indicates 
thut these critical aspects were neglected, but it should be recalled 
that this project comprised one of a series of,resource surveye 
undertaken by outsiders in a region where very little local expertise
 
existed. The project could have been designed with mire emphasis on
 
building local capabiAities, but it was conceived more as an urgently
 
needed resource survey.
 

aB functioningS.ONAY ,ZHAX One of the reausns for the smooth of the 
GT was the relative uizrplicity oi the administratx.ve and financAal 
sLructure of the operatitm. The UiTS director had virtually complete 
indepndence in all affairs telated to the project. He was directly
 
responsible to the OAU/3T11C and only indirectly responsible to AID
 
(through the Scientifio Advisory Committee) for the efficient
 
functioning of the survey.
 

There still, ay be con iderable merit in having AID funds delivered
 
through regionally oriented third parties, such ts OAU/STIr, which are 
thaen responsible for conducting the work with qualified personnel and 
with a minimim of bureaucracy. Whether the circumstances Of the CCTA 
and its successor, the OAM/STIC, were unique in this respect is 
difficult to ascertain. Certainly their Joint Project 19, the Guinean 
Trawling Surveyp appears to have been highly successful in 
accomplishing its scientific purposes. The broader questions of 
developmental benefits were not addressed directly in the original 
project request. These consequently received little attention, but the 
fundamental project objective was addressed quite effectfvely through 
this mechanism. The question remains whether the mechanisn could be 
applied to current projects that emphasize local capabilfty building as 
critical components of technical endeavor. 

http:administratx.ve


A.WE4PIX .3" 

T last African oreshwater. Fimheries Proj ct 

BACKGROUND: Lake Victoria is bordered by.Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda, 
which respectively control 8t, 501, and 42% of its 26,000-square sales 
of surface area. These three natiocs are partners .in the last Af&. )an 
.CoMunity, which administers theIast AfrLean. F Ieshwater FisherlesResearch Organization (gFO)' to alght the membr srates in the 
study and management of freshwater fisheries. since the nid-1960, 
ZIAP has beenthe recipient of extensive outside technical 
assistance. A large United Jationa project, funded by UNW and 
executed by FA0, be-3anin 1967 and was. t --minated in 1972-aftor 
comletion of its first.phae (exploratory fishing an estimates of 
potential y1eld.) Expert advisers and training of Local perscnnel were 
also supplied by the Norwegian, eish, d Canadian-develoment 
assistance agencies. BOre technical !aid also was delivered to the 
individual fisheries of the rember statesN, t notably Dutch technical 

"assistance initiated in 1967 to the Tanzanian Preshwater'.Fiaheries
 
nsti tute.
 

The purpose of this technical assistance was generally to explore,
and quantify the offshore fishery resources of Lake Victoria, whose 
inshore stocks were already heavily exploited by 60,000 to 70,00 
artisanal fishermen. Noet of the artisanal.catch waC taken y a fleet 
of, about L1,000 fishing oanoes, few of which were motorized. The 
marketing and distribution system vas mostly traditional .(b4aCh soles 
and fisitongers) w"th-a few Po4orn facilities, but wi gnraLly 
e of fresh cath, The Inshore catchl war decliningbfficlent in disposing
rapidly because of ooerexplotticn, and it was hoped •b-.evol met 
plannera that the use of ,larger, noderni trawlers fishing offshore 
dmrsal stooka could: clpnsate for this declining catch. 

.The stated.1golI of the UBAI), assistance program was to 
help thO last African Co"im ty: and its partner states devise 

1" 0e Lstdlished by the Milte4 Kingdom after:Vold -af 1. 
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long-range programs to develop, harvest, and protect fish stocks in
 
such a way as to assure a continuous and increased supply of fish
 
protein for the people of East. Africa.
 

This goal was translated into a long-term program to assist. BAM, 
in providing the. scientific foundatin for. rational development and 
management of the Lake Victora fisheries. The AID effort was 
initiated in 1973 following termination of the UWUD/rAO progran. The 
project was originally slated to run for four years, but was later 
extendnd until 1980. 

The Lake Victoria program was managed through the USAID Regional 
Development Office for East Africa located in Tanzania. Technical 
advisers were hired eiployees of AID. Assistance was funneled directly 
to EALll, rather than to the national governments of its participating
 
members. However, RAPMO facilities were located adjacent to fisheries 
offices of the member states. 

Most project effort during the first two years consisted of expert
'iuvisars in the field of fisheries biology. The initial project plan
called for 16 man-years of expert adviser services over the course of 
four years, 6 man-months of consultant services, and 11 man-years of 
trainirng in the United States for EAVIWJ personnel. Grants were also 
provided for the purchakle of gear and scientific equipment. The
initial scientific thruut was to follow up the work of the UMM/PAO 
project. Basic biological studies were undertaken, as well, as fish 
tagging program experiments with different tyies of gear, and soame 
economic tstudies on alternative development strategies for the lake's 
four major tpecies. A midterm review of the scientific program was 
conducted for AID by consultants from the University of thode Island 
and Auburn University. 

ACCOSPLISID B Only limited information was available to NTAG 
regarding this projects it consisted primarily of the idterm review
 
conducted after, capletion of the first ;wo years of the project. 
Considering that the project continued for six nore years, it is 
impossible to gauge the project's ultimate success. No final project 
report is available, as the project was canceled before completion.
Nontholess, it is clear that, from ita early stages, a substantial. 
amount of -expert advice and operational research assistance was 
provided to. EAPi, as well as training of local personnel and some 
equipent and publications. AID technical assistance bridged the gap
left by,the termination of the UNP/.?AO program and continued in the 
directions se by that program. AID odvisers augmented the scientific 
capabilities of:AAFM and assisted in planning and conducting its 
resoagOh agenda, Me -technical capabilities assembled in MAIVM were 
Of benefit not only to the Lake Victoria fisheries but also to the 
other freshwater fisheries of the member states. 

OQALlrICATIJs. The &UNhtechnical assistance- was delivered to a 
,research organisation that, like many of its counterparts in the 
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egvrid,. .. ,tended. to.iaopt a basic research orientation that did 
diro..tly addres critical Zlocal ideve~lomenoat+ problems. The AID 

program: at the outset focused . fisheries biology ,and statistics, 
NUWOrItng-research agend s :that would not have yielded: resulti in tia. 
tO.audress the iediate problems .of resourcemanagement on Lake 
Victoria AI's midtet, review stressed the importance of research. 
with iediate application to management of the rapidly growing fishing 
industry to prevent overfishing or destruction of local artisanal
fisheries. * 

The AID program never directly-addressed the issue of an optimal 
fisheries development strategy for Lake Victoria. ZAFflO only 
indirectly began laying the scientific foundation for ultimate 
resolution of that issue through its work on the biological relation 
between .the inshore and offshore stocks. The midterm review
 
recommended that AID focus more directly on the social and economic 
effects of a trawl fishery development scheme, particularly as this 
would'affect the artisanal fisheries. In other words# development of a 
qualitatively liffer'fnt and quantitatively much larger.fishery was 
imminent on Luke Victoria* so that fisheries research should have 
coIwlemented efforts to create an integrated development policy and 
managemnt .plan. ZAFFRO was the organization best suited to formulating 
such a strategy for the entire lakep but its research was directed more 
toward long-trn studies than immediate management issues. 

In this respectj, AID's approach of assistance directly to ZAM 
did not succeed in involving the national goveruents and fisheries 
departmen:s in a consistent dialogue or working relationship that would 
have addreisjed the broader questions of cooperative development or 
management. There was no mertion in the materials available to NTAG of 
other projects undertaken byAID to foster these linkages.
 

1Moreover, the program foci.v on narrow technical specialties led to 
neglect of critical social and economic aspects of the fisheries. Some 
processingo marketinv and distribution studies had been done by 
UNDP/VAO, but these were not oontinued by AID during the first phase of 
its program. Initially the:e was little effort to addrcesu the 
marketing feasibility of an expanded'offshore fishery or the social 
impacts this indutry would have on the existing large artisanal 
fishing omunity. However, the AID nidterm review suggested adding a 
senior ecoM ist to the project staff for these purposes. 

II R UIAIS The previous UNDP/PAO program had confirmed the 
existenceof a .relatively large and untapped offshore,fishery resource 
in.rLke Victoria that cOld underwrite an expanded fishing industry and 

.ft"1975, two now 15-meter. Danish trawlers of far greater eisa'and 
qfishi1ngpower than .locally constructed trawlers were expected to be 

inttoluoed"into Taanian waters. 
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enhance available local protein supplies. The AID program was tntenaea 
to augment the scientific capabilities of a regional organization that 
would play a key role in developing and managing these offshcre 

stocks. However, while the program certainly enhanced RA1FRO's 

technical capabilities, its impact on broader developmental needs was
 

mote questionable. Obviously the participants in EAFYRO had different
 
stakes in its programs Kenya had only a small share of the lake;
 
internal political events in Uganda sidetracked its developmental 

efforts! and Tanzania had the largest resource base and area of the 
lake. Notwithstanding these different interests, there seems to have 

been little effort to steer APRO toward leadership in coordinating 
the three national fisheries strategies or in developing a coherent
 

strategy for the entire lake. The program was thus technically 
competent but limited in its spillover into the key areas of fisheries
 
management as it related to national development. More importantly#
 
the urgency of management-related research rather than pure research
 
appears to have been neglected. 



PROW3CT: Philippine Fisheries Development 

BACKWGROND Four projects spanning the period from 1970 to the present 
are discussed here. 
All are concerned with the culture fisheries, with


.emphasis on pond fish. Fish constitute 'the major source of animal 
protein in the PhIlippines,.with per capita consumption exceeding all
 
other major animal protein materials. Most of the fish eaten are 
derived from twocapture (marine) fisheries. municipal (artisanal) 
fisheries and commercial fisheries. In 1978, the landing figureawere
 
approximately 1,000,000 metric tons (MT), 500,000 MT, and 120,000 NT 
for municipal, ccamercial, and.inland (culture) fisheries, respectively.
ilkfish, a saltwater species, is..traditionally grown in seawater ponds
from fry captured in coastal waters. Although freshwater pond culture 
is comparatively new to the Philippines, it has been the target of 
considerable development efforts by both the Government of the 
Philippines and foreign donor agencies. Results so far have been 
disappointing and there has been little net increase in pond fish 
produced over the last 10. years. 

The U.N. has mounted severa, major projects concerned with
 
(municipal) artisanal and comercial fisheries, most 
:ecently a 
UNDP-funded projectmanaged by VAO in the South China Sea. This 
includes a number of countries in the area but. i* .adqartered in. 
Manila.. Another important regional fisheries development is the 
Southeast Asian Fisheries L)evelopment Center (SAFDIC), a regional 
organization largely'funded by the Japanese and concernedi in the
 
Philippines, with milkfish and other marine fivh aquac-ilture. The
 
organization's principal research center in aquaculture has.been built
 
in Iloilo, the.Philippines. Recently, the Government of the 
Philippints embarked on an ambitious fisheries development program 

.aimed at duplicating .the success of its rice-farming program. 

ADMINISTRATIONs' The AD projects reviewed are Inland Fisheries
 
oonducte from October 1970 to.Siptember 1974 at a cost of $616,000
(Us. 49 2 -0234)g Aquaculture Product Project conducted from July l974 to 
9eptember 1978 at a cost of $889,000 (o. 492-0266)I Fresh Water 
FiSheries. Developw- t conducted from October 1978 to September 1981 at 
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a cost of $l500OO (Hoe. 492-0322)l and Bicol River Basin Development 
Program conducted from October 1973 to Septeber 1979 at a cost of 
$10,OOO(Vb. 492-0260). 

The last project is a very small part of a large sectoral 
developmnt in which the fisheries work will be funded and carried out 
by the Government of the Philippines and AID will supply only one 
part-tims inland fisheries expert. 

The other three are linked and sequential projects aimed at the 
overall objective of increasing pond fish production. In the first 
two, Auburn University was the pzincipal U.S. contractor; Texas AIR 
University was the principal contractor in the third. All three 
projects included significant Filipino input both in terms of money and 

personnel. 

The first project involved the construction of two research and 
demonstration facilitiesp one for freshwater activities was sited at 

Nunos and was operated by Central Luzon State University (CLSU), and 
one facility for brackish-water studies was sited at Leganes, Iloilo, 
and was operated by the College of Fisheries, University of Philippines 
(CFUP). In addition, 12 Filipinos were trained (6 H.S. and 6 Ph.D.) at 

Auburn University. and approximately 30 extension workers were trained 
locally. The program was instrumental in development of a graduate 
training program in fisheries at CUP based mainly at Leganes. The 

primary AID contract was with Auburn Universityp GoveLncent of the 

Philippines (GOP) funding was from the National Sciance Development 
Board and was funneled through CFUP, However, policy was formulated by 
an Advisory Board including Department of Agriculture personnel. Its 
mission also included facilitating relations between the University of 
the Philippines and the Philippines.Fisheries Coimission (responsible
 

for extension.. CLSU was brought in as 2 secondary participant. Some 
UNDP funds also were funneled for development of freshwater ani
 

brackish-water fisheries. The general purpose of this arrangement was 
to facilitate an increase in inland fish production by improvemant of 
fish farming methods. 

The second project also was conducted under a contract with Auburn 
University but involved a larger comitment of funds by GOP (including 
$4,000,000 from a World Bank loan). It was an extension of the work 
done under the first project involving the establistment of research 
centers at th. freshwater and brackish-water sites, initiation of
 

research project., additional overseas training for Filipinos (Graduate
 

degreas: 5 Auburn, 1 University of Washingtont Wongraduates 30 at
 

Auburn), in-couatry training of 300 extension workers, and demonstratior 
training for 500 fish farmers. Auburn worked mainly with the newly 

formed Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources and CFUP and CLSU. 
However, during this period SAZFD2C constructed large separate 
brackish-water facilities adjacent to the facility at Leganes-with 
excellent modern researah laboratories. 
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The:.purposes of this;propjet were to further develop the freshwater. 
and braok ish-ater research facilities# to researob new technical 
procedures for mero productiVe fish farming in the' Philippines, to 
assist the. development of a functioning extension system, and to 
increase the fish supply from pond culture. 

The third project, Freshwater Fisheries Developmentt Is the logical 
successor to the first two. sLe it is a further attempt to increase 
fish.production based on :thework wat Nnos and the initial attempts to 
organise .an effoctive-extension systm. Here, Texas &M1 is the 
principal Me, contractor and CLU the primary Philippine contractor. 

The main thrust of this effort is to construct.a freshwater 
hatchery for production of fry (15-20 million yearly) to be made 
available to farmers to stock r .cepaddies and fish ponds. In 
addition, there will be an economic study of the markets for freshwater 
fish, particularly in Luzon. Also, 30 Filipino extens.on agents will 
be trained in various asptats of freshwater fish prc-uction and 
utilization--mainly in an unidentified 'third country.' but presumably 
also at Texas A&M and in the Philippines. Fifty extension workers and 
50 private-sectr participants are to receive. training annually at the 
new facility., The expectation is that these measures will result in 
annual production of 10,000 tons additional freshwater fish from ponds 
and rice paddies. 

ACCO9?LISIIMINs, The principal accomplishments of the U.B.-sponsored
 
peograms during the period under review seem to have been the 
establishment of research and demonstration facilities and the training 
of university, governmentp extension personnel and-to a lesser 
exent--fish-farm operators. Untfortunately, while total fish landings 
have increased rapidly during the period (e.g., 1#250pO00OT in 1974 to 
1,580,000 liT in 1978), virtually all the increase has comes from the 
sunicipal (artisanal) marine fisheries. Neverthelessp a large number 
of ponds have been dug and, more important perhaps, very active 
development programs are continuing through the interrelated aotivitiea 
of the Government of the Philippines, SAFDDC, the universities, and 
the International Center for Living Aquatic Resources 'Mnagement 
(ICLAM),
 

gOuAIFICATIONS: The AID fisheries program in the Philippines has been 
consistently directed toward aquaculture with little or no attention to 
marine fisheries. The stated reason for this focus has been that 
marine capture fisheries have reached the limit of exploitation and the 
only hope for increased production is inland fisheries. Unfortunately, 
this has proved consistently wrong as marine fisheries have continued 
to grow while inland fisheries have shown only slight change., The 
following table illustrates this situation. 

http:extens.on
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Philippine Fish Production 

1977 1978 

Inland Fisheries 100,000 HT 125,000 SiT 
Capture Fisheries (municipal) 670,000 HT 950,000 HT 
Capture Fisheries (coorcial) 4800,00 NT 500.000 NT 

TOTAL 1,250,000 I lo,580,000 NT 

Although the nearshore capture fisheries now appear to be close to or 
beyond their sustainable limit, the potential for ariculture appears 
barely to have been tapped.
 

SUNMARY R3A3K~s AID has chosen to focus the Philippine fisheries 
effort on fish pond development. This is in line with eirlier 
priorities of the Government of the Philippines and complements the 

rural development program. Until recently there has been little 

attention paid to marine fisheries, which carry the major burden of 
animal protein supply for the Filipino people. The problems of stock 
management and product technology are now becoming acute in these 
marine fisheries, and this justifies a greater U.S. AID effort in this 
area.
 



APPENDIX C 

Inventory of AIDProjocts in Fisheries and Aquaculture
 

Thiln-.i-ventory includes fisheries and aquaculture projects 
undertaken by .AID in the ten-year period from i969 to 1979 and 
projects initiated before 1969 if the funding amounted to $100,000 or 
more. The projects are listed in numerical order by the AID project 
number. 

The following information was sought for each project: 

Title
 
Objectives 
Time period 
Level of U.S. funding and level and sourco of other funding
 
sumeary 
Number of U.S. and foreign personnel 
Type of equipment or knowledge transferred to the developing
 
country
 
Exchange of personnel
 

Recipients
 
Training programs, how many people were tzained, and where were
 
they trained
 
Outputs of the project
 
Abstract of the final project report
 

In April 1980 the first draft of this inventory was sent to the 
Deputy Assistant Administrator for Food and Nutrition for circulation 
within the AID regional bureaus. The regional bareaus were asked to 
review, correct, and make any pertinent modifications. Those changes 
have been incorporated in this version. 

Complete information was not available for many of the projects.
 
If information for a particular project was unavailable, the subject
 
category does not appear in .the inventory.
 

The inventory was compiled from an extensive search of AID reports
 
and records, and additional information was supplied by Auburn 
University and the University of Rhode Island. Copies of documents 
used in this compilation are on file at the Ocean Policy Committee 
office.
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,Questions conoerning any inforation supplied for a project should be 
directed to 

Ocean Policy Coittee, 
National Academy of Sciences 
2101 Constitution Avenue# MoW*. 

Wahbinaton. D.C. .20418 



AID Project Number 

150-0001 
150-0002 

263-0064 
386-0005 


391-0011 

391-0054 

391-0055 

391-0096 

391-0320 


409-0249 

439-0065.06 

442-0230 

484-0020 

489-0281 

489-0594.2 
492-0266 

492-0234 

492-0322 


193-4179.2 

493-0180.7 

493-0303 

497-0001 


497-0189 

497-0236 


497-0266-3 

497-0266-6 
497-0286 

496-0214 


512-2474 

513-0277 


513-0296 


514-0078 

522-0124 

527-0144 
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AID LISTING Of PROGRAMS AND PRIOCTS 

CoWtrY Title 

Portugal Institute of the Azores 
Portugal Nationalized Fishing industry 

Study

Egypt Aquaculture Development
India 
 Expansion a Modernization of
 

Marine & Inland Fisheries
 
Pakistan 'arachi Fish Harbor
 
Pakistan Fisheries West Pa istan
 
Pakistan Fisheries last Pakistan
 
Pakistan Fisheries Development
 
Pakistan kgrioulture Technical Support
 

Project
Asia Regional Skipjack Tuna Survey

Laos ktgriculture Development
 
Cambodia Fisharies Development
 
Taivan 
 ocean Fisheries
 
Korea 
 Fisheries Development
Korea Rural Zolicy Plan Survey 
Philippines Aquaoulture Production Project
Philippines Inland Fisheries 
Philippines Freshwater Fisheries
 

Development 
Thailand 
 Protein Food Deelopment
 
Thailand Fisheries Development
 
Thailand 
 Village Fish Pond Development 
Indonesia Expansion of Modern Fishery

recllitiee
 
Indonesia Assistance to Agriculture

Indonesia Brackish-water Fishery
 

Production
 
Indonesia Sience 
and Technology

Indonesia Science and Technology,

Indonesia Small-2S-ale Fisheries
 

Development
 
Asia Regional Southeast Asia Fisheries
 

0evelopment Centsir 
Brazil Fish Production, Prozssing, 

and Marketing
Chile Agricultural Cooperative
 

Development Fund
 
Chile Rural Cooperative Upgrading
 

Grant
 
:o1bia Fisheries Research
 
EBaduras 
 NUtrition
 
Peru rreshvatet Fisheries 

Development 

http:439-0065.06


5)* 4p .Te rRma 	 aheri* eieWai opment 

" 04 * 	 D1-0810 !! er its' 

.... ... 	 Re.... . ... *e Oria.i. .es. 

.roon 
6414039 Ghana Volta take ebia 

, stan"m Project
64-04 mali Republic vikerlQ,.
657-0006 Guieae-Biau Povl n of Small-soale 

.isher iLe Sector 
660-4056 Ire Fhing Coerative Bxpansion
660-0050 |mAre , Pish Culture lxpansion 

Ca 	 Small tarmr lieh Prodution 

669-0003 	 Liberia Frehbter Fiberies 
S85024.0 Se al ILawlaI .Fish Culture Project 
69"-0102 N Unti 8 bighland fvsbertes Developmsnt
614-0112 uAMnda alhCulture 

695620Africa Regional lb. Gliiae~a ftrAiing SurvG-y
730-0317 Vietm •ieuios 
9l-0942 Srazi "Vis.tiqu Training Center*9Sl'61l3 	 "s~t itutil1 Devalent 

. raat 22 ll } to International' 
Center f lca"t SemeurO"s 

931-0120 	 Zamtitutional DeelOant 
Grant 21,) (d) to Inurnstional 

9,31;-0242.!~ 	 v4qSrie
s31-5~6,~Artifioal 	 Prpamation of 

931-0787 	 i Fluz nmreafeotion byL" 

Ordering Agreement with. Duburn 
unive'Zity

9310.0 0oPis 	 eps M qmento t6hRN 

Developmnt.Co.nerence 

531-1156 	 IstrnTisal Wanagement study' "' "" 	 -=iIVllkY. . 

.iWO1i08 eeoment Center 



8, and -,Aquwd.1tace: 
ft8"rdb In tho 

14W 0* c tc, ospfitle
 
x1l la-pant
 
AsSW
 

''InUmUdiial".wbrkihop, on 
*:a-ocik,* r ishocy 

tmk Am,swant . 

:Deroloplarit hubucn Univocalty 
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00001 ..Portugalq. 

I1nstituteqof'the. "zOres: 

Obisctive. 26 provide technical dvice and asistanc in stock 
asses.ment, experimental fishing training.and statistics to 
Institute of.'Aores in agriculture and fisheries. 

Time Periods. .1977-79.' 

Level of U.S. Funding $170,000o 

150-0002 Portugal
 

Nationalized Fishing Industry Study 

Objectives: To conduct a corprehensive stdy of stock assessment. 
and experimental fishing training,
 

Tiw Periods 1977 

Level of U.S. funding: $150,000
 

263-0064 Egypt
 

Aquaculture Development
 

ObJectives: To assist the Government of Egypt through the 
Subministry for Aquatic Resources of the Kinistry of 
Agriculture to establish a research and extension capability 
and increase the size of production ponds, thereby increasing 
the supply of high protein foods.available to th6 Egyptian 
consumer. 

Time Periods 5/79-4/84 

Level, of U.S. Fundings $27,500,000 

Other Funding: agyptian government $4. million 

Buxmarys Thi project will accomplish its goal by providing the 
apcity for sustained development of the fish farming 

industry on an joonomic basis through improved institutions 
for planning and coordination, applied research, training, 
and extension. This capacity, will .support fish farming on 
roughlyS5,00feddans. The project will directly increase 
annual fish prodoction .byat least 4,000 tbns by 1986 through
the stablishment of alarge model fish farming area, a 
revolving credit fund, and the adaptation :of smll farmer 
technologies to Egypt, 
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vhe ptoject-has two Csponents- an sntitutional 
st and a producti"a coponent. The Lastitution 

c will prove, thoe training extnsionx, applied 
rtc , iand other nevessary to develop the fish.fippor 

1. 	 a .ational rFishlarming Center tt Abbaqar Shrkia, to 
codct trainiP and aUplied vesearoh and prov ii 
*xtension services to the aquaculture industry

2. 	 a-1,200feddan production Qrea adjacent to the Center 
3. 	an Additional 3,800 feddans of fish fates in the
 

Shackta-Israilia area
 
4. 	tvowadditional carp hatcheries
 
5. 	tww additional mullet fry collection centers on the coaet
 
6. 	amullet hatchery at Al GaMe-l
 

Number of U.8. !9eroonnel: 6 

Number of Aftreign Personnel: 128 reseatchers and laborers 

Exchange of Personnelt Tlinical assistance .wil. be administered 
primarily through a hoot comatry contract: The 
ander-Becretary for Aquatic Resources is tho project director 
responsible for musirvirion of the contract with assistance 
of a USarP project offlnee 

Recipients: ..he ultimate beneficiaries will be the consuaers of 
the fish produced. K seoeItd group of beneficiarie: will be 
the hmstead farmers, other private farmers and those 
eployed as laboreas and watcbmen in fish production. 

training Programs1 45 indi'iduals receive long-term training. 30 
individuals receive ohort-teru training. training will be 
provided in a range of specialities including pond 
engineering and flsh farm management as well as in 
aquaculture and fisheries blrlogy.. 

Outpuis, Creation of &quaculture support institutions and

tabllah.. of 5o000 f.&ian of nrivaa flmh far-. 

386-0005. India 

Expansion and Nodernisation.of Marine and Inland Fisheries. 

Objectives I 2o augment, the diet. of the population and to increase 
t ..... exploratorythe yieldof exportable products p to conduct an 
'fishing program to determine the species of fish available in 
India and the most efficient method ofcapture. . 

"floe Periods 5/5246/62 
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Level of U.S. Funding: $2,902,000 

Summary This activity was directed toward assisting the Indian 
Ninuisry of Ybod a Agriiuulture and the In'dian states in 
schemes designed to improve the diets of the people and the 
economy of the villages. Vessels furnished under the project 
were grouped into four fishing fleets whare foreign advisers 
were located to ensure proper utilization. 

Humber of U.S. Personnel: 9 advisers for a total of 185 uan-moaths 

Type of 1Bqu~gment or Knowledge Transferred: Vessels, vessel 
equipent, net and twine plants, extension and audiovisual 
equipment, technological equipment, engines and outboard
 
motors, ice plants, and cold storage equipment. 

Trairing Programs: 16 individuals for a total of 125 man-months 
in fish migration, fishery research, fisheries by-productis, 
sardine investigation , spawning, deep sea fishing, zachanized 
fishing; 74 crew rmbers trained by U.S. advisers. 

Report: Five end of tour reports. 

391-0011 Pakistan'
 

Karachi Fish Harbor 

Time Period: 3/53-9/59 

Level of U.S. Funding: $472,000 

391-0054 Pakistan
 

Fisheries West Pakistan
 

Time Period: 3/55-6/62
 

Level of U.S. Fundings $560,000
 

391-0055 Pakistan
 

Fisheries East Pakistan
 

Time Period: 3/55-6/62
 

Level of U.S. Funding: $179,000
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39l'- 6 -anoitan 

Objctives: To contribute to the devel nt of fisheries for 
the nutritional and economaic velfara of Pakistan an& 
speOaially 1. Pakistan, In 1955, the objectiv" was to 

provide an exploratory fishing vesnal for uie in the 
-systematic survey of the say of tengal to determino how such 
the fishery can be expanded with proper gear and equipment.
7he 1957 project agreement .states that the project will,
continue assistance i Ldevelopment of the fishing industry in
 
a. Pakistan by helping to determine the prodoctivity of the
 
fishing grounds and determine the moot practical fishing

mXethods, types of boats, gear and shore processing facilities
 
in order to demonotrate to private enterprise the
 
profitability of this field oZ enterprise.
 

Time Periods 3/55-6/62
 

Level of U.S. Funding: *99,000
 

Summary: The project began on March 16, 1955, and phased out on
 
June 30, 1962. It was an E. Pakistan project .A9l-0055until
 
November 1959, after which it was consolidated with W.
 
Pakistan as AID project 391-0096.
 

Number of U.S. Personnels I USAID technician for period 2/57-9/62.
 

Type of Equipment or Knowledge Transferreds Exploratory fish
 
boat mechanization, use of synthetic twines, refrigerated

fish market, mechanized fish dryers, and pond wed control.
 

Training Programs: 9 participants trained, 5 in marine fisheries
 
and 4-in inland fisheries.
 

Outputst Introduction of a 160-ton exploratory boat, fish boat
 
mechanisation, use of synthetic twines, refrigerated fish
 
market, mechanized fish dryers, and fish pond weed control.
 
Advisory service to government of Pakistan in development
 
organization# private capital investment, fish harbor
 
planning and a ten-year marine fisheries development plan for
 
Z. Pakistan.
 

Report: lad of tour report, Ralph L. Johnson
 

Project introduced 7 subprojects involving commodity

assistance and overseas training. The major activity was advisory
 
service to government (of Pakistan) administration,as it related. 
to government and private sector fishery, development efforts. 



then the WSAID teabnician arrived, the cooperating host
 
goAernent departasnt (CD) was only three years old# which
 
created Ven problems.
 

oanstruction of the exploratory boat did not occur until the 
ed of .the project period (June 1962). Assistance from the 
Japaoee wa obtained., 

. noentration applied to two objectives, 1) to create 
organisation solely for fishery develogmant in R. Pakistan and 2) 
to attract private sector investment to the fishing iniustry. 

Peur proposals were submitted during 1956-60 for the 
wereconsideration by the Government of Pakistan. The first three 

not adopteds the fourth was adopted in1961. 
Project technician established early rapport wita Pakistan 

counterpart who was trained in the United States. Project was 
well received by host government. Effort was made to extend the 
project.
 

391-0320 Pakistan
 

Agriculture Technical Support Project
 

Objectives: To develop Pakistan's agricultural sectorl assess 
possiblo strategies and projects for agricultural development. 

Time Period: 8/68-9/74
 

Bummaryt One study under this project is to stimulate interest in 
development of deep-sea fishing industry. A potential 
research project evaluated for F. Pakistan agricultural
 
.university.
 

Number of U.S, Pers6onnelt 1 U.S. fisheries specialist for 2.
 
man-mnths 

409-0249 Avia Regional
 

Skipjack Tuna Survey and Assessment Program in the Central and 
Western Equational Pacific Ocean 

Objectivest To provide furding to this multinationilly funded
 
•research project being conducted by the South Pacific
 
Conission. 

Tine Periods 7/77-9/80 

-'L.vel of 0.8. funding: $450#000
 

Staumary: Provides partial funding to multifunded project. 
Objectives of the project are to conduct studies to 1) obtain 
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a better understanding of migrations and stock structure of

skipjack tuna's 2) to determine the distribution and 
availability of skipjack tuna and baitfichl and 3) obtVAin 
better knowlofge of the population dynamics of skipja,.k tuna 
stocks,. Other donors are Mew $ealad, Australia, Untted 
Kingdom,.. Franco, and Japan. 

guser of Poreign Personnel, 12 people, on staff 

Recipients- South Pacific roamiusion 

439-0065-06 Laos 

Agriculture Development
 

ObJectives: To develop a.Laotian Fisheries Service capable of
 
producing fingerlings in sufficient quantity to m~et fish
 
production requirments and of providing services to Laotians
 
engaged in fish cultjre. To improve exisating fish hatcheries
 
and trein Fisheries Service pC.sonnel in the oeration of
 
fish station and Agriculture Extension Service personnel in
 
fish culture in race paddies and form tish ponds,
 

Time Periods 10/65-9/74
 

Level of US. .Vundingt $700,000
 

Sumarys AID contract with U.S. Consultimts, Inc. Project

exphasise participant training, fish culture assistance to
 
refugee villages, and hatching eggs produced at the three
 
basic fishihatcheries.
 

Type of Nquipment or Knowledge Transferred: Purchase of 
comoditiom  cement, general supplies, and miscellaneous 
small purciases. Transfer of fish culture knowledge. 

Training Programs: 40 participants over 4 years for a 12-week
 
course. 4 participants over 2 years period for 8-wk
 
course. 10 participants over 5 years for university

degrees. On-the-job training for station personnel.
 

Outputs Rehabilitation of three fish hatcheries.
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442-0230 CIAmodia 

Fiwher ie Development 

Objectivesl To delineate the problems related to fish production 
and to make appropriate recoimendations,
 

Time Periods 5/58-6/6,
 

Level of U.S. funding $i80,000
 

Sumumaiy This was a joint Canbodtan--U.S. Operations Mission
 
(USOM)/Cambodia Fisheries Conservation Project.
 

Number of U.S. Personnel: 2 Technicians
 

Typo of Euipment or Knowledge Transferred: 2 diesel engines, 4
 
steel boats transferred. Knowledge of freshwater fisheries.
 

Training Programs: 4 participants sent to the U.S. for 4 years of
 
academic training in fisherias biology and management., An
 
in-service training program planned for two Cambodian
 
technicians, but both transferred to higher paying jobs.
 

Outputs: 1) Recomnendations to the Cambodian government on
 
fisheries resources, 2) Biological investigation into decline
 
of Cambodian fish production.
 

Reports End-of-tour reports from G. D. Ginnelly and J. Bardach.
 

484-0020 Taiwan
 

Ocean Fisheries
 

Time Periods 6/55-6/59
 

Level of U.S. Funding: .*170,000
 

489-0281 Korea'.
 

'Fisheries Development
 

Objectives: To plan and implement a program which would increase
 
the fisheries production for dometic use and export by 1)
 
providing materials and equipment to rehabilitate the fishing
 
fleet and shore installationsy 2) training fishermen to use
 
improved methods and equipmentl 3)'establishing aIsystem to
 

enable fishermen to finance their operatons and the
 
investments necessary to rehabilitate and develop the
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fisheries Industriosi 4) developing marketing procedure. and 
facilities to distribute fisheries products economicallyl 5)
developing iproved handiin', preservation, and processing to 
raise the standards of quality fisheries pruducts; 6) 
developing the freshwater fishoriea-potential of the country;
and 7) traininq goernment officials in improved methods, 
procedures, ancl adninistrtion. 

Time Period: 5/56-6/64
 

Level of ,.S, Funding: $4,662,000
 

Summary: This project is a continuation of progrras of other
 
organizations to develop the fisheries of Korea by providing

naterials for boat construction, fish markets, procossing,

freshwater and saltwater fish propagation, introduction of
 
improved equipment, and the training of fishermen in their
 
use and the establishing of a Fisheries Credit System to
 
assist the fishermen with operating loans.
 

The proJect developed on the basis of successive fiscal year
 
agreements each funded to accomplish specific goals related
 
to the overall objectives. In FY 56, AID and Korea paid for
 
commodities and utilization costs for constructing commercial
 
fishing vessels (362 boats); fishing gear and equipment;

commnodizies and utilization costs to improve the facilities
 
of Central Fisheries Experiment Station. In FY 57, AID and
 
Korea paid for haudling costs for offshore procurement of
 
deep sea fishing vessels (7vessels); commodities and local
 
costs for boat construction*(178 vessels); commodities and
 
laboratory and pilot plant equipment for the station;
commodities and local costs for construction of wholesale
 
fish market center at Pusan; commodities and local costs for
 
demonstration retail fish markets; and Korea financed the
 
establishment of the Fisheries Revolving Loan Fund. 
In FY

58, there was no commodity or counterpart funding, In FY 59,
 
AID and Korea paid for commodities and local costs for
 
fishing boat modernization and repair (46 marine engines);
 
for commodities and local costs for continuing demonstration
 
and training activitiesi-Pusan fish market commodities; and
 
Korea financed local costs for rehabilitation of fish
 
hatcheries and an addition to Fisheries Revolving Loan Fund.
 
In FY 60, AID paid for lumber and marine engines to replace 
small fishing boats lost or destroyed by typhoon Sarah; AID 
and Korea financed construction of modern combination fishing
vessels; demonstration and training equipmenti construction 
of a 70-ton research vessely construction of two inland 
fish-freezing ice,and cold storage'facilities and 
rehabilitation of two fish hatcheries. In FY 61, AID and
 
..Korea supported project advisory, demonstration and training
 
facilities.,
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Number of U.S. Personnel: 8 technicians 

Type of Equipment or Knowledge Transferreds Materials for boat
 
construction and pr~curemnt of boat. constructed outside of
 
Korea. Modern equipment and gear conoisting of long-line,
 
shrimp trawl, lampara seine, purse seine, and other trawl.
 

Training Programs: A school was astablished to train Korean
 
instructors to assist fishermen in the intallation,

operation and maintenance o2 diesel engines for 40 days.
 
Seventeen participants trained in the U.S.
 

Outputs: 1) Increase the production of fish and mnrine products
 
to an annual average of approximately 450,000 metric tonal 2)

develop an adequate system of marketing and distribution of
 
marine products; 3) develop adequate standards of quality and
 
techniques for handling and processing fresh and preserved
 
marine products for domestic markets and exports; 4) develop
 
the skills of administration to reduce the costs of
 
production and distribution and to properly preserve the
 
catch; 5) develop a workable fishevies credit system; 6)
 
develop modern boat building and mechanization of the fishing
 
fleet.
 

Report: 9 end of tour reports.
 

489-0594-02 Korea
 

Rural Policy Plan Survey
 

Objectives: To increase fishermen's income and the protein
 
content of the Korean diet.
 

Time Period: 1963-1974
 

Sumary: Activities were directed at 1) bringing attention to the
 
importance of fisheries in Korea and their potential for
 
development of the countryl 2) getting into operation the
 
fish markets at Pusan, Masan, and Gosu 3) encouraging

private enterprise, particularly American companies, to
 
invest in Korea's fisheries.
 

Number of U.S. Personnel: Senior fisheries adviser
 

Training Programs: Participants to be trained
 

Outputs: Adviser to analyze production/marketing programs,
 
identify new sources of fish and income for fishermen,

develop an export policy, formulate technical assistance and
 
training needs, analyze investment potential for public and
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private sources., Fish hatchery facilities put into operation
and sanitAtion in shellfish beds to be raised to 
.internationil standards.' 

Reports: Two end-of-tour reports, and A Development Plan for Fresh 
Water Fisheries in the Han River Basini A Survey of the 
Fisheries Research Progras of the Republic of Korea, by 
Philip M. Ro4del and Parker S. Trefethen.
 

492-0266 Philippines
 

Aquaculture Production Project
 

Objectivess To increase brackish-water and freshwater aquaculture
 
production and small fish producer incomes. To increase
 
agricultural production by strengthening agricultural
 
research and extension capabilities so that more fish protein
 
would be available to improve, the nutrition of the population.
 

Time 	Periods 7/74-9/78
 

Level 	of U.S. Funding: $889,000 

Other 	Funding: G'P $4,600,000
 

.Sumeary: The Aquaculture Production Project (APP) undertaken by.
the Government of the Philippines with assistance of UBAID as 
a. follow-up to the Inland Fisheries Project (IFP) which began
in 1971 and ended in 1974. The IFP focused on establishment 
of two aquaculture research centers. The APP's focus was on 
the 3stablishment of a pilot aqiaculture extension program in

the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (BFAR), 
continued development of brackish-water and freshwater
 
fisheries and intenoified research activities linked to and
 
coordinated with the extension program.
 

!umbar of U.S. Personnel: 1 extension adviser, (4yrs.), 2
 
research advisers (2yr..), short-term advisers.
 

.Type 	of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: Motor vehicles,
 
education, field equipment, and lab equipment.
 

Recipients: Beneficiaries are poor and inland fish producers.
 

Training Programs: 300 extension workers trained 
500 fish producers received orientation in new technology 
6 participants graduate training abroad 
10 participants non-degree training abroad 
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Report: nd of project evaluation by Dr. James Avault, Jr., 
Louisiana State University: Dr. Wallace Klussan, Texas A & M 
Universityl and Dr. R. O'Neal Smitherman, Auburn University, 
September 	9-23, 1978.
 

Proiect Accomplishments
 

1. 	 Goal to improve nutrition of Filipino poor and inarease
 
incomes of poor inland fish producers. 

a) National consumption of pond raised fish increased
 
from 	3.0kg per capita per yr. in 1973 to 4.0kg per year 
in 1978.
 
b) Net income of fish producers adopting and using
 
technologies recommended by the brackish-water and 
freshwater research centers increased by 20 percent. 

2. 	 Project Purpose to inrease brackichwater and freshwater
 
fisheries production.
 

a) Purposeful research completed and results publishedi
 
extension workers develping and testing new technology!
 
training programs being cinducted for extension
 
personnell new technologies publicized among fish
 
producers#.and fish producers are using improved
 
technologies.
 
b) Milkfish production increased in Regions V and VI.
 
c) National freshwater fisheries annual production

increased 	from 4,000 MT in 1971 to 15#000 M4T by 1978. 

3. 	 Project Outputs

a) Extension systems in Regions V and VI staffed with 
a 
total of 50 or nor* personnel, equipped and in operation
by June '771 extension systems in each of the other 
regions strengthened by two or more personnel.
b) At least 10 priority research projects completed by 
the brackish-water and freshwater centers in key problem
 
areas by June 1978.
 
c) Training comploted by September 1978: 300 extension
 
workers trainedp 500 fish producers recieved orientation
 
on new technology. 6 participants received a total of
 
90 PM: graduate training abroad and 10 participants
 
received a total of 60 PM non-degree training abroad.
 

.4. Project Inputs 
a) AID - technical assistance, participant training, 
equipment commodities and supplies. Assessment--project 
inputs delivered in a timely manner, except USAID
 
supplied jeeps from excess property, which often were
 
not in satisfactory condition when delivered.
 

Conclusion of authors: project a definite success. High output

and achievement obtained relative to AID funding.
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492-0234 Philippines
 

Inland Fisheriie
 

Objectives: Establishment of two viable and effective research
 
and training centers capable of providing the level of
 
.exper.-.se necessary to backstop the inland fishing industry. 
Long-range objectives are I) to increase the availability of 
f.!sh for consumptioni 2) to decrease the need to import fish 
to meet domestic requirements; 3) to diversify and raise 
income levels of Filipino farmers; and 4) to stimulate the
 
domestic fish industry of the Philippines.
 

Time Period: 10/70-9/74
 

Level of U.S. Furding: 3616,000
 

Other Funding: (pesos) 1,147,608
 

Summary: Through a contract with Auburn University, one
 
freshwater research facility and one brackish-water research
 
facility established. These when purposes were achieved: 1)
 
two research training centers in operation; 2) improved
 
quantity and quality of fishery products for domestic
 
consumption! 3) improved control of parasites and disease in
 
local fishponds 4) improved breeding technology and 
methodology and hatchery techniques for certain speciesi 5)
 
export potential developed.
 

Training Programs: 12 participants--all received masters degree, 
6 received PhDs. 30 Filipino extension workers trained ic
 

.,pond construction.
 

Outputs: Research projects, extension, and graduate training in
 
fisheries.
 

Report: AID Project Appraisal Report, 1/75. SuccessoL 
Aquaculture Production Project begins FY 75. Auburn rated 
highly. Graduate training participants performance good to 
outstanding. All will receive masters, 6 PhDs. Delay in 
receiving some commodities, some not according to 
specifications, parts missing, quality not good. Bureau of 
Fisheries less than fully cooperative in implementing 
training programs, providing extension personnel and 
generally recognizing research center's activities and 
results. Fort7 research projects conducted arid reported on. 
Thirty extension workers and fish pond operators trained. 
Seven extension leaflets prepared for publication. Outgrowth 
of project is implementation of graduate program in fisheries 
at the University of the Philippines.
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492-0322 Ihlll ins
 

lrebwster Afsheries Development
 

Obm Tiveo' ircitease freswater aquaculture productione, .to 
ineree Ivin s of small farmrG and small fish prodaers, 
and t iprove nutrition. To increase the supply of 
froshwater.flub sedlings; distribution of fish seedlings to 
rce farmrs and to small-scale fish pond operatorat 

impoting the flow of aquaculture information to farmers; and
 
assisting farmers to'produce fish.
 

Time Periods 10/78-9!81
 

Level of U.S. Funding: 91,500,000
 

Other Fundings (pesos) 13,572 Bureau of Fisheries S Aquatic 
Resources 

Summary: This is a five-year project with AID input Lof technical
 
assistance, commodities, project management and evaluation
 
and participant training during the first three years. 
Services of a project manager to be obtained from the U.S. 
Fish & Wildlife Service paid for with grant funds. Technical 
support and advisory services to be obtained through d'rect" 
AID contrakct with Texas AN University. 

Number of U.S. Personnels 4 person-years of full-time technical
 
assistance; plus consulting services short term.
 

Type of Dquipment or Knowledge Transferreds Squipuent and
 
furnishings, vehicles, office equipment, maintenance and shop
 
equipment, hatchery equipment and supplies, and training
 
equipment and supplies, 

Recipients: Small rice fasmers and consumers. 

Training Programas 8 participants trained in modern freshwater 
fish hatchery production and management in third country. 2 
Participants trained in modern freshwater fish utilization 
marketing and/or product development. 20 participants 
trained in freshwater fish pond and hatchery construction.
 

Outputs: 1) rstablishment of a freshwater fish hatchery-extension 
training center (FFH-ITC) with professional capabilities of 
providing the extension linkage between reseal'chers and field 
extension agents; 2) an effective system to peovide
 

'infor'zion and t~ohnical assistance to farmers in freshwater 
fish production teochnology; 3) Central Lion should have an 
established capacity to produce 60 mill!:C fingerlings
annually; 4) rnnual fish production should have increased by 
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At.m etimted 3,200, metric tonal .5)some 7,500 loa-inome 
rural families to have more nutritious diets and higher
insome. 

493-0,79.2 Thailand 

Protein rod Development 

ubJectivesa To develop inexpensive high-protein food supplements 
to reduce malnutrition in preschool children and veanlings in 
northern and northeast Thailand. 

Time eriods 10/68-9/72 

Level of U.S. Funding: $225,000
 

Other Fundingi $325,000
 

Summarys This three-year project has three phases: 1) "research
 
and develop a variety of inexpensive high-protein food
 
supplements from local foods with emphasis on marine fish and 
high-protein vegetablesi 2) teot these products in the field
for suitability and acceptability and in the laboratory for 
human biological valuel and 3)sprovide initial stimulus for 
local commercial production, promotion and marketing of
 
acceptable products.
 

UNDP, FAO, UNICEF, Peace Corps, and SEAT2 also conducting 
major in-country food.technology programs to assist
Government of Thailand agencies in research and development 
and commercial food supplement production.
 

AID mission inputs are limited to selected commodities such
 
as vehicles, food processing and laboratory equipment,

participant training, and short-term consultants.
 

Leroy S. Christy, a fisheries consultant, contracted to

conduct a preliminary assessment of the potential for further
 
development and commercial exploitation of processed and
 
preserved fish products.
 

k national seminar for PLotein Food lomotion held Nov. 22 
-

Dec. 1, 1970 organized .by the National Academy of Sciences.
 

Namber of-US. Personnel:. Short-term consultants
 

of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: Equipment - baking 
oven, meat wincer and cutter, portable agitators, spray
 
dryers,.sOlid processor, pilot plant flakers, vacuum dryers,

twin drum dryers, steam kettle, vacuum cooker
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Recipients: Poor people Of.northern,and.northeast Thailand
 

Training Programs: 7.participants trained, 4 :in nutrition and 3
 
in food technology.
 

Participant training program for 7 weeks, 5 people to observe 
breeding, feeding, pasture development, farm machinery, grain
 
storage and handling systems, marketing and slaughtering# "
 
research and experiment stations9 artificial insemination,
 
and distribution centers..
 

Outputs i) Stimulation of one or more private industries to 

produce and market acceptable inexpea'sive high-protein foods 
2) provtde a permanent vehicle for delivery of applied 
nutritico services, family planning and health education to 
rural population through opening of village
child daycare centersv 3) produce a small corps of well 
trained professionals in fields of nutrition, food 
technology, and related sciencesi 4) create a permanent
 
atmosphere of coordination and interreliance between various
 
ministries and agencies aimed toward solving the problems of
 
human nutrition.
 

Report: Two reports by fisheries consultant, Leroy Christy 

"Fish and Fish Products in Thailand's Nutrition Program." 

Also, "Report of a Seminar on Protein Food Promotion, 
Bangkok, Thailand, November 22 December1,l190o." NAS 
Seminar 

493-0180.7 Thailand
 

Fisheries Development
 

Objectives: To increase freshwater fish production and to improve
 
living conditions of population of north aad northeast by

providing more proteinin local diet and an additional source
 
of income for farmers.
 

Time Period: 9/67-10/73
 

Level of U.S. fundinq: .8279,00
 

uWary:..Contract with Auburn University; This project supports
 
the creation of a strong active fish farming business with
 
supportive extension educational and training programs in
 
fish rearing, .fish culture, and fisheries maneqement.
 

when project purpose achieved 5,000 farmer,oned ponds 
producing fishl a fishery stationsstzffed and'equippedl 18 
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bi~.. fisheri*s extansion. team operativel fry and 
faigerlLig podotion increased .20%1 and Ubon Ratana 
r 	 KI ir producing 4r000 tons in food and $20 million in 
income.: 

Niuaber of"U.S. ~trsonnel15technicians (Auburn) 

.Type	.of.uijent or .Knowledge Transferred: Laboratory .equipment,
knowledge of freshwater fish production. 

Recipientsi: People of the north and northeast Thailand
 

Training,progrOm: 17 technical personnel trained in United
 
S.a'es,*36 mobile 'teampersonnel trained. 4 participants 
trained in fish culture.
 

Outputs: 1) Key technical.personnel trained; 2) 18 mobile
 
-fisheries extension teams established; 3) 36 mobile team
 
personnel trained; 4) U.S. trained technicians to fill
 
adunistrative positionj 5) fishery and Ubon Ratana reservoir
 
stations equipped with laboratory equipment.
 

493-0303 Thailand
 

Village Fish Pond Development
 

Objectives: To facilitate the establishment of multipurpose fsh
 
ponds in northeast Thailand in order to increase animal
 
protein supplies and availability of water for domestic and
 
livestock consumption.. To establish 28 village fish ponds in
 
depressed rural areas of north and northeast Thailand which
 
will benefit."2,800 families"
 

Time Period: 9/79-7/81
 

Level of U.S. Funding: $442,00C
 

Othor T unding: RTG $421,000
 

Sumary:' - aY 79 program plans for estakblishmentof multipurposel-fish ponds; established;. fforts 
initiated to organize pond
 
use .groups and train vtllagors in techniques Ifor operating
 
and.managing ponds, as well as extencion actiVities relating
 

1
to"aecndary ,uses of pond watvrl .fish fingerlings to be
 
Produ 	 nd user
. to supply 	 raups. Input costs covered by

USAID grant~ relate to a).contracts for eartb moving, b)

.1"tAr"iss ot" th'e: outlet: control 'and the shelter, c) labor
attati4d from oomniii, and d) subsidies to the local 

.:-fisheris tations :for specific seed fish production,
.inspecti'n teutsand training programs.- Thailand De rtmsnt
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of Fisheries provides for acquisition of land for ponds where
 
necessary, for program supervision and management, and for
 
field personnel.
 

Number of Foreign Personnel: Senior staff member of Thai
 
Department of Fisheries to supervise and administer project,
 

Recipients: Rural people forming communities where 28
 
impoundments are developed.
 

Outputs: 1) 28 multipurpose fish ponds; 2) A local supply of
 
animal protein adequate to meet the dietAry needs of the
 
peoplev 3) Contributions to rural self-sufficiencyl 4)
 
Inspiration for the widespread implementation of similar
 
ponds at other rural communitiesy 5) Demonstrations of
 
components that could be included as part of the national
 
program to develop model cooperative villages in each
 
province of Thailandl 6) Workshop programs that introduce the
 
principles and techniques of fish culture and integrated
 
farming to rural people.
 

497-0001 Indonesia
 

Expansion of Modern Fishery Facilities
 

Time Period: 6/51-6/64
 

Level of U.S. Funding: $613,000
 

Report: End of tour report, L. E. Wakefield, Nov. 15, 1960, to'
 
Nov. 15, 1962.
 

497-0189 Indonesia
 

Assistance to Agriculture
 

3bjectives: To assist in the development of new agricultural
 
programs and policies and to increase the DOA agencies'
 
capability to design and implement programs and policies.
 

Time Period: 1969-2/81
 

Level of U.S. Funding: $2#683,000
 

Summary: The project has three major areas: 1) farmer education
 
and information services, 2) seed improvement, production &
 
distribution, and 3) fertilizer and pesticide distribution.
 



This projec "provided for a team from Auburn University in 
19751o doa tchncal appraisal of :a proposal for aft inland 
brackish-water fisheries industry in northern Sumatra. 'AID 
grant funding of $559,000 provided for technical assistance,
 
cowsdties and participant training. The goal of this
 
subproject was to increase fish production with benefits
 
reflected in higher net income to producers, expansion of
 
fish production areas, increased amployment, and greater

availability of pond raised fish and shrimp.
 

Number of US. Personnel: For fisheries: 48 man-monthse one
 
individual stationed in each 2 provinces for a 2-year

Period* Short-term consultants, 12 man-months.
 

Type of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: Transportation
 
equipment (land and water) and office and scientific
 
equipment (fisheries).
 

Training programs: For fisheries subproject: In country and
 
offshore academic and short course training provided to
 
provincial staff meiabers of Fisheries Department,
 

Outputs: Development of a brackish-water fisheries project for
 
provinces of NorthW.Sumatra & Aceh.
 

497-0236 Indonesia
 

Brackigh-Water Fishery Production
 

Objectives: To increase brackish-water (tambak) fisheries
 
production in seven kabupatens in the provinces of Aceh and
 
North Sumatra and to create a project organizational base
 
upon which tambak area expansion can take place.
 

Time Period: 10/74-9/79
 

Level of U.S. Funding: $389,0IO0
 

Suimarys Contract AID/ASIA-C-1177 with Auburn University. a)

Tambak fish p.oduction doubled with benefits reflected in
 
higher net tLacome for producersy b) 2,300 additional tons of.
 
fish availobla to local consumersi c) increased farm
 
employmentl d).infrastructure in place to support tanbak area
 
expansiony e) a tambak expansion plan completed.
 

Numbet of U.S. Personnel: 2 advisers
 

Type of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: Technology
 
introduction.and intensiflid extcnsion activities.
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Recipientst "Local consumers, full-time farm laborers, poor fish 
farmer families, middle-income fish farmer families, wealthy 
fish farmer ,fiailies, area, merchants. 

Training Programss: Four long-term participants in U.S. and the 
Philippines) two participants# 3-month training programs in 
Phillppinesi 23project staff received 69 manimonthsof 
training at Jepara, Central Java. Provincial fishery
 
development units (PFDU) staff received 139 days of training
 
in extension methodology by Auburn specialist. Other staff
 
trained by provincial project staff.
 

Outputs: Trained staff; increased production; new employment
 
createdi 8 provincial fishery development units established.
 

Ieport% Luburn Annual Report, by Bryan L. Duncan and Michael C.
 
Cremer, 12/10/77. First annual report covers period 11/1/76
 
to 10/31/77 by Duncan and Cremer on 2-year assignments tuith
 
the Indonesian Directorate General of Fisheries. Discusses
 
progress toward accomplishing each output listed below.
 
!. Fry resources evaluated in Acah and N.Sumatra and
 
improved capture and distribution programs operational in
 
Aceh and N. Sumatra.
 
2. Government policy change making fertilizer available at
 
reasonable cost to pond operators has increased fertilizer
 
utilitization by producers.
 
3. Increased lending by GOI Bank Rakyat and/or other lending
 
institutions for fishpond production and development.
 
4. Provincial program operational with technical assistance;
 
8 PFDUs established and operational in demonstrating improved
 
production eystems, and TIAs providing guidance to farmer.
 
5. Treined staff functioning with technology and methodology
 
for intensification outreach program.
 
6. Annual production from existing tambaks in tho two
 
provinces doubled.
 
7. New employment created for underemployed agricultural and
 
fishery families.
 
8. Greater role for local producer associations in'
 
development.
 
9. GOI infrastructure in place and functional to handle
 
intensification for the remaining 12,300 hectares of current
 
tambak and capable of furnishing advice to new fish farmers
 
as they are settled on the remaining 125,450 hectares of
 
Potential tambak land.
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407-0266-3 Indonesia 
Science a Technology
 

Subproject 3 - Aquatic Resources Development
 
Timi. 6/1/79-4/l/83 AID funding. $1,286#000
 

Counterpart *700,000
 

TIpos, I To develop cooperative oceanography program of the 
Indian Institute of Oceanology (LON) and Pattimura University 
as they collaborate for the benefit of local fishermen and 
boat builders. 

ObJectivess 1. To assist in development of aquatic resources
 
instructional prograza of Pattimura University.
 
_2. To assist in developing a staff that can conduct 
effectively marine research# public service, and teaching
 
programs of Pattimura University and to a lesser degree at
 

/LON/Ambon
field station.
 
3. To develop aquatic research and information programs 
relating to a) little-known or unexploited marine organisms 
in regions b) protective ecology which would prevent 
overfishing, destruction of coral reefs, pollution and 
protection of bait fishl c) exploitation of aeaweedi and d) 
similar programs. 
4., To develop marine resource-related appropriate technology 
program in order to improve the tools being used by the rural 
poor. 
5. To develop an aquatic Instrument and equipment repair 
system which would interrelate with the National 
Instrumentation Institute. 
6. To assist indeveloping at Pattinura a series of public
information programs that will disseminate information needed 
by 	local people to exploit marine rerources.
 
7. To assist in developing instructional programs by
providing more relevant instructional materials and library
 
resources.
 

Number of U.S. Personnel: (technical aesistance) 
Long-term - I technical expert in mrine science for 2 years. 
Short-ter experts: 

a) library science inmarine sciences (4moo) 
b) marine science instrumentation (6mon) 

• 	c) fisheries development expert (6mo3) 
d) oceanography-expert (4nos) 
e) backstop support officer (6mos) and secretary (3mos) 

Training Programs
 
In U.S. 

a) Uight participants for total 24 moe. nonacadenic in 
instrumantation, data processing, and library science. 
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b) Six people for total 14 years of graduate academic.
 
training in marine sciences.
 

In-country
 
a) Six seminars of 1 to 3 months duration each for total
 
14 mos.
 
b) Ten participants for total 24 years of graduate
 
academic training.
 

Type of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: Scientific equipment,
 
Instructional materials, library books total $320,000
 

497-0266-6 Indonesia
 

Science and Technology

Subactivity #6 - Weather Forecasting for Fishermen and Farmers
 

Purpose: 
 To develop a system to forecast weather Zor Indonesian
 
fishermen and farmers.
 

Level of U.S. Funding: $980,000
 

Other Funding:. 800,000 GOI
 

Summary: 
Possible Participating Agency Service Agreement.(PASA) 
with NOAA to work with the GOI Center for 
Meteorology and Geophysics, Ministry of Communications 
Inputs: NOAA expertise for technical assistance and 

local training; purchase of selected equipment, and 
limited trainiig and education in the United States. 
GOI provides counterpart personnel, local costs for NOAA 
staff or consultants involved in the project

Outputs: 
A study of the present weather forecasting and
 
communications situation; an analysis of potential ways

to establish an effective forecasting systeml a joint

selection of the most cost effective system, and the
 
development and initial steps in the establishment,
 
testing, and demonstration of such a system.
 

Number of U.S. Personnel: 1 full-time specialist, 4 person-yearsg
 
2 part-time specialists each year, 4 person-years.
 

Type of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: $200,000 for
 
comuodities and data processing
 

Training Programs: 3 Indonesians 
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497-0286 Indonesia 

Small-Scale Fisheries Development 

Objectives: To increase the quantity, quality# and variety of 
fish available for human consumptiun and o increase inco e and 
employment. or samll-scalo fishermen. 

Time Period. 6/78-5/81 

Level of U.S. Funding: $1,500,000
 

Other Funding: GOI $1,000,000
 

Summary: This project seeks to develop alternatives for
 
application in Indonesia by the many poor fishermen and small 
producers. A feasibility study by tho Univertity of Rhode 
Island was completed in September 1978. (AID Funding). 
.Assisting small-scale fisheries is a high priority of the
 
government of Indonesia. 

N4umber of U.S. Personnelt 219 man-months of technical assistance
 

Type of Equipment of Knowledge Transferred: Extension and
 
training aids, equipment, machinery, and vehicles. Knowledge
 
of.applied research transferred.
 

Recipients: Primary beneficiaries will be the 2 million 
small-scale fishermen with an average annual income of $215. 
Rural and urban consumers will also receive major benefits 
from access to nore abundant reliable sources of fish protein. 

Training Programs: 90 man-months of training
 

Outputs: Pilot ice plantl fishery management system and trained
 
personnels research and deonstration floating fish cagesi
 
freshwater shrimp research and demonstration stations and
 
trained staff improved hatchery.
 

498-0114 Asia Regional 

Southeast Asia Fisheries Development Center 

Objectives: To increase the food supplyp particularly dietary 
protein, and improve the nutritional standards in S.B, Asia 
and also to develop marine fisheries.
 

Time Period: 10/59-9/73
 

Level of U.S. Funding:t$285,000
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Summary: Proposed by Japan to increase the production of food
 
Erom the sea in Southeast Asian countries through applied
 
research and training. Center came into existence in January
 
1968 when agreement botween Japan, Ma!eysia, Philippines,
 
5ingapore, Vietnam, and Thailand was signed. Research
 
Department started operations in mid-1969 with arrival in
 
3ingapore of 21 Japanese research advisers and a Japanese
 
research vessel. Training Department located in Bangkok.
 
UID's input includes laboratory equipment, books and fishing
 
lear.
 

Number of Foreign Personnel: 21 Japanese research advisers
 

512-2474 Brazil
 

Fish Production, Processing, and Marketing
 

Objectives: To establish within the Departamento Nacional de
 
Obras Contra a Secas (DNOCS) the capacity to carry out
 
research and upgrade and eApand fish culture production

extension services for the purpose of promoting a profitable
 
fresh fish industry in northeast Brazil.
 

Time Period: 10/66 - 6/74
 

(Project extended, Inter-American Development Bank Project
 
No. 53 - Currently buildtng fish ponds)
 

Level of U.S. Funding: $1,000,000
 

Summary: The prograrming goal was to increase the overall
 
production of animal protein from fish through improvement of
 
yields from northeast public reservoirs, improvement of fish
 
production and processing and marketing practices, and
 
introduction of fish culture to farm ponds in the region.
 
Auburn University contracted to provide technical
 
assistance. When purpose is achieved the following

conditions should exist: (1)self-sufficiency in planning
 
and carrying out research, development, and extension
 
activities; (2)operating systems of fishery technology, and
 
(3)GOB budget support at level to rcontinue planned
 
operations.
 

Number of U.S. Personnel: 2 full-time, 1 short-term for 2 months.
 

Type of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: Knowledge of fish
 
culture and transfer of laboratory equipment.
 

Training programs: Three participants trained at MS level in U.S.
 
(DNOCS personnel); 14 short-term portjuipants (working in
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Water Resources Project in northeast part of Brazil - drought
 
problems).
 

,Outputs$ 1. Participant training
 
2. 	Three functional laboratory facilities
 
3. 	Increased production of DNOCS fish hatcheries 2250
 

from base of 300,000 in 195
 
4. 	Fish culture on private farms
 

Raport: Terminal Project Appraisal Report, 1/74 by Mission
 

Fish variety suitable for propagation in N.E. only developed
 
by 1/731 delayed initiation of extension part of project.
 
Extension program not as advanced as foreseen. Impact o&
 
freshwater fish development project greater than expected due
 
to meat shortage in region. Overall success by restructuring
 
technical assistance input. Auburn team critical catalyst in
 
coordinating resources. Commodities purchased, installed,
 
and utilized. Production of DNOCS fish hatcheries increased
 
225%, from base of 300,000 in 1965. Management practices at
 
five largest reservoirs improved. DNOCS providing training

for 	middle-level personnel in reservoir management utilizing
 
U.S.-trained participants.
 

0513-0277 Chile
 

AgriculturalCooperative Development Fund
 

Objectives: To provide financial and technical assistance for
 
rural cooperatives in agriculture, fishing, and related
 
activities. To increase the standard of living for Chilean
 
small farmer and increase agricultural production.
 

Time Period: 4/75 - 9/80
 

Level of Funding: $15,000,000 (loan)
 

Other FundJng: $7,500,000, IFICOOP and local borrowingu
 
Cooperatives' contributions to project.
 

Sumary: This loan is to chile's Institute for Financing

of Cooperatives (IFICOOP). The project design is to plan,
 
promote, and finance 97 agricultural, artisan, and fishing

cooperatives.
 

The.work plan for the fisheries cooperative consists of (1.)
 
organization of the cooperative and construction of a
 
wholesale fish terminall (2) operation by the cooperative of
 
six refrigerated doublet-trailer rigs to move
 
fish from distant points to Santiago quickly under optimum
 
conditionsg (3) operation of a large number of retail fish
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stores in Santiago and the provinces on a wholly owned and 
franchise basis! and (4) operation of a tilleting and 
freeZing plant in Pan Antonio or Taloohuano. 

Number of U.S. Personnel: 1 long-term and 4 short-term advisers 

Typ 	 of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: fishing boats, fish 
market terminals (machinery and equipment), trucks and other 
vehicles for marketing, canning and refrigeration equipment, 
and ma'ket knformation system. 

Recipients: Chilean small farmers who operate farms and fishing
 
ventures: estimated 10,000 fishermen.
 

Outputs: Approximately 90 subloans ($19.0 million)! technical 
assistance to IFICOOP and sub-borrower co-opas installation 
of office equipment/vehicles for IFICOOP staff ($140,000). 

Report: Joint IFICOOP/AID Project Review, Match 1976.
 

513-0296 Chile
 

Rural Cooperative Upgrading Grant
 

Objectives: The objectives of the project are (1) to improve the
 
management capacity and service capability of rural
 
cooperatives, which are primarily composed of low-income
 
farmers or artisan fishermeni and (2) to broaden and
 
strengthen the capacity of the cooperative development bank 
.(IFICCOP) to provide training, technical assistanceand
 
financial support to member rural cooperatives, and the large 
number of newly organized agricultural cooperatives.
 

Time 	Periods 1977-1979
 

Level of U.S. Funding: 51,015r829 (grant)
 

Other Funding: $320,870 IFICOOP
 

$77,573 Cooperatives
 

Summary: The project will finance three types of training
 
activities for a total of 1,105 cooperative officials from 85
 
rural cooperativess (1) participation in formal two-week
 
courses/seminars held at centrally-located training
 
facilities, :(2) In-service training (interships) at
 
well-established cooperatives, and (3) on-the-job training at 
the participating cooperatives. IFICOOP will coordinate the 
trainina Droaram throuah four realonal offices. each of which 
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will be staffed by a regional coordinator and two cooperative 
specialists. 

Nutter of UJ,.S. Personnel: One long-term adviser-for one yvar and 
nine months of short-term consultants. 

Recipints: The portion of the rural population in Chile
 
belonging to cooperatives.
 

Training Programs: Training was to be provided to 1,105
 
officiale from 85 rural cooperatives.
 

Outputs: IFICOOP will establinh and staff four regional offices
 
to provide in-country business management training for
 
management and administrative staffs and training in
 
cooperative organization to improve member relations and
 
member participation in the business of the cooperative.
 

report: Evaluation, September 1979.
 

514-T-078 Colombia
 

Fisheries Research
 

Ohiectives: To develop economically and technically sound
 
aquaculture systems suitable primarily, but not exculsively,
 
for small farmer use; and to produce a package of management

recommendations appropriate for use by artisan fishermen that
 
is designed to rationalize exploitation and, thus, ensure
 
persistence of the fish population of the lower Magdalena
 
River.
 

Time Periods 1975-80
 

Level of U.S. Funding: (loan) $2,200,000
 

Other Funding: GOC $1,082,600
 

Swaiaryt Loan funds would be used to construct and equip fish
 
culture stations at Repelon on the North Coast, at a site
 
along the Upper Magdalena River, and at a site in the Eastern
 
Plains (the Llanos). These stations will conduct the
 
research necessary to develop aquaculture systems for use
 
primarily, but not exclusively, by small farmers. Loan funds
 
would also be used to construct and equip a station at.
 
Magangue on the Lower Magdalena River which would carry out
 
research directed towards identifying a package of improved
 
management practices for use by artisan fishermen in order to
 

rationalize the exDloitation of the river.
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The loan also contains compoents; that would finance 
technical assistance in aquaculture, research station 
mnagementi and lake and river management. 

TyPe 	of lquipent or Knowledge Transferred, The AID loan 
supports the research activities. and the equipment that are a 
necessary first step in developing technology packages and 
river management recommendations. 

Recipientss Since the major thrust of the project is the.
 
development of economic aquaculture practices, the first
 
group of beneficiaries will be those small farmers who adopt
 
the technological package derived from the research. These
 
farmers should benefit both from improved family nutrition
 
and increased income from sales of fish as they expand the
 
produc.ive capacity of their ponds. As widespread
 
development occurs, consumers will increasingly benefit from
 
the impact of an increased supply of fish from this source.
 

Training Programs: Long-term academic training, primarily to the
 
lasters level, and some special short courses are being
 
financed for personnel from IDERENA and universities working

in aquaculture and fisheries management. A number of formal,
 
in-country short courses are also being financed.
 

outputs:, 1. Physical facilities constructed and equqfped at
 
Repelon, Magangue, in the Upper Magdalena area, and
 
in 'the Llanos.
 

2. Program of formal short courses designed by INDERENA
 
and training contractor.*
 

3! Personnel trained at M.A. lsvel academic programs in
 
the U.S., in short courses, and in-country training
 
programs*


4. Contracts for research signed by INDERENA with
 
Universities of Caldas, Cordoba, andValle and with
 
the CVA and INCORA.
 

5. Technical assistance being provided according to
 
contracts.
 

Report: Evaluation, June 1979.
 

522-0124 Honduras
 

Nutrition
 

'ObJectives: To:increase the Honduran capability to carry out"
 
analysis. planning' and evaluation activites related to
 
"nutrition. To improve nutritional-%status of preschool.
 
•Children.and pregnant, lactating women..in selected geographic
 
areas.
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te3of. U.S. FundingI' $1000,000 
Sary. he grant/loan project has four ca nts: 1) 

analyesi planning, and evaluation, 2) nutrition educationt 
3) .wacsupplyand environmentaI sanitationj and 4) pilot
projects intended provide information regarding: several 
new avenues ":to J roved nutrition fo.rrural families. One
plot proect. ,at the improemnt -and e ,ansionof fh 
.frming as. a ource of food'. A.100,000. loan is for the 
purpos,of expanding the construction of demonstration 
fihpond breeding t ations to serve as training. sites and 
so ksources for those campesino groups that will be 
p4:rticipating. Short-term courses in fish culture will be ,designed for the capesinos. Details and project. design to 
be developed after recomendatLons made by Auburn technical 
ex;pert. 

527-0144 Peru 

Freshwater Fisheries Development 

'Objectives, To:*establishamodel for increasing inland fisheries. 
production (especially trout).in Peru by demonstrating that 
tintensive fish farm production .r-dsale of trout is, 
profitable and can significantly improve the protein content 
of the diets of the rural poor. 

-im Psriodt 1977-80 

Level of U.S. rnding (grant) $465,000 

Other Funding: Government of Peru $386,000 

Local Cottributions 13,000 

Suminarys. The major elements of the project are 

-1. 	 .7heestablishment Of an experimental, ediumn capacity tro.ut 
feed pelletin'g, plat with -anultimate. capacity of -one metric 
ton per day. , This facility will develop and macket the, 

lowostba..Anced feed critical: to%reducingtefedma
con-ersion ratio, and thus the' overall profitability of 

camity fish production enterprises.. 

2. 	The imorov -ent
of the fish hatcheryat Muartz.. 'tishatchery
 
w..
lzl producefingri ngsad wllbe the principal 

intuenaiyfor introducing lgenteticaly improved trout,
speiles to bomunity owned. w4.operated: fishb farms throughout 

the
~eparta of Anchah
 

http:trout).in
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3. 	 TWO oeamunity'trout fish farms (rearing stations) will be
 
establishedp one in the Thatylas Valley (Washao), and the
 
other in the Ccachuoos Valley (Acopalca). These rearing

stations will produo, for the cumserolal markets and will
 
represent an 1iotent source of income for the participating€Coiunit is. 

4. 	 Two coimunity-controlled lakes will be stocked, one each in 
te Huaylas (Catac) and Conchucos Valleys (Acopalca). These 
trout will be harvested by the coamunitie for lccal 
consuWption and, for regional marketing of the surplus. 

Number of U.S. Personnels Thirty-three weeks for short-term U,.
 
technical assistance costing approximately $85,000 Will be
 
provided, primarily during the first eighteen months of 
project activities,
 

'Type of Hquipment or Knowledge Transferred: AID inputs will 
finance required equipment, caommdities, and vehicles 
supporting implementation of planned activities. 

Reciplents: The poor, rural highland coamunities of Peru. 

Training Programs: Fifty-six man-months of long- and short-tern 
training in the U.S. and third countries will be provided to 
technicians of the Ministry of Fisheries and the coopeKating 
communities in such areas as fish oulture, nutrition, biology,
fish processing, and business administration. Pronotion of 
local fish consumption will also be undertaken by the iLnistry
of Fisheries. (48,months long-term, 2 MS degrees, and 8 
months short-tern.) 

Outputs: There will be six major outputsS
a) Trout feed pelleting plant: An experimental pelleting
plant (1 wT per day) will be established in the coastal city
of Chi-bote to assure a regular supply of recomended feed 
rations delivered to subprojects located in Huaras, Hushao, 
and 	Acopalce.

b) Huaras hatchery: Aiiexisting hatchery in Huar s will be 
upgraded through renovations of the brood fish holding area. 
New sources of eggs and/or fingerlings for genetic improvement 
will; be imported from the United States. 
c) Comeunity Operated Fish Farms (Rearing Stations):
 

i) Ruashao fish farm
 
(ii) Acopala f ish farm
 

d) Two Newly Stocked Lakes:
 
(i) Lake Querocociha 
(ii)Lake Puthuay 
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Usport' afdeIt 10/7S-b--Y Mission, The
project not aon Dodle. Major pro0.e is lackOf 
CoordiUntiomad maduate supervision by Peruvian 
counterprt. Svalion discusses progress mde on eah,
subproject. 

Prolect status. 0uartlv r, 313/801 

(a) Two fish fans under operation, each one stocked with 
100,000 fingerlings.
(b) 3"S3P is ooaeroialising 2 metric tons of fish. 
(c) Taachocha Lake restocked with-10,000 fingerlings.
(a) Pellet plant productioc reachmb a total of 10 ns (in 
1980).
(e) 900 target comnity meers participated in campaign 
conducted in December 1979,.
(f) ProjiWot Is in operating stage. Technical.and economic 
feasibility: evaluations required to determine replication
possibilities. 

532-0038 Jamaica 

Inland Fisheries Development
 

Objectivest 
To create within the.Fisheries Division'of the
 
Ministry of Agriculture the institutional capability to 
desiqnand impleignt an inland fisheri.as program involvia 
applied research experimentation and an inland fisheries 
extension program.
 

Time Periods 2/77 - 1/79 

Level of U.8. Fundingg 6355,000
 

Othar Vwndinaat622.0011
 

BUmiarys Technical assistance being provided by an AID. ontract 
with Auburn University. The project implemented by theFisheries Division of the Ministry of Agriculture. Auburn 
will assist in developing thw capability and expertise of the 
Fisheries Division by providing day-to-day operational 
uidance and on-the-job training of fisheries personnel°

Prodction aspects of the. projects involve extension work and 
ooe coordination with- the government-sponsored operation

prOjects#:, ' the Jamaica.Industrial Development Corporation and 
individual farast/producers. The Fisheries Division.to 
supply the'fingerlings, initate existing pond surveys and 
extension efforts to small farmer/producers with the
asistance of four Peace Corps olunteers. 

http:Division.to
http:fisheri.as
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DiabOL of U.S. Personnels 	 1 adviser, sbort-term consultants# 4 
Peace Corps volunteers. 

Number of-toreign Personnel: .4 professionals, 10 nonprofessionals
 

Type of 8quipment and Knowledge Transferred: Commodities to equip
 

a fisheries research laboratoryl six vehicles to maintain an 
extension program and distribute fingerlings and supplies to 

production ponds. 

Recipients: 260 small farmers and their families (1,560 persons) 
plue indirect beneficiariew (approximately 1,560). 

Training Program: 3 individuals trained at graduate level in a 
technical aspect of aquaculture production in U.S., 12 

man-nonths equivalent of short-term training or observation. 

Outputs: 1) An improved management applied research and extension
 
capability within the Fisheries Divisioni 2) an efficient and 
improved TI-ckenham Park Fisheries Station; 3) an increase in 
fish yields up to 3,000 pounds per acre annually for small 

producers and up to 10,000 pounds per acre annually at
 
Mitchell Town; and 4) establishment of an accurate records
 

unit within the Fisheries Division.
 

Reports Evaluation, 4/79 from Mission:
 
Short-term training goals have been exceeded. Long-term
 
training goals may not be met, which could delay expansion of 
project (one did not return). Project has achieved its 
purpose to create within the Ministry of AGR-the capability 
to support a fresh water fisheries program. Facilities are 
operational. Survey of ponds completed and extension program
 
operational. Small farmers and consumers have benefited. 
Provisions for second long-tern adviser. Formal course in 
aquaculture introduced at Jamaica School of Agriculture, 
taught by project peresnnel providing in-country training in 
management and production.
 

532-0059 Jamaica
 

Fish Production System Development 

Objectives:, To develop the capacity of Government of Jamaica 
institutions to increase freshwater fish production 
throughout the country, primarily through assistance to.small
 
farmers. 

Time Period: 7/79 - 7/83 
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LeveI of U.S. FundingS AID 1,367,000 Grant 
*2,740,00 Loan
 

Peace Corps $420,000
 

Other Funding: Government of Jamaica $4,858,000
 

uimarys The project will build upon the accomplishments of the 
AID funded Inland Fisheries Development Project (532-0038),
which established a knowledge base for conducting freshwater 
fish production activities in Jamaica and developed
institutional capabilities for the production of fingerlings 
and the extension of fish farming techniques to farmers. The
 
project will be supported by the U.S. Peace Corps, which will 
provide volunteers to help train fisheries extension officers 
and facilitate a more rapid expansion of the program during
the take-off phase. 

1Uumber of U.S. Personnel: 3 long-term AID advisers 
10 person-months short-term AID adviseri 
25 Peace Corps volunteers 

Number of Foreign Personnel: 36 professionals
 
124 nonprofessionals
 

.Type	of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: Commodities to
 
operate fisheriesy research and training facilities and two
 
hatcheriesg feed, fertilizer, and 'seinematerial for
 
participating farmers$ 3 station wagons; 20 pickups; 2 vansg

4 trucks 3 bulldozersy 3 tractorsg 20 trail bikes.
 

Exchange of Personnel: While Jamaican School of Agriculture
 
personnel are in training in the U.S., their teaching

obligations at JSA will be met by long-term technical
 
advisers and by Inland Fisheries Unit personnel.
 

Recipients: 1,280 farmers, including 1,020 small farmers
 
(average farm of five acres)j 74 percent of larger farms will
be cooperatives or government farms comprising small and/or 
landless rural inhabitants; 750 urban and rural dwellers who
will 	be employed in processing, packaging, and marketing of
 
fish.
 

Training Programs: In-service training for 27 new hatchery and
 
extension staff members, 12 months of U.S.-based aquaculture

training for a reseacher/training officeri 14 months
 
U.S.-based aquacul.ture extension trainging for two regional

extension specialistsi 24 months U.S.-based aquaculture
 
training for a regiona, production/extension officeri 12
 
fishery extension agents will be .sent on a rotational basis
 
to a 15-week special Aquaculture Training Program for foreign

biologists at Auburn. One-week short courses will be given
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participating fatrmem 15 months training for two Jamaica 
School of Agriculture staff members who will teach a three 
ourse curriculum (Introduction to Fish Culture; Pond 

Managementr Aquaculture Nxtension Methods); nine months 
postdoctoral training for one faculty member of the 
University of the West Indies. 

Outputs; The major outputs of the project will include the 
establishment of a fish hatchery/demnstrational fanility 
with 20 acres of ponds at Ferris Cross; the expansion of the 
research ponds at Twickerham Park to 10 acres; annual 
-productionof 13 million fingerlings; the strengthening and 
expanision of the Inland Fisheries United (IFU) with 116 now 
full-time personnel, 24 of whom will be at the professional

level and will have received formal and practical training in 
fish production; the establishment of in-country and 
Caribbean regional fish production training program to 
provide the following: 
as training of 920 farmers in fish farming through the IFU,
 
Ministry of Agriculture (MO);
 
b. training of up to 90 extension agents, fish farm
 
managers, and professional fisheries personnel from Jamaica
 
and the greater.caribbean area through IFU-sponsored (annual)
 
regional workshops, conducted with technical assistance;
 
c. training of 45 students in fish culture at the Jamaica 
School of Agriculture to prepare for careers with the IFU or 
the NOA extension service, large-scale GO or private sector 
fish farma, and other regional Caribbean countriesl
 
d. training of up to .20 students in aquaculture at the
 
University of the West Indies for careers at the research,
 
educational, administrative levels, in Jamaica or other
 
regional Caribbean countries;
 
e. establishment of a country-wide fisheries extension
 
program with 1#280 farmers participating, with 110 surface
 
acres of water in production and 6 million pounds of fish
 
produced annually by 1983.
 

Report: First evaluation scheduled approximately 7/80.
 

.603-0002 Djibouti
 

Small-Scale Fisheries Development in Djibouti
 

Objectives: To assist small-scale fishermen in increasing fish 
catches and to encourage increased in-country consumption of 
fish. To Improve and increase the production and .marketing of 
fish, thus increasing employment, improving the diet, and 
reducing food imports. 
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Time Period: 1979-81 

Level of U.S. Fundings 0750,000
 

Other Funding: PAO - 5400,000, France-400#000 

ummary: To increase production beyond the present 500 tons a 
.year, tht Government of Djibouti in cooperation with PWFrance, and.USAID is seeking to introduce a number of 
technical and organizational improvemnts. AID will furniuh
 
itechnical assistance, an ice maclina, vehicles, improved

gear, and training in support of thia project.
The FO viii sUpply the services of a mas-er fisherman and a 
boat at a total value of 5400,000. The French wil. ft-nish 
two ice machines, assistance vith fishing cooperetives, and 
an adviser, at a total value of $400,000.

The F! 
80 program calls for an AID contract firfhery adviser
 
in..coordInation with PAO to help establish a jredit system

for fishermen, .advise on the construction and operation of
 
ice plants, develop a transport and marketing network, advise
 on possibilities.of fish processing., and train local staff
 
for all aspects of the project.
 

"kjie0
of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: Fishing equipment, 10
 
outboard motors, 1 flake ice machine, 1 generator, 2 trucks,

12 insulated boxes, 2 reefer boxes, 200 plastin fish boxes, 1
 
pickup truck.
 

Recipients Direct beneficiaries wil be some 300 families of 
coamercial fishermen plus 100 families involved in the 
marketing process. Indirotly the whole economy will benefit 
from the increased Income and economic activity as. well as. 
the increased quantity of fish protein. 

Outputs: 1) Equipment procurred
 
2) Ice plant established
 
3) 2 rural distribution centers established
 
4) 300 persons engaged in fishing
 

615-0130 Kenya
 

Ftsheriesvvopment
 

Objectivess To assist the Government of Kenya (GOK) in improved
fishingmoethods, and marketing in the Lake Victoria area in 
order to ensure a reliable supply of protein supplement for 
the people of Kenya. 
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Time 	Priod: 4/05-3/70 

Level of U.S. Funding: $222,000
 

Other Funding: GOK- $302,000.
 

Sumary: 1Specific goals of the project are 1) to investigate nev 
techniques of fishing.'with improved gear; 2) to locate new 
fishing sites; 3) increase the catch of fish from Lake 
Victoria from 11,600 ton, in 1963 to 20,000 tons in 19701 4) 
introduce the use of motor-driven boats and train 500 
fishermen in the use of improved fishing boats and gear; 5) 
to improve the organization of fish marketing so as to 
facilitate and increase distribution and reduce market losses 
andl 6) to assist in the formation of fishermen's 
cooperatives. 

Number of U.S. Perconnel: 	shellfish biologist, 6 months; lake
 
fisheries adviser
 

Type 	of equipment or Knowledge Transferred: USAID introduced 
monofilament nets in.experi.iental fishing. 
Comodities-seines, boats and winch. 

Recipients: Kenya's rural 	population
 

Training Programs: Two degree-level participants in United States#
 
500 fishermen trained in basic fishing techniques, and the
 
use and maintenance of improved gear.
 

Outputs: 1) increase in fish catch to 20,000 tons from 11,000 
tons .2)procure & install flake ice machine; 3) participant 
training for 2 fisheries officers; 4) construct fisheries 
substation at Port Victoria 

618-0649-02 Past Africa 

Freshwater Fisheries
 

Objectives:. Improve the capability of East African Freshwater.
 
Fisheries Research.Organization (EAFFMO) to conduct fish .
 
stock research on continuing and independent basis and..to.
 
increase tVe supply of fish protein for population of East
 
Africa. •
 

Time 	Periods 10/69 - 9/80 

Level of U.S. Funding: $2,.392,000
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Sunmary: BNPM research provides an information data base
Permitting member staes (Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda) to 
riguIatetlake and river fisheries for maxLmum catch and to
 
inform fishermen where and how to fish most efficiently. 

Number of-U.S. personnelt 4 fisheries biologists, I fisheries
 
researcher statistician
 

Type o Uquipment or Knowledge Transferred: AID providing

research field equipment and reference books and
 
journals.
 

Recipients: Primary beneficiaries are RAFPRO and its personnel
 

Training Programs: 	 Train two East African biologists, 5
 
participants in U.S. for graduate education
 

Outputs: 1) expand fish tagging program to Tanzania and.tag a
 
total of 50,000 fish or Lake Victoria by 9/77! 2) make
 
recownendations on the practicality of light inboard trawlers
 
for inshore fishing 	in Kenyan & Tanzanian waters by 9/77l 3)

submit recommendation for the gradual mechanization of the
 
inshore canoe fishing industry by 9/771 4) establish data
 
bank on fish catch recordst 5) design and initiate a research
 
program to monitor the expanding mechanized fishery on Lake
 
Victoria1 6) complete an economic study on the trawling costs
 
and earnings and the market impact and its effect on
 
traditional fishermen's earnings 
 7) initiate biological

studies on common species of Haplochromis and make
 
recommendations on their harvesting p 8) complete training of
 
five ERAWFO scientists to replace U.S. technicians.
 

620-0212 Nigeria
 

Agricultural Planning end Advisory Services
 

Objectives: To improve the processing capability of Ijora

fisheries terinal and to assist the government of.Nigeria in
 
the installation of fish processing equipment and leasing of
 
completed facilities to the private sector.,
 

Timel Periods 1960-74
 

Level of U.S. Fundirg: $4,271,405
 

Susmary: 
The project agreement provided for the employment of two
 
experts t( assist the Government of Nigeria. The specialists
 
were to supervise Nigerian fisheries personnel in'the
 
reconstruction of equipment and the training of staff and,
 
ere .to ensure satisfactory-operation of the plant. Project,
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provides for continuing planning advisory and supervisory
services of Food &.Ariculture Division of AID in 
ovrdinating and directing all pgpjects and activities. The 
staff rorks closely on food and.agriculture matters with 
.appropriate officials of Nigerian federal and state 
gov*ernments and reviews host-country plans, programs and 
requests assistance, sets policy directives applicable ko the 
mission's agvicultural program, and maintains liaison with 
AID/Washington. 
Project Contractst 1) potato production specialist; 2)
 
fishedies/refrigeration specialist to supervise Nigerian
 
fisheries personnel in rehabilitation of damaged
 
refrigeration equipment, assembly of machinery, training of
 
staff, and assurance of satisfactory operation of Ijora
 
fisheries terminal.
 

Number of U.S. Pursonnel: 8 USAID technicans
 

Tv1e of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: Commodities, books,
 
technical journals, periodicals, reports, charts, survey
 
maps, and other publications.
 

Training Programs: 6 participants trained in U.S.; 1 in
 
Philippines
 

Reports Initial Audit Reports Area Auditor General African (west)
 
Dec. 1971.
 

620-0704 Higeria
 

Fisheries Development
 

Objectives: To increase production and consumption of fish by an
 
average of 100 percent annually over 10 years in order to 1)

develop a rich natural resource; .2)provide a protein-rich
 
food for the Nigerian diet; 3) reduce ioreign exchange
draining imports of fish; 4) develop the export potential of 
shrimp and shark hides and fins; and 5) provide and 
opportunity for thc development of potentially profitable
 
business that will increase the incomes and standard of
 
.living of a large number of the Nigerian people.
 

Goals, 1) increase production of fish by providing training 
to fishermen and improved fishing technology (modern boats 
and.gear) 2) improve distribution marketing and processing 
methods so as to expand inland market areas. 

Time Periods 5/62 7 6/68 

.Level of U.S. Funding, $561,000 
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sumlarys Specific goals of the project consist of 1) developing
 
-the Western Nigerian Cooperative Fishermen's Association into 
a-.viable business organization to expand fisheries potential; 
2)-,the initiation of a production phase of operation 
including the building of trawlers locally for co-op members 
3) the initiation of a marketing and processing phasel and 4) 
thedevelopment of the shrimp fisheries with emphasis on
 
foreign markets. 

Number of U.So Personnel: 3 technicians--l freshwater
 
fishermen, 1 fishing gear technician, 1 marine engineer.
Technical assistance-- 1 marketing advisor, 1 gear and 
equipment specialist, 1 cooperative specialist, 1 TDY ship 
builder, 1 principal fisheries officer.
 

Number of Foreign Personnel: 9 

Type of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: Oceanographic survey 
equipment, 2 refrigerated trucks, 9 canoes, 35 outboard and 6
 
inboard motors, 3 vehicles, 15 refrigerators, ice-making 
machines, nets and gear, shop tools, fish boxes, fish
 
processing and handling equipment. 

Training Programs: To train 200 officials and members of the
 
fisheries cooperative in improved fishing methods.
 
On-the-job training in equipment maintenance, boat
 
construction, and design. Two participants trained.
 

Outputs: 1) conduct experiments and research for program 
development for pond fisheries; 2) train 200 fisheries 
cooperative officials and members in the use of improved 
boats and auxiliary gear, and train 2,000 cooperative members 
In better fishing methods and gear fabrication; 3) improve 
fish marketing organizations with emphasis on cooperative 
marketing at Warri, Sapal, Benin, Ibadan, and the Lagos area, 
to reduce spoilage and marketing losses by 25 percent in. 
19671 .4)increase production and consumption of fish by an
 
average of 100 percent annually over next ten years.
 

Report: End of Tour Report, Charles L. Kaufman, December 1964 
Memo by Russell 0. Olson, AGR, to William R. Ford, April 30, 
1973--Project made satisfactory progress until civil war in 
1967. Project terminated 1968. Work on lIjora terminal
 
completed in 1970 and in 1971 USAID provided an additional 5 
man-months of assistance for final assembly-and installation 

of equipment. 

Final Audit Report, November.24, 1972, West African Auditor 
General--AID Progress satisfactory until civil war. At that 
time, Western State reduced its financial support. Delayed 
completion of the renovation at key facility in the project 
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planv the IJora Fisheries terminal*aommodities earmarked

for installation were installed ona temporary basis or
 
stored under adverse conditions. Ultimate deterioration of
 
terminal precludes the use of.it to unload fish; marketing
 
and processing activities cvased. Mission terminated project
 
in FY68.
 

Avhievements:
 
1) 35 outboard engines and sea canoes were provided to
 
stimulate mechanization. Over 400 local fishermen are now
 
using outboard engines.
 
2) demonstrational fish ponds - 3 ponds in operation.

3) inland fishery - 300 private or community fish farms
 
operating in Western State compared to 139 operating in 1969.
 
4) Participants - since 1965, two participants sent to United
 
States, one for 6 months in cooperative managementl one for 2
 
years for masters degree in fisheries.
 

631-0022 Cameroon
 

Small Farmer Fish Production
 

Objectives: To improve the diet, diversify farm production, and
 
augment the income of the rural population of Cameroon. To
 
increase the amount of fish produced and consumed in the
 
rural sector and to strengthen and expand the existing

infrastructure responsible for the fish culture program.
 

Time Period: 1980-82
 

Level of U.S. Funding: $1,325,000 (AID $450,000; Peace Corps
 
$875,000)
 

Other Funding: $1,153,000-Camaroon
 

Sumnary: 
 The project is designed to encourage the renovation of
 
abandoned fish-ponds and establish new ponds. The two parts

of the project are a) the operation of fish stations capable

of supplying fingerlings to the farmers and b) the
 
provisional extension services that instruct the farmer in
 
the proper methods of fish culture.
 

Number of U.S. Personnel: 1 technician for 1 year; 30 Peace Corps

for volunteers, 3 years.
 

Type of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: AID to finance

transportation vehicles (pickup truck and motorcycles) as
 
fell as funds to maintain and operate the vehiclesypand

purchases for materials and supplies to improve both farmer 
&nd monitorina trainina. anki hnAw 4,rla_ 
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Recipients: l2,000 families who will operate private fish ponds.
 

Training programs: Training seminars for farmers will be
 
presented in villages currently unserviced. Eight National
 
Fund for.Forestry and Fish Culture (FNFP) personnel were sent
 
ty AID to Auburn to participate in a 22-week program in
 
ioarm-water fish culture.
 

Outputs: 1) Improved mid-level management of the FNFP's fish
 
Culture program; 2) Improved training of the FNFP's fisheries
 
monitorsp 3) improved and expanded extensioca services offered
 
by the FNFPj 4) increased number of rural farmers
 
participating in fish culture; 5) increased quality of fish
 
culture as it is practiced in the rural sectorp 6) increased
 
total number of fish produced and consumed in the rural
 
sector.
 

641-023 Ghana
 

Volta Lale Technical Assistance Project
 

Objectives: To develop effective aquatic weed control methrds for
 
Lake Volta and to assist in preparing specific programs for
 
the general development of the lake's fishing industry.
 

Time Period: 10/68-10/71
 

Level of U.S. Funding: $60,000
 

Other Funding: Ghana $15,000; Other donor - $236,000 

Summary: In 1968, the Government of Ghana signed an agreement
 
with the UNDP and UN/FAO for developing Lake Volta. The
 
USAID adviser to assist in developing the fishing industry on
 
the lake.
 

Number of U.S. Personnel: 1
 

Type of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: A small aluminum
 
boat, and demonstration supplies.
 

Exchange of Personnel: USAID adviser, and Volta River Authority
 
counterpart for aquatic weed control.
 

Training Programs: One individual was sent to U.S. for 6-months
 
training program in advanced aquatic weed control procedures.
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Outputs: Aquatic-Weed Control 
1) Based on surveys and control tests complete aquatic maps 
for Lake Volta showing distribution of prtential problem 
species and their annua., rate of expansir,n by June PY 71. 
2) One :zA (Volta River Authority) senior employee trained
 
administering and extensive aquatic weed control program by 
June FY 71. 
3) Nine VRA trainees in aquatic weed control techniques and 
procedures by June FY 70. 
4) Three complete training in aquatic weed control techniques 
and procedures by June FY 70. 
5) Final report to VRA outlining aquatic weed control 
recommendations and procedures developed during the project 
by FY 71.
 

Fisheries Development
 
1) Final report of results of field experiments conducted
 
during 1968-69 comparing monofilament and multifilament
 
gill-nets and recommendations for increasing the Lake
 
fishermen'e catch by Dec. FY 70.
 
2) Intermediate report of results of field experiments 
commencing in April 1969. 
3) Final report of results of field experiments commencing in 
April 1969 together with any applicable recommendations by FY
 
71.
 

649-0006 Somali Republic
 

Fishories
 

Objectives: To modernize the Somali fishing industry.
 

Time Period: 6/57-6/66
 

Level of U.S. Funding: $389,000
 

Number of U.S. Personnel: One adviser
 

Type of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: Demonstration fishing
 
gear, and construction of fishing boats.
 

Report: End of tour reports, William Napier, 9/13/60 and period
 
of .October 10, 1960, through October 30, 1962.
 

657-006 Guinea-Bissau
 

Development of small-Scale Fisheries Sectors Guinea-Bissau
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obloocties: iTo assist the Govetment of: Gainea-Dissau in,. 
i p.g.. the country through .radtng nutritional. standards in
devel nt of the small-scale ,fisherles sector, with 
:particular eipbisis on increasing the Amount and qual.ity of 
fish., available and distributing it nore widely among the 
-population. Particular objectives are 1) to promote 
development of a pilot project for the small-scale fisheries 
sector, based on one fishing port and serving the population 
of one region and 2) to promote the development of a 
Fisheries lanagement Unit within the Fisheries Secretariat of 
the Gowernment of Guinea-Bissau. 

Tim Period: 1979-82
 

Level of U.S. Fundi g: $500,000 

Other.Funding: *2C',000 Government of Guinea-Bissau
 

.Sumarys Proposed activities caisist of technical assistance and 
training along with providing basic materials ,necessaryto 
promote the development of a pilot program to increase the 
supply and distribution of fish from an artisanal source.. In 
the FY. 1980 program plan a system for providing credit for 
fishermon will be established and a marketing network will be 
made operational.. An, inventory list for. the fishermen's 
store will be developed and a counterpart trained to manage 
the store and handle the sales and credit operation. 

Numbe',- of U.S. Personnel: 1 

gusher of 1reign Personnel: 2 

Type of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: Boats, fuel, 
materials for construction of fishing gear and associated 
needs, and credit facilities. Short-term:technical 
assistance experts in sociology, food.technology, store 
managment, consulting, credit consulting, and m*chanic 
training. 

Recipients: ProJe*ct will benefit directly 200.fishermen in the 
Casheu region through training, marketing assistance, and 
access to fishing supplies. Indirectly, the project will 
benefit about 158,000 people .in five areas who will have 
access to an increased supply of fi3b. Also,. personnel to be 
employed and trained at the local and national ovels will 

Training programs: In-ouuntry training concentrating on the 
development of caiestency in performing 'approprLate 
activities,
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Otputs: 1) To, promote development of, miLoae'iheis at' 
" .the Port of, Casheu.. 

2) To promote development of a Fisheries Management ulit 
withinthe risherles Secretariat of the Governmont of 
•. ineaw-isuaus 

660-056 :Zaire 
Fishing ativ."Expansion
 

Objectives: To assist the government .and a local fishing 
cooperative (COPELAS) to impro've the ooperative's. 
capabilities, in fish production,'processing, and marketing 
and increase the consumption of fish protein in the tvira and 
Fixi 	zones of the South Kivu region near Lake Tanganyika.
 

Time 	Period: 1976-00
 

Level of U.S.Funding: 6400,000
 

Other Funding: Govt. Zaire $170,000.- COOPLAZ $28,000
 

Surmaryi The project's significance is. related to the 
government's increasing emphasis on food production as a key
devel6oent prio.ity, and the need to respond to the high . 
incidence of malnutrition in rural Zaire. AIDwvill assist in 
training and st-engthening COOPELAZ management through a 
demonstration project and by providing essential comeodities 
to facilitate processing and marketing. AID to provide three 
technicians to conduct a comprehensive technical and economic 
feasibility study of the project.
 

Number of US., Personnels 2 Peace Corps speciaiste, 3 
nunt Inh4pw.m 	 :t k,..4._...m 


Type 	of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: Trucks, nets, lamp, 
boats, and outboard motors. 

Recipients: Traditional fishermen in Uvira and tho local 
population of the Rvizuii Plains will benefit. The members 
of the cooperative should benefit by increasingAtheir income 
by gaining access to more modern fishing and receiving 
important operating services.. 

Outputs: Doubled fish catch within two years and improve fish 
processing and marketing. Modernised artistnal fishing 
fleets Cooperativemarketing system (9 selling stations1 12 
drying stations, 3 storage depots)i Cooperativo services for 
,fishermen (mechanic repair shop, fishing gear store)o 
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Fish Culture lxpansion
 

Objectives:- To assist small farers in producing'fish. &nd to 
rebuild abandoned fish ponds and hatcheries... 

Time Period:. 1978-79
 

Level.of U.S. Funding: $10,000,000 loan
 

Sumarys. AIDstrategy is to support Zairian development.efforts
 
and priorities while assisting in maintaining economic and
 
political stability necessary for development.*Activities
 
primarily directed toward areas of foodproduction,.
 
nutrition# health, and population. Project approved to
 
.provide technical and institutional support to fishing

.cooperatives in an effort to increase fish protein
 
consumption.
 

669-003 Liberia
 

Freshwater Fisheries
 

Objectives: To establish anddevelop a scientifically sound
 
program of research and extension activities in frewshwater
 
fisheries with emphasis on the establishment of farm fish
 
ponds and the development of methods and means of increasin,
 
the harvest of fish from rivers and small streams in,the
 

interior, thereby increasing the output and consumption of
 
animal protein in the interior areas."
 

Time Period: 7/61-6/67
 

Level of U.S. Funding: $328,001
 

Summary: 'The fisheries program includes 1)..fingerling 
propagation and:experimentation at the Central Agricultural 
Experiment Station at Suakoke under the.administration of the 
Agricultural Research Organization;. and 2) fish pond 
oonstruction and.management carried out in the interior under
 
the administration of the Agricultural Extension Service,
 

Number of U.S. Personnel: 2
 

Number of Foreign'Personnel: 7
 

Training Programs: One Liberian obtained MS degree in:United
 
States; three Liberians obtained 588egr"e from local
 
college; On-the-job traiuing for the three college graduates
 
and three.high school graduates.
 

http:Level.of
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Outputs: 1) To establish at the Central Agricultural Experiment.
 
Station, Suakoko, by the end of 1964; a) a well-equipped
 
laboratory with nequate water and electrical systemsfor
 
laboratory research; b).92 experimental and hatchery ponds
 
including 12 production, 20 brood, 20 rearing, 20 feeding,
 
and 20 holding ponds for the study of fish species,
 
nutritional and various other phases of freshwater fish
 
culture, and for the rearing and distribution of fingerling
 
fish to farmersv c) design and construct a fish
 
transportation unit to increase the efficiency of the
 
handling and distribution of adult and fingerling fishes.
 
2) Establish in the Western Province a hatchery by July 1963.
 
3) Offer technical guidance which will lead to the
 
construction of 600 privately owned ponds in extension areas
 
by the end of 1968. (25 in FY 61, 50 in FY 62, and 75-100
 
per year through FY 68)

4) Assist one Liberian in acquiring an MS degree in zoology
 
and fisheries management in U.S. by end of 1962 and assist
 
three Liberians in obtaining local college BS degrees, and
 
train the college students on the job as well as three high
 
school graduates by end of 1964.
 

Report: End of tour report, William A. Smith, Jr. 8/60-12/62.
 
End of tour report, William A. Smith, 5/63-7/64.
 
End of tour report, Charles B. Wade, 3/63-1/65.
 

685-0240 Senegal
 

Lowland and Fish Culture 	Project
 

Objectives: To introduce fish culture to Senegal River Valley by
 
establishing small farmer extension program. To augment
 
production and availability of highly nutritious food as well
 
as increase income of rural farmers of the Fleuve'Region of
 
Senegal.
 

Level of U.S. Funding: 	 $399,000 (AID - $161,000; Peace Corps 
$214,000; Public Law 480 - $14,000) 

Other Funding: $60-000 Senegal
 

Summary: Two-year project for which AID financial and technical
 
assistance is needed to 1) construct and manage a fish
 
culture station for fingerling production, training,
 
research, and food production; 2) train and support Eaux et
 
Forets fish culture extension agents; 3) support Peace Corps
 
fish culture technicians. It is assumed that the Peace Corps
 
will play an active role in the project's development and
 
management and provide the required number of volunteers.
 
AID will finance the construction of an office building/
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laboratory and a warehouse for storage of equipment. The 
government of Senegal will fund persornel salaries and 
indemnities for seven fisheries agentis and the pzoject

director. The Peace Corps will fund Living allowances and 
support costs for the seven volunteerv and will contract with 
an ex-fisheries volunteer for 9 months. 

Number of U.S. Personnel: 7 volunteers
 

Number of Foreign Personnel: 7 counterparts, 1 driver, 3 laborers
 

Type of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: 14 motorcycles and a
 
land rover vehicle, parts, fuel, and oil. Equipment--nets,
 
small tools, manuals, medicines,,and laboratory equipment.

Construction equipment--pi.pes and outlets, station equipment, 
tools, building. 

Recipients: The primary beneficiaries will be the rural farmers
 
and their families who will have more protein-rich food and a
 
higher cash income.
 

Training Programs: Train Senegalese counterparts at station.
 

Outputs: 1) 6 Eaux et Forets agents trained and operatingy 2)
Senegalese Fish Station Directorl 3) Fish station constructed 
and operatingy 4) 90-180 participating farmers; 5) total fish
 
production increased in FY 80 to 12.5 tons and in FY 81 to
 
35.5 tons 6) value of production increased.
 

695-0102 Burundi
 

Highland Fisheries Development
 

Objectives: To increase incomes and to improve thenutritional
 
status of the rural poor. To assist the government of
 
Burundi in the'development of fish resources in the highland
 
provinces.
 

Time Period: 1979-81
 

Level of U.S. Funding: $540,000
 

Other Funding: .$44,000
 

Swuary Based on a report submitted to AID by an Auburn 
University team in July 1978, AID revised their previous
:-,rge-scale plans for a Burundi HighlanMC fisheries project. 
The Auburn team recomended a two-year, two-person technical 
assistance project to detemine the feasibility and
 
appropriateness of a long-term large-scale project. An 
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i aquaoulturist will work with the government in. training
pOrnnel of the Fisheries ervice and in developing a 
program to test fish training potential at the Karusi Fish 
Fars. A fisheries biologist will work with the Fisheries 
Service to distribute nets and to develop and implement a 
plan to monitor and regulate the lake fishery. 

Number of U.S. Personnel: 2 

Type of Equipment or Knowledge Transferred: Support for the 
Karuzi Fish Farm and lake fisheries (nets, one boat)i also. 2 
campers and 2 trail.bikes. 

Training Programs: Training of fisheries service personnel
 

^-puts: An assessment 	of the technical, biological, economic, 

social, and administrative feasibility of fish culture.
 

696-0112 Rwanda
 

Fish Culture
 

Objectives: An increase in the availability of nutritius food 
and the incomes of farm families, To develop the capacity of 
Rwandan farmers to build and maintain productive on-farm fish 
ponds* 

Time Periods 1980-82 

Level of U.S. Funding: 	 $2,000,000 (AID $1,450,000 - Peace Corps
 
$550,000)
 

Other Fundings $670,000
 

Suwmarys Five-year project at the end of which the following 
conditions are-expected to be achievedt 1) an estimated 1200 
fish ponds, producing approximately 36 tons of fish on 600 
farms in Rwanda's ten prefectures and 2) a national extension
 
program established to support the development of on-farm 
fish production in Rwanda's ten prefeutures. 

Number of U.S. Personnels 12 Peace Corps volunteers for 5 years. 
Fish Calture specialists (5 person-years) short-term 
consultmts (30 person-mntbs) 

Number of 1ore-gn Personnel: 10-15 extension workers, 12
 
counterparts, 120 agriculture extension agents.
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Type ofe.quipment or Knowledge Transferreds Vehicles - 24
motorcycles, 2 Toyota pickups, operation and maintenance. 
costs. Materials 'quipment - nets watere analysis 
equipment, sca4.es, fertilizers, feeds, lime, cement, tools. 

Recipients: The prime beneficiaries will be the farmers and the
 
farm families throughout Rwanda who have a) access to land on
 
which fish ponds can be constructed and b) access to
 
information -and technical support provided by eaae Corps.
 

Training Programs: Ministry of Agriculture (WAA) extensicn
 
workers'trained in fish culture.
 
SIn-service training programs in'fish julture provided to HOA
 
agricultural extension agents.
 

Outputs: 1) 600 farmers trained in fish culturey 2) 10 national
 
fish stations improved or constructed; 3) a demonstration
 
poind in each commune. 4) an estimated 30 MOA extension
 
workers trained on-the-job in fish culturel and 5) an
 
estimated minimum of 120 agricultural extension agents

trained in principles of fish culture.
 

698-0620 
Africa Regional
 

The Guinean Trawling Survey
 

Objectives: To investigate the demeral fish potential of the west
 
African continental shelf form Cape Koxo to the mouth of the
 
Congo River in relation to environmental conditions.
 

Time Period: 6/62-6/66
 

Level of U.S. Funding: $727,520
 

Other.Funding: $279,860 in the form of cash, services,of
 
scientists, equipment and facilities provided by the United
 
Kingdom, France, .Belgium,.Netherlands,Federal Republic of
 
Germany, USA, FAO, UNESCO, OUA/STRC (CCTA), and West African
 
nations from Senegal to the Congo.
 

iumnary: The USAID contract was made to the Comission for
 

Technical Cooperation in Africa, which on 1 January 1965
 
become the Scientific, Technical and Research Comission of
 
the Organization ofi African Unity (OAU/STRC). The Director
 
othe Guinean Trawling Survey was Dr. Francis Williams. It
 
was based on OAU/STRC headquarters in Lagos, Nigeria.
 

* Number of Foreign Personnel: 1 permanent (Director). Other
 
- cientific personnel, including USA- were on temporary
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ftchange of Personnel, See above 

Recipients: OAU/STRC and member countries
 

Reports$
 
F. Williams, 1968 
'Report on the Guinean Trawling Survey
'Volume I General Report, viii 828 p., Fig. 22, pl. 2 
Volume II Environmental Charts, fig.. 238. 
.Volume III Data Report (ed. MODC, Washing.on, D.C.) 

vii & 551 p., fig. I, pl. 1 
Organization of African Unityi Scientific, Technical and 
Research Commissions Lagos, Nigeria, 19G8, Publication No. 99. 
.F. Williams,,1968 
Review o: the Principal Results of the Guinean Trawling
 
Survey. U.S. Fish Wildl, Serv. For. Fish. Leafl. (1950)., 
Also published in Proc. Sympos. Oceanogr. Fish. ResourcaB 
from Atlantic Review Papers and Contributions. UNESCO, 1969: 
pp. 139-146. 

730-0317 Vietnam
 

Fisheries•
 

Time Period: 3/67-12/70
 

Level of U.S. Fundingi S280,000
 

931-0042 Brazil
 

Fisheries Training center
 

Objectives:. To develop aquaculture technolcv 'to pe'rmi~t the 
commercialization of freshwater fish culture and to incraoase 
the availability of animal protein for the 1.eople of 

northeast Brazil. 

Time Period: 7/74-2/79
 

Level of U.S. Fundings $290,000
 

a-"mary: This project is a continuation of project 512-274, Fish
 
Production Processing and Marketing funded by the 'Brazil. 
mission. Contracts with Auburn University have made pcmeibla 
continuing assistance in Brazil since 1969 with one o. fo 
fishery experts. Early work.was oriented toward stocking
 

:reservoirs-and managing fishL.ig from these reservirsa. This 
work continues to be an important, function of the Pentecoste 
Station and related hatchery and fishery managemont practices
 

http:fishL.ig
http:Washing.on
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are .part of the course work offerred. aphasis' of. the 
station has shifted to research an aquaculture. Training 
courses in fish culture techniques and on-the-job training 
planned and conducted by Auburn in Brazil. Training 

emphasised demonstration for secondary-level technicians and 
fish pond owners and operators. During the process of fish 
pond development for training, assistance was provided in 
marketing, preservation, and processing system. Desirable 
species for particular types of ponds were selected and 
extension programs to acquaint private pond owners with fish
 

culture techniques.
 

Number of U.S. Parsonnel: 1 or 2
 

Humber of Foreign Personnels 16
 

Training Programs: Pentecoste Center has assumed an international
 
training function. Offers an annual 6- to 8-week practical
 
training course. 145 biologists trained.
 

Outputst 1. 145 Biologists trained at Pentecoste Center 
2 *Domestication of Selected Amazon Fish Species--three 

species have been reared and spawned in captivity 
3. Production of Monosex Hybrid Tilapia
 

4. Develop fish production systems to utilize livestock
 
manure
 

5. Develop uses for specific agricultural waste products
 
avpilable locally
 

6. Strengthen International training capabilities of the
 
Pentecoste Center staff
 

Report: Progress reports published by Auburn University 
available. Project Evaluation Sumary, 1/78-3/78, Richard A. 
Reali DS/AGR/F 

931-0113
 

Institution Development Grant 211(d) (AID/csd-2455),
 
International Center for Marine.Resource Development (ICMRD)f
 
University of Rhode Island 

Objectives: 

May 1969 original grant:
 

1. 	 Conduct a series of multidisciplinary studies aeaiing
 
with the role of marine resources, particularly
 
fisheries, in developing countries.
 

2. 	 Organie.courses of study and seminars,
 
interdisciplinary where desirable, in degree program
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related to marine resources and their role in the food
and nutrition needs and development programs of 
developing countries. 

3. 	 Increase the capacity of the University of Rhode Island 
to provide administrators and researchers in developing 
countries with advanced, general, and specialized 
education in various aspects of marine resource
 
utilization.
 

4. 	 Provide training and educational opportunities for
 
professional staff members of AID, BCF, and other
 
interested public and private agencies through short
 
courses, symposia, and university course work. 

5. 	 Provide for the university's involvement in technical
 
consultation and assistance and research on marine
 
matters in developing countries for AID and agencies
 
with similar interests.
 

September 1975 Supplemental Grant:
 

1. 	 Continue to develop and extend the knowledge base and
 
research capability within the redefined focus of
 
small-scale fisheries development.


2. 	 Develop a more effective advisory response capability. 
3. 	 Develop a specialized education and training capability.
 
4. Develop and maintain an information service.
 
September 1976 Supplemental Grant:
 
1. 	 Continue to develop and expand the knowledge base and 

their own research output. 
2. 	 Mobilize manpower resources to provide technical
 

assistance in.resolving fisheries sector problems in
 
developing countries.
 

3. 	 Maintain and operate an up-to-date information service. 
4. 	 Strengthen linkages to other fisheries development 

institutions in developing countries. 

Time 	Period: 5/69-12/79
 

Level of U.S. Funding: $2,010,000 

Summarys The originnl 211(d) grant was awarded to the 
Univirsity of Rhode Island (URI). for a five-year period for a 
total of 8750,000. The university established the
 
International Center for Marine Resource Development
 
(XCNRD). After evaluation, the grant was ixtended and
 
additional funding was provided as follows: 

I. 	 May 1974 - Team Review 
2. 	 June 1974 - $175,000 added to extend project to August 

1974 
30 	 September 1975 - S450,000 added to extend project to 

August 1977 
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4. 	 July 1976 - Team Review 
5. 	September 1977 - $635,000 added to extend project to
 

August 1979
 
6. 	 November 1978 - Interim Regular Review 
7. 	August 1979 - Project extended (with no additional funds
 

added) to December 31, 1979
 

Major modifications were made in the objectives and
 
direction of the project following the May 1974 review and
 
after the July 1976 review as can be seen in the Objectives
 
section above.
 

Section 211(d) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961
 
provides for funds for support of "research and educational
 
institutions in the U.S. for the purpose of strengthening
 
their capacities to develop and to carry out programs
 
concerned with economic and social development of less
 
developed countries." ICMRD was established by URI to
 
strengthen its research, training, consultation, and service
 
capacities in marine resources, especially fisheries, and to
 
expand current on-going university marine resource
 
capabilities to man international dimension.
 

Abstract of Grant Language:
 

"The Center will allow the University to direct to the
 
problems of less developed nations its existing, planned, and 
proposed integrated strength in development economics, marine
 
resource economics, marine biology, oceanography, ocean 
engineering, fisherman training, fishing gear research, food
 
technology, marine resource extension work and supporting 
social science interest exemplified by the Law of the Sea 
Institute administered by tha University.
 

'Funds..,will be used to engage present faculty to
 
enlarge on their interests in international studies, to hire
 
new faculty with these interests, to support domestic and
 
foreign graduate and special students while they pursue their
 
education or training in programs relevant to the purposes of
 
this grant, to improve library holdings, to help finance
 
visiting lecturers for seminars, courses, and symposia and to
 
provide for-necessary supplies and travel related to this
 
program.
 

"The result will be an integrated multi-discipline
 
Center with capabilities-for identification of and
 
consultation on the solution cf economic, biological, 
technical, social, and institutional problems and constraints
 
and the development and attainment of opportunities related
 
to the role of.marine resources in less developed countries.
 
The work of the Center will be .coordinated and integrated
 
with and supported by the existing and expanding University
 
activities in these subject areas on the state and national
 
level."
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Training Programs: see annual reports.
 

Outputs: 	see annual reports
 

Report: 	 Annual Reports of-the International Center for Marine
 
Resource Development for 1969-70 thru 1977-78.
 

931-0120
 

Auburn University, International Center for AquacUlture
 
Institutional 211(d) Grant (AID/cad-2780)
 

Objectives: To strengthen specialized competency in aquaculture
 
of the International Center for Aquaculture and to expand its
 
capability in international development activities in inland
 
fisheries and aquaculture.
 

Major objectives (initial grant per .od, 6/70 - 7/75): 

1. To add experts in selected fields to the facultyl
 
2. 	To develop a library of worldwide literatura on
 

aquaculture and more effective methods for dissemination
 
of this information;
 

3.- To provide educational opportunities in aquaculture for
 
personnel of AID and other governmental and private
 
foundations, for students and for foreign country
 
participants; and
 

4. 	 To develop a worldwide collection of data on food fishes
 
and other aquatic organisms that appear suitable for
 
culture.
 

Major objectives (2-year extension period 6/75-6/77):
 

1. 	 To provide educational and training opportunities in
 
inland fisheries and aquaculture related to
 
international development;
 

2. 	 To-continue to develop and improve the knowledge base of
 
Auburn University, including the development of a
 
capability in production economics as related to
 
aquaculturel
 

3. 	 To develop a more effective capability for advisory
 
services and actively promote its utilization;
 

4. 	 To continue to collect, analyze, publish, and
 
disseminate informationt
 

5. 	To develop a strong professional network of linkages
 
between Auburn and LDC institutions, international
 
development agencies, and U.S. institutions.
 

Time'Periods 6/70 - 4/78
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Level of U.S. Fundings $1,618,000
 

Sumary: The original 211(d) grant (AID/csd-2780),was awarded on 
April 30, 1970, for five years. In June 1975 the grant was 
extended for another six months and finally in December 1977 
it was extended through April 1978.
 

The purposes of the most recent extensions were to
 
provide core support for the maintenance and further
 
development of Auburn's capability to promote utilization of
 

aquaculture and to further the development of that capability
 
in the war on poverty and hunger in the LDC's. In addition,
 

funds were to: 1) broaden the discipline base as applied to
 
aquaculturei 2) maintain a concentration on warmwater
 
aquaculture and inland fisheries but with a total systems
 
competence within this focusl 3) expand responce capabilities
 
in-planning at both the project (micro-) and national
 
(macro-) levels; and 4) provide for the production of
 
specific outputs in education and training, expanding the
 
knowledge base, etc. A secondary purpose was to foater an
 
effective pattern of cooperation between Auburn UAiversity,
 
the University of Rhode Island, AID, and other key
 
institutions related to common fi3hery problems particularly
 
in the areas of planning, marketing processing, and
 
nontechnical constraints on fisheries production.
 

Number of U.S. Personnel: see annual reports
 

Training Programs: see annual reports
 

Outputs: see annual reports
 

Report% Annual fiscal year reports for 1971-1977 prepared by the
 
International Center for Aquaculture, Auburn University, and
 
the Final Report dated September 29, 1978, written byE. W.
 
Shell, Head of the Department of Fisheries and Allied
 
Aquacultures and.Director of the ICA.
 

Abstracts: The final report summarizes the activities of the
 
International Center for Aquaculture (ICA for the period July
 
l, 1977, to April 30, 1978, and for the entire grant period.
 
The report discusses the graduate program, short-term
 
technical assistance services, personnel involved, research
 
conducted, publications, grant-related activities,
 
utilization of institutional response capabilities, long-term
 
technical assistance services, and visitors to the center.
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V931-0242
 

OM Advisory Services
 

Objectivess To provide technical assistance for development and 
impltmentation of fisheries activities in developing. 
.ountKriea. 

.Time Period: ,10/75-9/78 

Level of U.S. Funding, 0392,000
 

Sumoary: Contract with the National.Oceania and Atmospheric: 
Administration (WOAA) -toprovide program support to the 
Agriculture and Fisheries Division of A3Is Developmen, 
Support Bureau. 

931-0526
 

Oceanic Foundation
 
Artificial Propagation of Milkfish
 

Objectives: To develop improved aquacuiture techniques to 
eliminate dependence of aquaculture centers on capture 
Juvenile fish. To develop methods and system that will 
result in tho capability to breed milkfish. 

Tim Period: 1/75-12/79 

level of U.S. Funding: $1,224,000 

Summary: Activities of the program include 1) establishing. 
broodatock in captivityj 2) establishing vonditions for 
splwningi 3) induciu spawning ,y hormone inje tiop! 4) 
establiahing conditr as for larval rearing in1the laboratoryu 
5) developing practiCl methods for large-acale fry 
productions 6) determinipg the economics of hatchery 
Opeation, and 7) Conducting hoalth care and pathology 
research. 

Type of EqUipment or Knowledge Transferreds iesearch on 

artificial orowraation of milkfiuh, 

Rsciplcntet Oceanic Youndation 

Outputs ayearly research progress 

lvaluations Project evaluation Summry, P/7M. RaveeW team 
oansisted of C.P. Idyll# NS I3J. Dunter, UWi D. 11tchell, 
AZD 1K. IWboigl .AIDi S. Wishik, IACMsber, 
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a year 
acoomplishod and while the results of this successful 
experimentation have,identifLed additional problems . not 
anticipated earlier, steady progress toward accompli.shment of 
the underlying objective has been made. 

The tean conducted a thorough raview of research 
progressand scientific competence of the contractor. A 
revised set of research plans for the fifth year were 

*N to year basis. planned reseatch has been 

developed in consultation with the review team,, 
O.Contract work given an overall rating of.satisfactory.
 

There have been a ,numberof disappointmehts, logistical
 
..problems and .in the early. stages of the project poor planning 
on the part of the contractor and by ADI nevertheless the 
contractor has generally been responsive to the terms of-the 
original oontract and to modification of the research plan 
suggested by the project manager and the 3 review teams. 
Other evaluations were conducted in May 1976 &-A March 1977. 

931-0787
 

Auburn University.-
Increasing FJsh Production By Improved Fishcultures, (AI/csd-2270) 
Basic Ordering..Agreement 

Objective: 
1.-	 Develop an appropriate technical staff
 
2. 	 Locate sites in selected countries for devlopment.of. 

research and demonstration stations 
3. 	 Build and staff demontration and research stations 
4. 	 Begin adaptive research
 
5. Determine major constraints on aquacultural development 
:6. Nxtend information throughout host countries 
7. 	 Dvelop a network .for exchanging, information between 

host countries 

Time 	Period: 6/69-7/74
 

Level of U.S. Fundingi $834,601
 

summary. This contract replaced AID/csd-1581# Inczeased Fish
 
Production through improved Fish Culture in Less Developed 
Countries. This contract is .structuredas a Dasic Ordering 
Agreoentl which allows USAID missions desiring technical 
servcssein aquaculture or other fisheries to request and pay 
for those servios by i$uing.a task order (simple process) 
or through formalisation of a separate contraot. which takes 
a uchlonger period of time., Task. orders and 6 are the 
funding mechanisms Ior the world wide contract, Attached are 
gesotiptiona of the various task orders and oontracts for 
ibri.'.s oountry projeos. 

http:devlopment.of


Report. Annual Reports:to AID-for 1971, 1972 and 1973.
 

Evaluations Assessment of Auburn University's Aquacultural
 
Activities, March 4, 1974 by Jams A. Uranor TA/AGR.
 

Task Order 2 (Thailand)
 
Annual 8/1/69-12/31/70 for $23,647 for 5 man-months to
 
Report 1971 provide training in various subject matters for
 

fisheries biologists of Thai Fisheries Department and
 
for reviewing previous research and assist in planning
 
future research and extension activities.
 

Task Order 3 (Brazil)
 
Annual 10/15/69-10/15/70 for 828,015 Amendment Yo. 1
 
Report 1972 extended T.O. 3 to 10/15/71 for $43,913. Advisor in
 

fish culture to Government of Brazil, 24 man-months of
 
technical services
 

USAID Brazil Prolect
 
Annual The USAID/Brazil sponsored project in Northeast
 
Report 1972 Brazil, staffed with two ICA specialists during 1972.
 

Primary goal to increase fish production through
 
improved aquaculture and improved management of existing
 
reservoirs.
 

Counterpart training opportunities for Brazilian
 

staff provided by USAID/Brazil in form of short term 
tours at ICA. Four Brazilian biologists took part in a 
special 2-month training tour in U.S. 

Annual Proqress to dates 
Report A separate Department of Fisheries' established 
1973 'ithin DNOCS, thus improving comunication, cooperation, 

and enthusiasm for the aquaculture program.
 
Adaptive research at Pentecoste Fishculture Station
 

conducted during past year indicates good potential for
 
fishculture.
 

Fishculture extension program producing good
 
results.
 

Annual Task Order 4 13razil) 
Report. 8/25/70-8/31/72 for $65,451. Advisor in fish 
1971 population dynamics and reservoir management to 

Goverment of Brazil, 24 man-motnhs of technical services. 
ICA recommended to AID/Brazil that the fishculture 

position be continued for another 2-year period and that
 
an extension fishculturist position be added to
 
complement the on-going research program in aquaculture.
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Dr. Davies investigated the reservoir fishery in
 
Annual selected Large impondment In northeast Brazil.
 
Report Naphasis-was on detezisining the standing crop of Ush,

1972 	 species composition, and improvad harvest techniqu s.
 

(End of tour rfport available) The reservoir
 
investigational project phused out after completion of
 
Dr. Davies tour.
 

Annual Task Order.5 (Peru).
 
Report, 2/15/72-4/15/72 for $4,631. Technical services of
 

72",, 1 man-month in country for specialist in aquacultute to
 
advise Peru's Ministry of Fisheries on aquaculture
 
development.
 

Dr. Moss was in Peru for March 1972 and provided
 
technical services to the Ministry of Fisheries. Salary
 
support paid by T.O. 5 while in Peru but on returning,
 
during period of preparing final. report, his salary waz_
 
covered by AID/csd-2270.
 

Published report, "Aquacultural Developments in
 
Peru." 

Annual Task Order 7 (Thailand)
 
Report 10/1/71-1/15/72 for $16,500 for 3 uan-i;onths of
 
1971 technical services for reviewing current research
 

projects and planning future research and extension
 
activities., (see Task Order 2)


Short-term technical services provided under 
AZ/csd-15861 through USON/Thailand, Seven trips to 
Thailand involving 2-3 staff members on each trip. 
Technical'services were provided to review existing
 
programs in fisheries research and extension and to
 
dvelop plans and establish priorities for future
 
extension and research programs. Also, short-course
 
training projrams carried out for Thai fisheries
 
biologists 4 fisheries stations throughout Thailand.
 

,Annual Task Order 8 (Brazil)
Report 3/25/72-4/30/74 for $91,285. Technical Services;g.
1972 24 man-months for fishculture extension specialist 'and 

24 man-months for fishculture research advisor to 
Governaent of Brazil. 

Three staff members served as long-term advisers 
during 1972. 

Basically, this task order countinues the position 
of fishery adviser in aquaculture research but also 
provides for increased emphasis in the area of 
aquacultor.0 extension by authorizing employmnt of a 

fishcul'ur. extension specialist. Mr. John Jensen, a 
forter Pear- Corps volunteer,affiliated with a fishery 

cooperative in Brazil for 2 years, was hired to serve as 
adviser in fishculture extension. Dr. Lovshin was 
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employed as fishculture research adviseri arrived at 
post 6/16/72.
 

'Annual Amendment No. 1 extended Task Order 8 to 6/30/74
 
IMport Amount Funded: $116,321
 
1973,
 

Annual Task Order 9 (Thailand) 
Report 9/1/72-2/28/73 for $14,400 Technical Servicess 
1972. One man-month each for fisheries biologist and fisheries 

nutritionist to assist personnel of Thai Department of
 
Fisheries. One man-month on campus to complete work on
 
length-weight relationships of Thai fishes.
 

Drs. Shell and Lovell carried out work assignments
 
in October 1972. Dr. Shell concentrated his efforts in
 

reviewing the entire research program of the Inland
 
Fisheries Division of the Thai Department of Fisheries
 
with emphasis on improving the effectiveness of the
 
research program. Dr. Lovell worked with biologists at
 
the Annual Bangkhen Fisheries Station and other selected
 
fisheries stations in formulating economical rations for.
 
feeding fish and designing experiment3 to test various
 
diets. (Report available)
 

Annual AID/la-688 (E1 Salvador)
 
"Report 9/27/71-9/30/72 for $80,003 Technical Services.
 
1973L 1 man-months for an adviser in inland fisheries to the
 

Government of El Salvador plus. 4 m-months short-term.
 
services.
 

AID/El Salvador requested assistance from ICA to 
review the status of existing fisheries programs and to 
assess the potential for fisheries development and 
aquaculture. Dr. Noos carried out a study and 
recommended a program to AID mission. 

extended contract to 12/31/72. Two-week

Amendment No. 1 

Report visit by Dr. Moss to review progress of the renovation 
1972: program of Santa Cruz earthen ponds as prepared by 

Fisheries Department of the host country. Salary
 

Annual 


supported under la-688 for Dr. Moss, but upon his .return 
support reverted to csd-2270 despite several additional 
days work. 

Dr. David Bayne employed 1/1/72 to serve as adviser 

in inland fisheries to Government of El Salvador. He 
coordinated fisheries development consisting of three
 

major work programs: 1) investigations of the fishories
 
resources of the major lakes and natural watersg 2) the
 

aquaculture.research program at Santa Cruz Porrillo 
Fishoulture. Stationi 3) the renovation and expansion 
progra at the fishculture station. 
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Annual 

.Report 


1973 

Annual 

Report 

1971 


Annual 


Report 
1972 


. Progress t, Satisfactory for phases 1 and 2, limited
 
progress made in construction of new ponds:-at Santa Cruz 
.station due to inadequate funds for rental of earth 

moving equipment, Six new earthen. ponds completed and a. 
deep-water well drilled. New equipment added to 
laboratory improving the facil 4.ty,. 

Amendment No. 2-extended contract to 3/31/73
 
Amendment No. 3 extended contract to 12/31/73
 

Amount funded: $42,996 

Financial support for the Cooperative Fisheries Project
 
by the Goernment of El Salvador has vastly improved.
Total capital improvement funds by GOES is $107,600. 
Renovation of existing pond facilities at fishcultur
 
station completed in 1972.
 
Plans prepared by project engineers and construction
 
initiated on 15 of 30 concrete ponds.
 

Renovation of the main laboratory building completed. 
Research begun to evaluate systemically the culture,
 
potential of selected native species of fish.
 
Farm pond evaluation study begun in 1971,completed and
 

results and conclusions prepared for publicat.*on.
 

AID/Ia-684 (Panama)
 
0/18/71-9/30/72 for $119,881 for technical
 

servicea.- 12 man-months, for an advisor in fishculture
 
to Government of Panama plus 3 man-%onths short-term 
services.
 

.Following a survey carried out 4/27-5/22, 1970 by
 
Drs. Smitherman and Moss, the Government of Panama and 
AID mission agreed to cooperate in sponsoring. 
aquaculture project. Two subsequent visits organized
 

the project*
 

Amendment No. 1 Extended Contract to 3/31/73
 
Amount Funded $93,091 

Dr. Lovell in Panama for 1 week to assist Avburn 
University project manager, Dr. Smitherman in designng. ,. 
a fish feeds'laboratory planned for future construction, 

at the fishculture research station at Divisa. A report
 
prepared for distribution to appropriate USAID and
 

Government 'of Panama officials 
Original plans for the.-project, called for the 

construction of auacultural facilitiess :1) a
 
fishculture research facility to-be developed at the
 

-Tocumen Agricultural Mer~riment station with cooperation
and support from.the Faculty-of Agronomy, University of 
Panama and 2) a combination fish hatchery; and 
demonstration and extension aquacultural facility to be 
constructed at a suitable inland site neAr: antiago. 
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Aft• r Dr. ithervan's arrival, Government of 
?Vanasnnv deci dA that eatite fculty of agronomy at 
University ot Panama should m*o , inland to develop an 
agricultural epiirimant station that would be of nore 
value to larger grovp of farmers. 
Erod~s to da2te: 

Har-hen pond cotalex at Diviaa nearing completion 
with 33 ef mental pondo. The fichoxiee adviser with 
assistann0n ICA staff praped a basic design for a 
field laboratory in order th&'t consLructioii could begin 
in 197 :. 

!unding ,gor two partitcipant~ st. hubx-n University 
Dr. Roith.rnn r2a .-id i.n anrt for .8 montho, 

roturnl.ag to Auburn on 8/4/73. Project l1 be oarviced 
unmtil A/74 through periodic short-tezm vi;sits. 

111ree Pah .innreceiving spcial tralninS at "Rburn 
under contr~tat fen3 
Goverrm&snt of Fanwa, Aindinq OX43,l(0 

Annual AID or.-l8O (PmAl j
Report 7/,3/.6/ 0/73 fof $161,043. Technical 
1971 ervices for 24 i n-sonth with an adviwmr in fisheries 

to tha governmnt o' the Phi2,Appies to live training 
and superviec, tht godtructict end researc at both a 
freshMater and bra :1ish-watL-m &.uaculture research 
station" 

Thre~e Krbippine studento atarted Lcaivag in 
fisheries Qt A?.b'irn in September IS71. 

Oriqnal suxoy to access the Votential ar.4 neeA 

for Qquacul,:".re development in the Philippines by tvo 
staff v r& cuaducted from £pt.-Oct. 1967. They 
recamnoded the establiahment of tro aquaculi:uxal 
exparAfdt statlons. Viree ymars paowed before Auburn 
recoivd indIcation that tho Government of the
 
Philippines and the USAID mnilon wantod o proceei.
 
The Auburn team rtturned in July VS70 to determine sites
 
for the stations.
 

Annual Amendment Ho, 1 Provided additional funds of $83,085 
Report Amendment No. 2 Provided additiOnal fundw of $4#530 
1972 One-week violt by Dra. Lovell and Shell to review 

the Inland ?isherieo Project. Conferences held with 
appropriate of-iciala of UBAD/Philippines, the 
University of Yblippinea College ot Fisherlest Central. 
Luson State Univerafty, and Auburn University contract 
representatives 

Dr. Schmittou arrived in Philippines Sept. I, 1971, 
and assumed responsibilities as Chief of Staff and 
Project Leader. Dr. Grover was employed under this 
proj*ect and arrived in-Manila Jan. 4, 1972. Progress to 
date, two aquacultural research facilities are under 

http:Qquacul,:".re
http:roturnl.ag
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construction*. Te: freshwater research station (locatel 
.atcentral Luson State University) consists of 27 
quartor-acre and 33 tenth-acre earthen ponds. 
Construction of ponds 800 complete. A deep well drilled 
to supply water to fish ponds during dry season. 
Construction nearly completed on the combination 
administration-laboratory building. 

Construction continuing on initial 37-acre portion
 
of the brackish-"ater facility atLeganes on Panay
 

Island.. Dikes for ponds completed and main water supply
 
canals 80% complete. Well drilling operations have not
 
been successfu'.. ani a new -ntract for combined drilling 
being processed. 

An extensive field research program initiated by 
Auburn staff and counterpart personnel of.University of 
Philippines,: College of Fisheries, in privately owned 
ponds, with selected fish farm operators, with good 
success. Some tests lost due to destructive typhoon 
rains. Research also conducted in a Philippine 
Fisheries Comaission (PFC) demonstration fish farm at 
Iloilo in cooperation with PFC personnel. 

Annual Amendmtlt No. 3t extended contract to 6/30/74
 
Report Amount Funded $113,259 
1973 Under the participant training .component,8 staff 

members of the U.P. College of Fisheries and Central
 
Luz.n University enrolled in advance degree programs at
 
Auburn.
 

Annual ICA is the recipient of seven fisheries projects
 
Report supported by AID rtssions with a total budget 'f
 
1971 $470,288
 

Outputes
 
1) 15 steaff members of the Department of Fisheries and
 

Allied Aquacultures participated in short-term
 
assignments in 27 foreign countries. 

2) 45 maJor technical reports prepared by ICA staff. 
3) 18 urveys and other technical reports prepared 

during the period July 1 1970 to December 1, 1971.
 
4) 33 scientists and other visitors from foreign
 

countries visited ICA during the period 7/1/70 to
 
12/1/70.
 

5) .15 foreign students enrolled in graduate and special
 
study programs. 

Annual. During 1972, ICA staff provided assistance .on a 
Reort short-term basis to USAID missions and host country 
1972 governments in Brazil, al Salvador, Nicaragua,.Panasa, 

Peru, Philippines, and Thailand. 
At, the request of USAID/NLcaragua, a fisheries 

survoy was conducted on Lake.Nicaragua. Staff - Dr. W. 
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Davies (Chief of Party of AID Brasil project) and Mr. 
Pierc,, (AID/Wash.). Salary support for Davies under 
AID/cad-2270, Services . Mr. Plorce made available at. 
no coot. 

Seven professors on long--trm assignments on
 
cooperative projects in Brazil, El Salvador, Panama,
 
Philippines. Backstopping services on campus
 
increased. Four main years of techniczl personnel
 
needed annually for 1b.ckstoppirny rather than 1.3
 
man-years.
 

Technical Report published.
 
Programs arranged for AID-sponsored visitors. 14
 

visitors during 1972.
 
Participant TraJning Programs
 

Twenty-four foreign students enrolled in graduate
 
and special study program. Funding for these students 
came from foreign countries and AID missions. 
Expenses and Proosed Budget - ICA difficulty with 
inconsistency and inadequacy of funding for the level of 
effort devoted to activities carried out under centrally
 
funded project. Level of funding required is $200,000
 
Lnnually. Budget submitted for 1973-79.
 

Annual 	 For project to date, foreign work consisted of
 
Report 	 19 man-months of short-term services provided by 29 
1973 	 staff members in 39 countries. Fifteen major reports 

prepared and distributed to USAID missions and host 
couatry governments. 

931-1050
 

Fisherle Development, ICL1AM 

Objec-4ivez To increase the pr duvtiog of high-quality protein 
foods and provido iniproved inome ani eployment opportunities 
kor dieadvantaged pople in dave1pcping countiies. To provide 

.the mechanisms rueded to advance the pace of research and 
developrant aimed at achieving optimum otput and productivity 
trotu the aquatic environment. 

Time PtI3riod, 3/79-9/82 

Level of U.1S. 	 Fundingt 0800,000
 

Other Fun4in Total 35z0O0000
 

aui yz' Initial funding for a 3-year period-to support the 
International Center for Living Aquatic Resonrces Management 
'ICL.h,). The tUS., contribution will not exceed 25 percent 
of the core support requtred for programs that are consistent 
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.withAID objectives. Rockefeller Foundation will provide 
core, assistance. ICLP M iLlocated in Manila,. PhlippLnes 
Multi-donor, projects* 

931-1155 

Small-Scale Fisheries Development Conference 

Objectivess To support small-scale fisheries conference held at 
the University of Miami to identify opportunities or. 
constraints on small-scale fisheries production systems and 
to determine what inhibits or enhances artLsanal fisheries 

..development in LDCs.. 

Time Period:' 11/77 

Level of U.S. Funding: $46,500
 

Sumary: 	 .University of Miami handled the arrangements for the. 
symposium. Approximately 100 Americans and 100 foreigners 
attended.
 

Reports 	 Published Report# Conference on the develoment of 
small-scale fisheries in. the Caribbean regLon. 

.931-1156
 

Report of 	the International Management Study Group to the Council
 
of the Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center (SRAFDBC) 

ObJectives The Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center 
established an International Management Study Group. to review
 
and evaluate the agreement, administrative and financial
 
regulations# procedures, functional structure, etc., of the
 
departments and particularly the Secretariat of SEAFDUC.
 

TAme Period: 12/78-9/79
 

Level of U.S. Fundings $49,000
 

Summary: USAID grant to cover costs involved to produce report 
presenting the findings, conclusions, and recomendations of 
the International Management Study Groups composition of the 
study groups 
a) The cotnlr agreed that the mission be ecmposed of three 
mers all financed by AID,, whose nationalities were not of 
3ien1er countriesof., S3ADA C but that one should come from 
southeast 	Asia; 
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b),. Th. group leader should have a 4istinguished career-in
 
fiahery administration and long experieo -in fisheries 
research and.developmnt. The second specialist in 
institutional management. and the third a Negal expert. Terms 
of.References 
1. Rvaluate the existing provisions of.the Agreement 
establishing the Centert including its Administrative and 
Financial regulations and other regulations currently used by 
the three departments in so far as they relate to the 
management of the Center and recomend appropriate measures
 
to strengthen the Centerl
 
"2. More specifically,, examine the current administrative
 
.and financial procedures of the Secretariat and the three 
Departments and suggest ways and means by which these may be 
improved l 
E3, Examine the management structure of SEADBC, in
 
particular the scope of activities of the Secretariat, its
 
power and responsibilities. Where modification and/or
 
restructuring of the secretariat is desiced, to suggest ways
 
and means therein this can be effected and to recomeend
 
suitable funing sources to further support the Secretariat's
 
.activities."
 

Report: September 1979. Transmitted by Roy I. Jackson, Leader of
 
the International Management Study Group to Dr. Deb
 
Huanasveta, Secretary-General, SEAFDEC. 

931-1306
 

Fisheries and Aquaculture Collaborative Research in the
 
Developing Countries, Title XII
 

Objectives: To develop a statement of research needs in developing
 
countries and of U.S. university capabilities.
 

Time Periods 1977-78
 

Level of U.S. Funding: $276,000
 

3ummary: The report identifies development assistance needs in
 
fisheries and aquaculture as seen by developing countries,
 
identifies the set of needs that might best be addressed
 
through Title XII collaborative research, establishes
 
relative priorities, and presents budgetary requirements for 
their accompliament. A workshop was held in Denver, 
Colorado, Dece ber 14-15, 1977, with 110 participants. The 
workshop's purpose was to provide an opportunity for 
interested university representatives to interact with the 
staff of the Board for Food and Agricultural Development. and 
mebers of the Joint Research Committee and AID concerning 
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tbeIscope :and intent of Title XII legislation and
.collaborative reearch support programs and to. provide for an 
:*exchange .of news "on fisheries and aquaculture research needs 
and priorities in the developing countries. 

.Report: Fisheries and Aquaculture Collaborative Research in the 
Developing Countries. A Priority Planning Aaproach. Kenneth 
R. Craib and Warren.R. Ketler, Editors; Resources Development 
Associates, Los Altos, CA, August 1978. 

931-1155
 

International Wcrkshop oa Tropical Svrll-Scale
 
Fishery Stock Assessment
 

Objectivebt To provide mdvice on rwsearch needo of developing
 
countries in fishery stock assessment (identifieS as a high
priority subject for consideration) that might be met th:ough
 
collaborative research support programs within the framework
 
of the Title XrI program.
 

Time Period: 6/79-4/80 

Level of U.S. Pundingi $49,000 

Sumarys ?ecific objectives are to hold a workshop, to enorage
 
dialogue between eveloping country fishery administrators 
who must. make the best of whatever information is available 
to tirem and theoreticians who 'an nore effectively propose 
new approaches to assessment if they are made z.ore aware of 
the practical problems that inhibit data collection and
 
analysis in doveloping countries.
 

Number of U.S. Personnel: 15 from U.S. universities
 

Number of 	Foreign Persqrnel: 10 from international institutions
 

_.Reports 	 Interiiational Workshop on Tropical Small-Scale Fishery 
Stock Assessment Report of the Steering CcMmttee, 
January 7, 1980. 

931-1314 

Auburn University
 
Akuaculture Technology Development (Grant AID/DSAN-G-0039)
 

Obiectives:
 

1. 
To ensure continuation of high-quality university
 
educational program oriented toward freshwater 
aquaculture in developing countrie "' 
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2. 	 T6 make the program available to students in developing
countriesi 

3. 	 To use special capabilities developed at Aburn to 
transfer existing aquaculture technology to developing 
countrie. 

Time 	 Period: 5/78- 4/81 

Level of Funding: $882,000
 

Summary: The AID grant was effective May I, 1978, but was not 
'actuallyapproved until early September 1978. The grant was 
awarded for a three-year period. Originally the grant was to 
include funding for certain technology transfer activities in. 
developing countries,but this component was eliminated and
 
was included in a separate University Services Contract
 
(AID/DSAN-C-0053). This grant is a continuation of AID-Auburn
 
cooperation in developing technology in freshwater and
 
brackish-water aquaculture appropriate to local ,leeds, in 
developing programs for the dissemination of that technology, 
and in actual technology transfer on a worlowide basis. 

Outputs,
 

1. 	Maintain a strong graduate educational program in
 
freshwater aquaculture oriented to the needs of
 
developing countries and to maintain positions for at
 
least 35 students from developing countries in the
 
programs.
 

2. 	Provide opportunities for special training between
 
academic quarters and provide scholarships to selected
 
students.
 

3. 	Offer a five-month, noncredit, Aquaculture Training
 
Program primarily for professional fishery workers f::om
 
developing countries.
 

4. 	Prepave manuals and other rzterials to be used in
 
technology transfer activities.
 

5. 	Develop and present a series of short courses and
 
seminars.
 

6. 	Conduct an evaluation of aquaculture development programs
 
in selected countries in West Africa.
 

7. 	Provide opportunities for short-term advisory services in
 
developing countries.
 

Report: Annual Report for the period May l, 1978, through April 

30, 1979s, N W. Shell, Director, ICA, November 1, 1979. 

Abstract:
 

A total of 35 staff mumbers and graduate research 
assistants were funded to some degree, but only 3 received 
more than half of their total support for the year. 
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Grant funded staff were responsible for teaching 10 of
 
the 23 formal courses taught during the year.
 

Graduate.student enrollment increased over 2500 since the
 
1970-71 academic year. The enrollment of foreign graduate.
 
students increased twice-as fast as the enrollment of all
 
students in the same period. During this report period, 39
 
new graduate students were admitted to the program, 17 being
 
foreign students.
 

Degrees were awarded to 47 studentsl 16 foreign students
 
received graduate degreesl 14 of the 16 students returned to
 
their respective countries after graduation. One other
 
student received a scholarship to study at URI and another is
 
remaining in the U.S. until her husband completes his degree.
 

Three postdoctoral fellows from developing countries were
 
at Auburn during the year, supported by other tzgencies, but
 
grant funds were utilized to provide opportunities to
 
participate in research projects, to provide laboratory

supplies, equipment, travel to field research areas and
 
faculty time required in support of their research and
 
training activities.
 

Grant funds were used to provide a tuition fellowship
 
for one man supported by the Latin American Scholarship
 
Program of American Universities.
 

Grant funds were used to provide staff time, travel, and
 
other costs associated with providing graduate students with
 
the opportunity of visiting selected fisheries and
 
aquaculture operations in the southeastern U-Lted States.
 

The university provided special training opportunities

for a number of visitors who came to obtain infocmation about
 
international fisheries and aquaculture development.
 

The third annual Aquaculture Training Program (5 months)
 
was conducted. Seven students attended.
 

Work on three manuals was undertaken. Five reports were
 
prepared.
 

Grant funds were used to initiate a quarterly
 
newslctteL. The current -ailing -listtotals 595, of which
 
245 were overseas locations. The first issue was distributed
 
in early 1979.
 

Two short courses were conducted in Colombia in Spanish.
 
The ICA responded to 42 requests for short-term
 

technical assistance during the year.
 


